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Using a qualitative approach through interview data and a grounded theory methodology, 
this dissertation focuses on the literacy practices of immigrant families from various 
former Soviet Republics, primarily Russian-speaking Jewish immigrants in the Boston 
area. The immigrant literacy users in my study developed reading and writing strategies 
within spaces of contingency, flux, and danger in order to survive.  By interviewing these 
immigrants who are now in their seventies, eighties, and nineties, the study asks first, 
how these elders pass on literacy and language practices to their family members, and 
second, what the members of that family gain through the passing of these practices. 
These narratives recount lifetimes of literacy experience during times of war and 
migration and are particularly valuable as the field of literacy studies looks toward 
methodologies that triangulate how people use and pass literacies across countries and 
generations. My analysis of this data shows that elders pass to their children and 
grandchildren what I have called “safeguard literacies.” Elders’ literacy and language 
practices were developed in times of extreme duress, and the narratives show how 
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safeguard literacies are passed onto children and grandchildren in order to build 
intergenerational connective networks, to provide access to cultural and familial 
“storehouses,” and to enable their progeny’s survival by showing them how to read 
circumspectly not just texts but a world that is always changing.  By centering 
multilingual immigrant elders’ narratives about literacy use during times of war and 
migration, this study pushes against approaches that delimit language use to nation state 
affiliation and assimilation; rather, the immigrant elders in this study convey that their 
literacies, rather than being a result of deficit or lack, develop in spite of, and because of, 
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INTRODUCTION:   
IMMIGRANT FAMILY LITERACY ACROSS TIME AND SPACE 
 
 
“How would you translate ‘rodnoy yazik’?” I ask my mother in English, not 
Russian, towards the very end of the interview I have asked her to do for a literacy 
biography assignment. Her face is illuminated harshly in the little Skype window. She 
has a tendency to keep quite close to the camera and have very little light around the 
computer —her head, just as when I talk to her during other evenings, is a floating bluish-
white orb. She often says she’s gotten to the age where no one wants to see her in full 
light. “If I had to translate it literally,” I say, “it means commonly ‘mother tongue,’ or 
‘first language,’ right, but how would you say it, Mom?” In Russian, she responds, “this 
is a language you feel—you feel the nuances and the words, you know exactly how to 
make a joke; you feel it, you grasp it.” Switching into English, she clarifies, “it’s not a 
mental relationship, it’s a physical feeling. You know —[Now again in Russian] and I 
with all my good knowledge of English, I’m sometimes caught up thinking, ‘is that joke 
out of place?’ So, I make a joke, and for the most part, my jokes are funny in English as 
well, but sometimes they aren’t, and it’s because I don’t feel it as much as I feel 
Russian.” Clearly, despite the inter-language fluidity my mother experiences daily, 
moving from English, to Russian, to C++ and Java for her work, sometimes to Hebrew, 
and further, despite her nearly kaleidoscopic experience of languages growing up in the 
Soviet Union, she identifies with Russian in an affective, nearly visceral way. This 
tension between how people use language and how they identify with them has been 
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explored in language and literacy scholarship (Canagarajah; Pease-Alvarez; Kramsch; 
Norton).  
My mother is fluent in Russian, she believes, in a way she is not in English —she 
can feel it in her body in a way she cannot feel English. In Russian, she can make jokes, 
recite beloved verses of poetry, choose the precise cutting words when she feels an 
injustice. Born to two “rehabilitated” GULAG prisoners only a few years after Stalin’s 
death, my mother grew up speaking Russian as her primary language, due to pervasive 
educational Russification policies that pushed any other languages to spaces outside of 
public discourse, and bound linguistic homogeneity with the Soviet ideology of solidarity 
across nations. Despite this, my mother, like many Soviet citizens around her, grew up in 
an actively multilingual landscape. Born in a Siberian village, then raised in Moldova, a 
warm provincial republic in the south of the USSR, my mother grew up in the midst of 
Yiddish-, Ukrainian-, Romanian-, and Roma-speaking neighbors. Moreover, Russian was 
not her mother’s mother tongue. My grandmother learned Russian for the first time only 
when she was sent out of Latvia to work at a GULAG labor camp in her early 20s, where 
she met my grandfather, and where they courted through letters in broken German, their 
only common language. Among his several “mother tongues,” my grandfather counted 
Yiddish and Ukrainian, though he moved with equal freedom between German, Russian, 
and English. Every night, he would furtively attempt to tune into the BBC and American 
Wireless, hoping to get some news from outside the USSR.  
In our family, multilinguality was valued as a boon, in that it could get you out of 
jams, open doors for lines of work, and generally give you what my mom calls a “poly-
variance” in thinking —a computer programming term that describes the analysis of 
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functions from multiple angles —an array of access points to information. However, 
more than the multiplicity of languages, my mother described something deeper within 
both her practice and identification. She was describing a lived heuristic tied to literacy, 
of which multilinguality was and is an aspect. Literacy here was not just reading and 
writing, speaking and listening, but also how one read and judged situations for the sake 
of self-preservation. Literacy meant being able to listen to a Soviet news story and read 
between the lines; it meant that you knew how to find your way around a city in case of a 
catastrophe, that you knew whom to approach for help and not get in trouble with the 
government.   
In my own experience, the language categories1 I was put under in school before 
and after my immigrations to Israel and the United States, as well as the ones I later 
studied in college and graduate school, could never fully hold the complexity or veracity 
of how I used language to read and write, how I felt about reading and writing in different 
languages, and the larger story that my language use told about my past, present, and 
future. When I am asked to explain, quite often, how it is possible for me to speak 
English “so well,” “so accentlessly” though I moved to the US at what is deemed late for 
a child, I am compelled to speak not only about my own immigration trajectory to the US 
through the Soviet Union and Israel, but my grandparents’ and parents’ linguistic and 
literate orientations. As a researcher who studies multilingual and translingual literacy, I 
began to wonder at the marked durability of the construct where language is a stable 
category, a coming-home place, a language you feel and know, despite the fluidity and 
 
1
 Categories like “ESL” and “1.5 generation”—which inscribe students within specific school programs in 
the United States to varying degrees of benefit for the students themselves—have been critiqued by TESOL 
and composition scholars for some time (Garcia and Li; Leung, Harris, and Rampton; Matsuda, “Lure”).  
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transitory nature of that category. The tension between the felt durability that people can 
ascribe to their languages and the ways they actually practice language stood out to me. 
Through the data in this study, I argue that one needs a bounded notion of a language 
because its concretization has a provisional utility, a utility that serves a specific need in 
the present but can be changed or re-articulated for a future need.  For instance, this is the 
case with one participant, Asya, who was unable to fully learn Yiddish in childhood due 
to factors explored in chapters 3 and 5.  She ascribes an outward stable category of “low” 
proficiency to her mastery of Yiddish, since it marks an experience of cultural and 
familial loss, yet, she deeply identifies with this language in practice through songs from 
her childhood, and the use of certain words of affection with her granddaughter.   
The strategies that multilingual writers and speakers use to navigate changing 
literacy terrains across time and space, and how these strategies are tied to familial and 
cultural experience jumped out whenever I spoke informally with other multilingual 
immigrants. Thus, while this project initially came out of considering the tension between 
use and identifications around language that can exist for many multilingual speakers, it 
became more apparent that tracing the emergence of language practices and values 
through broader swaths of time and space would offer more complex and rich 
possibilities for exploring existing language constructs and their ideologies.  
In this study, I set out to explore whether and how literacy and language practices 
are passed down and across generations in immigrant families. Using a senior community 
center for Russian-speaking immigrants in Brighton, MA as a central investigative site, I 
interviewed center members, who ended up being mostly women and Jewish-identifying, 
to gather data on intergenerational literacy practices. I desired to understand how familial 
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values around literacy and language relate to the ways an individual connects to their 
available language resources in shifting temporal, political, and geographical landscapes. 
By placing immigrant elders’ experience at the center of the inquiry, the chapters in this 
dissertation query into the lived experience of people who have had to negotiate several 
linguistic, and cultural changes as they moved through different sociopolitical and 
physical landscapes. Not only do the subsequent routes of immigration taken by people in 
the Russian immigrant community create important settings of literacy formation to 
explore, but living through Stalinist language policies before and during World War II, 
the Khrushchev Thaw, and the dawn of Perestroika also have a poignant bearing on how 
we might use methodological frames to trace contingent literacy practices. Literacy and 
language, for those living through the daily grind of soft and hard dictatorships, had the 
quality of being both subversive and oppressive: this demographic of participants can 
shed light on the time period and spaces where language, nationality, and power were, 
and continue to be, intersecting.  
 In this introductory chapter, I lay out the prevalent constructs that circulate 
around “language” and “literacy” to give a theoretical framing for the project, historical 
context for understanding the population interviewed, then an overview of my argument 
and the chapters that follow.  
 
Literacy and Language Constructs in Composition and Rhetoric 
 
I use “literacy” and “language” in continuous conjunction throughout these 
chapters, and thus find it important to define how these terms function in the study. 
Deborah Brandt has defined literacy as an “economic, political, intellectual, spiritual” 
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resource, one that people pursue to obtain opportunity and protection (Literacy 5). 
Literacy has often been grounded in terms of both competence and action, as “socially 
and historically embedded activities and cultural practices” (Brockmeier et al 2).  I extend 
these seminal uses of the term to include more than just alphabetic, or text-based 
practices.  
I am using the term “literacy” in this project to hold both the epistemology and 
practices —which are co-constitutive —around individuals’ abilities to interpret a system 
or set of semiotic codes and respond to it effectively. Thus, I find it important to include 
non-textual and non-alphabetic data in my definition of “literacy” and literacy practice 
because of the data in the interviews. Indeed, I have looked to indigenous scholars who 
have long been working to expand what both “literacy” and the state of being “literate” 
signify in their community (Cushman; Banister and Begoray; Battiste; Paulsen; Riley-
Mukavetz). For instance, the process of becoming literate among many First Nations 
people, as Deborah Battiste has observed, comes from “talking or sharing circles and 
dialogues, participant observations, experiential learning, modeling, meditation, prayer, 
ceremonies, or story telling as ways of knowing and learning.” I do not intend to 
shoehorn the deep context-based articulations of literacy that are quite specific to 
indigenous communities into my own work, especially since the participants in my study, 
members of my own community of Russian-speaking Jewish immigrants, have very 
strong attachments to alphabetic literacy, textuality, and text objects. Nevertheless, I look 
to and am grateful for the works of native scholars because I believe the data that I have 
observed in my interviews necessitates this more capacious understanding of literacy, 
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especially since so many of the practices described are tied to orality, storytelling, 
crafting, and elder-based knowledge.  
Moreover, I frequently bind “language” to “literacy” in the chapters that follow 
because I want to continually emphasize that participants who are multilingual navigate 
literacy with additional layers of meaning-making and communicative lenses, such as 
translation, cultural difference, and systemic challenges. Moreover, given that “written 
language and spoken language are historically, structurally and functionally 
fundamentally different animals,” it is important to my use of the word literacy not to 
elide language, broadly used, with literacy but to use them both in analysis as distinct but 
inherently dialectic terms (Lippi-Green 7). In that way, the narratives of the participants 
in this study can give texture and nuance to the paradigmatic understandings of written 
and spoken language that continue to circulate in our field. 
I use Rebecca Lorimer Leonard’s definition of literacy repertoires as “the 
complex cluster of reading, writing, listening, and speaking strategies and experiences 
that multilingual writers call on to write” (Writing 7). Lorimer Leonard’s use of the term 
builds on Blommaert and Backus’ “repertoires” by suggesting that rather than carrying 
around a static toolbox, or container, of literacy skills, multilingual writers develop 
“dynamic sets” of strategies, experiences, and memories of reading, writing, speaking, 
and listening in order to communicate (Writing 7). Moreover, sometimes these 
repertoires, which may appear to be “incomplete” (Blommaert), are actually “in process 
before, during, and after migration” (Writing 10). The repertoires of my participants 
contain reading and writing, counting, singing, producing art, nursing the sick, and 
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sussing out danger in the physical environment to negotiate safety, just to name a few 
practices. 
The ways in which social inequalities produce and are reproduced by language is 
a longstanding question in writing studies. That a mastery of particular languages gives 
one access to social and economic capital is a fundamental construct of the pedagogical 
orientation in mainstream U.S. composition and rhetoric. Thus, I want to illustrate a 
prime equation in the field: the right kind of literacy in the right kind of language equals 
access to survival resources. Some of the scholars presented below, both in and out of 
writing studies, rely on the construct of language as a resource for attaining capital in 
order to make claims about the role of educators in the teaching of dominant discourses 
to marginalized students. Whereas those scholars believe competence in the dominant 
discourse may be a crucial way, and perhaps the only way, out of social inequality, other 
scholars in this section use this resource construct to argue that taking up multiple 
linguistic resources is in and of itself a way to access capital more effectively because it 
enables agentive language use. However, the airtight reliability of a language as a 
“resource” demands further critical observation.  
Scholars in composition and rhetoric, emerging from a social constructivist 
paradigm in the mid 1980s, were actively writing on the powerful domination of 
academic discourse and the cultural capital associated with it. For instance, Patricia 
Bizzell identifies the university as a “hegemony,” implying that it is particularly crucial 
for “basic writers” to break into this exclusive and rigid discursive sphere (“What 
Happens” 298). While Bizzell clearly defines the university as a “domineering,” almost 
imperial entity, she suggests that being subsumed into it is “well worth the risk” (“What 
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Happens” 301, my emphasis). And so, as the scholars below contend, the cultural, 
economic, and social capital to be gained through this discursive and linguistic absorption 
outweighs the pain and disempowerment the subject may feel. The notion of access to 
this capital becomes an incredibly persuasive and pervasive paradigm, particularly when 
articulated as an imperative issue of students’ rights. Notably, Geneva Smitherman 
(1977) and Keith Gilyard’s (1991) foundational texts on African American rhetorics 
resist the assimilationist approach presented by Bizzell and David Bartholomae (1986), 
and to a lesser extent, Peter Elbow (1995), making clear that the rhetoric of standard 
American English is distinctly different from, and suppressive to, Black English rhetoric.  
 Tony Silva argues against teachers engaging in “bait-and switch scams,” 
decrying instructors of courses titled Freshman Composition or Introductory Writing who 
do not “focus primarily if not exclusively on writing,” and who choose instead topics like 
“literature, critical thinking, [or] cultural studies” (162).  Similarly, education scholar 
Lisa Delpit argues that insisting on writing “fluency” only, without the skills part, is a 
racist pedagogy because it implies only one kind of fluency and one kind of 
literacy. Predating Silva and Ruecker, Delpit’s Other People’s Children (1989) received 
much resistance in writing education at the time of publication, which is indicative of the 
ways in which most contemporary pedagogical frames elided power and failed to grasp 
that all language is inherently raced. Thus, Delpit argues that there is a clear Culture —
and Language —of Power, which some students have grown up with and some have not; 
parents living outside the culture of power “transmit another culture that children must 
learn at home in order to survive in their communities” (30). It is the job of educators, she 
asserts, to practice with them the content that other families, coming from a different 
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cultural experience, practice at home. However, while her sharp intervention was and 
continues to be necessary, we must also contend with the persistent alienation that 
students of marginalized languages feel when asked not only to acquire but be 
“competent” enough in the dominant discursive, linguistic, and cultural codes of a high-
capital space like the university.  
Moreover, even when students attain prescribed levels of competence,2 they must 
still contend with more elided differences, such as accent and skin color, which are 
projected onto their competence. In Pierre Bourdieu’s definition of social capital, he 
writes that our social universe is a hierarchical one: social capital is the accumulation of 
“actual or potential resources which are linked to possession of a durable network of 
more or less institutionalized relationships of mutual acquaintance or recognition” 
(“Forms” 248). Further, the value of language in its social context is determined by the 
usage and its organization around what Bourdieu calls “systems of differences (between 
prosodic and articulatory or lexical and syntactic variants) which reproduce, in 
the symbolic order of differential deviations, the system of social differences” 
(“Production” 54). Through social capital, one can gain access to economic capital —the 
former being an intangible capital because it is relational, and thus subject to flux and 
often-inequitable ideological influences that construct language difference.   
And so, if language differences are always already marked and marking, what 
must this imply for the notion of language as a resource? For Bizzell, Silva, Ruecker, and 
 
2
 As Dell Hymes’ work in the 1960s has set up, a person’s inherent learning capacity for what he termed as 
communicative competence includes not only the retained knowledge of linguistic forms but also knowing 
how a particular form relates to the contextual social function. Language acquisition research, both in first- 
and second-language learners, shows that learned linguistic forms in an individual’s knowledge cache are 
reorganized and re-contextualized through this form-social function connection.  
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Delpit, the way an educator supports the student in their process of acquiring “academic 
fluency” is somewhat unilateral and worth the damage it might incur on the learner’s 
linguistic identity formations. The scholars below construct language as a resource not so 
much for the attainment of capital but rather as an actual faculty of the thinking and 
composing process, and thus a form of resisting and subverting the dominance of a 
particular language. Rather than being something we intake from the educational space, 
language is always something that we are doing; by drawing on all their available 
language resources, rather than just learning the language of power, students can actually 
gain more agency.  
Much research in the fields of composition and language education has argued 
that multiple languages are a boon and, frequently, a “resource” (Hornberger; Cummins; 
Garcia; Garcia and Li; Kramsch). Nancy Hornberger presents a “continua of biliteracy” 
as a pedagogy that provides access to academic content through the “linguistic resources” 
students are already carrying into the classroom. Ofelia Garcia, similarly, presents a 
model of bilingual education—translanguaging, as she and Li Wei later refine it —where 
children in K-12 are engaging all their “linguistic repertoires” to succeed in school. 
Recently, Garcia and Wei write, “language has been deterritorialized” as migrant and 
diasporic communities meet in a true contact zone environment, and it is impossible for a 
language to remain “autonomous and pure” (71). Claire Kramsch makes the case that it is 
not only multilingual speakers who benefit from their expanded resources, but that 
learning to create with new symbolic forms of a new language is a strong “tool” for 
monolingual speakers to “redress the balance of symbolic power” (9).  
Still, the multilingualism-as-resource does not resolve the persisting question of 
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how bodies and language competence are invariably linked. Catherine Prendergast’s 
Buying into English, a study of English language learners in Slovakia, pointedly 
demonstrates this tension.  “Once an economy runs on investments and loans, equity and 
credit,” she writes, “knowledge becomes more centrally the object of production rather 
than the means to it,” and these new machinations entail the “costly process of producing 
specific information about specific institutions or people” (7). Prendergast posits that it is 
the “generation of and manipulation of information” that controls the knowledge 
economy, not actual capital, and even more pointedly, that “it would matter more who 
was speaking English, not how well it was spoken” (6, my emphasis). This system, as 
Prendergast aptly suggests, revels in “its arbitrary asymmetries,” it seems, for the very 
purpose of being slippery, less vulnerable to fixity, despite pushing the narrative that 
languages, English especially, is fixed, packageable, there for you to buy if you want it 
badly enough (147). It, like other systems of power, counts on the body attached to the 
English to be open to manipulation. Prendergast suggests that it is so much more than just 
speaking well, it is how that speaking is embodied, and that “buying into” still is, in some 
ways, “looking like,” passing as an actor, an agent, a native speaker. 
Research in composition, education, and linguistics has shown the ways in which 
ideologies around language control and maintain access to capital through systems of 
marked and valued linguistic differentiation.3 And yet, if individuals cannot necessarily 
depend on the stability of a “resource,” what other constructs may hold linguistic 
experiences of identity and power more consistently? Language has never been a “neutral 
medium of communication” in practice specifically because of the ways it is tied to 
 
3 For work on the valuation of literacy practices, see Brandt, Lagman, Lorimer Leonard, and Prendergast. 
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“inequitable relations of power between language learners and target language speakers,” 
as applied linguist Bonny Norton has argued (3). Thus, to suggest that students really 
only need and want “to learn a privileged standardized variety of English” in order to get 
through their education is an incomplete perspective on the power dynamics at play when 
students acquire and practice any language skill. For us to make any definitive claims 
about acquisition or competence, language must be understood and theorized with 
relation to its social meaning.   
Some of the scholars listed above have identified students’ multiple languages as 
a resource in learning. Nevertheless, this construct does not explain moments where the 
“resource” no longer “works” for them because of their subject position or represented 
identity.4 Some scholars have identified specific literacy language articulations as 
strategies for naming and putting together identity formations.5  While the fields of 
composition and sociolinguistics, by and large, have recognized that identities are not 
fixed but always fluid and constructed, it behooves researchers taking up multilingual 
literacy to unpack some of the epigenetic metaphors that often bind language and identity 
so strongly, since language-as-identity is also a historically and geopolitically bound 
construct.  That is, to get at how identity, literacy, and language are linked throughout 
chapters 3, 4, and 5, we must explore the ideological constructs that support current 
articulations of literacy and language boundaries and categories.   
 
4 For instance, why it is that many students from Spanish-speaking families in the US resist using, and thus, 
fully acquiring Spanish in immersion classrooms (Helmer; Potowski). 
5 Identity, as I am borrowing it from Norton, is the set of ways “a person understands his or her relationship 
to the world, how that relationship is constructed across time and space, and how the person understands 
possibilities for the future” (5).  
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 Language ideologies, cultural ideas and values people attach collectively and 
individually to language and language-learning, mediate individual speakers' language 
choices, participation in public discourse, and the very sense of themselves as speakers 
and actors. Applied linguistics scholars have been making a turn towards deconstructing 
the strict and fixed divisions between L1 and L2/L3, a dichotomy which Gail Shuck 
argues is “rooted in the assumption that the world is fundamentally monolingual, with 
every language being associated with one country, and every country with one language" 
(120). This is what Shuck terms the ideology of nativeness. Shuck (2010) pushes against 
the notion of predetermined language, arguing through several college-situated studies 
that as one develops a perceived proficiency in different languages, one might change 
affiliation with or perceived expertise in a given language. Saliently, these are changes of 
affiliation “that often conflict with bound, fixed identities imposed on students by 
institutional practices” (119).6 Moreover, in a study tracing college students’ native 
language ideologies in action (2006), Shuck’s analysis adds to our understanding of how 
closely linked language is to hierarchies of embodied markedness —like race and 
accent—within the mechanism of distinguishing Self from Other. Marginalized 
languages in the U.S. are invariably racialized through “indirect or direct reference to 
racial categories or using rhetorical patterns most often associated with discussions of 
race and ethnicity, so that an undercurrent of racial distinctions runs through 
discourse about linguistic difference” (259). Of course, these processes of racialization 
 
6 Here, I do not mean to conflate language with discourse, particularly in light of James Gee’s painstaking 
distinction between the two, but it is important to note the communicative mutability noted by Shuck, 




and (dis)identification, as all tools of ideological apparatuses, have specific geopolitical 
histories which must be considered if we are to interrogate them.  
Shuck and Norton’s calls to complicate our understanding of language and 
literacy acquisition through social identity formation, as mentioned above, inevitably 
complicates our understanding of discourse acquisition processes, and, notably, what we 
assume language must do for us. Furthermore, though it is true that issues of identity 
have been explored at length in writing studies scholarship, we have yet to investigate in 
depth the ways someone’s identity formation, and by extension, their literate practice is 
impacted by one’s identification with a particular linguistic code set—an identification 
which emerges through socialization in specific historical and geopolitical contexts 
(Chow; Yildiz). To bring back the example of Yiddish, this heritage language has a 
durable identity-based significance for multiple participants in this study, despite their 
lack of proficiency in it, and the question of how this identification invariably impacts 
their practices will be engaged throughout these chapters. 
Linguistic identification, then, does not arise in a vacuum but through and within 
a confluence of temporal, spatial, social, and political conditions. Scholars in both 
sociolinguistics and composition have been theorizing and researching language as a 
construct of invention that historicizes and reveals the artificial process by which 
languages are bounded or made “enumerable” as a mechanism of ongoing social control 
(Kramsch; Yildiz; García and Li; Bou Ayash). In Disinventing and Reconstituting 
Languages, Sinfree Makoni and Alastair Pennycook draw on scholarship that establishes 
how “structures, systems and constructs such as tradition, history, or ethnicity, which are 
often thought of as natural parts of society, are inventions of a very specific ideological 
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apparatus” (9). So, too, is language, the authors argue. Further, they suggest that while 
the language codifications are “invented” towards a Western, colonizing end, the effects 
of these “metadiscursive regimes” are material and embodied. If we accept their notion 
that the inherent discreteness we may attribute to different languages is part of that 
mechanism, then we are upending the foundations of our discipline. This is a paradigm 
shift. It is critical to reject the discreteness and “enumerability” of languages, the authors 
argue, since that is the first step to shedding light on the mythology around the “origin” 
of language. It is this mythology of “firstness” and putative linguistic development, 
which has served as part of the systematic deployment of European colonialism and 
proto-capitalist projects. Not only does this fix indigenous identity to a mythology 
constructed around space —as a way of rationalizing ownership—but it also elevates the 
construct of “nation.” 
As an example of this, Tomas Mario Kalmar’s Illegal Alphabets and Adult 
Biliteracy positions us to think of language —in this case, English specifically—as an 
invented, racially-inflected construct with a particularly nationalist agenda. Looking at a 
“hybrid alphabet,” a new textual codification of English and Spanish developed by a 
group of Mexican migrants in Illinois during the early 1980s, Kalmar examines not only 
the climate that produces the need for such an alphabet for the people in that community, 
but also the reactions that others, white English-speaking people, people with seemingly 
good intentions, have when encountering this hybrid system. Kalmar’s suggestion that 
hybridity and creolization happen daily—not just on a local level, but on institutionally-
sanctioned levels—is profound Beyond the notion that it arises out of a need of 
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individuals to survive by way of communication, he is also suggesting that this is 
commonplace and “ordinary.”  
This need- and survival-based strategy of hybridity, it could be hypothesized, is 
ubiquitous in literacy landscapes such as the Soviet Union, which was teeming with 
language diversity. Nevertheless, it is crucial for literacy studies researchers to tease out 
the political, embodied, and economic conditions that undergird particular moments and 
strategies of hybridity so that the specificity and struggles of particular ethnic or racial 
groups do not get flattened. For more on the critique around languages as discrete and 
enumerable categories, sociolinguists Mario Saraceni and Camille Jacob offer a nuanced 
and thorough review of literature on this theorization. The authors hold with elegant 
simultaneity the inventedness of language boundaries with the “very important roles” that 
these artificial borders play “not only as layman’s concepts” but also as part of the “in 
how people define and continue to re-negotiate their identities in the long and complex 
process of de-colonization” (Saraceni and Jacob 1, 8). Similar critiques have been made 
around translingualism, which is a pedagogical and theoretical has been garnering a 
“valorized status” in mainstream U.S. composition. I explore it below in order to 
differentiate it from the safeguard literacy theorization I develop in this project.    
Translingualism has articulated linguistic disinvention as a crucial approach to 
enacting the principles asserted in texts like Students’ Right to Their Own Language and 
National Language Policy (Matsuda “Lure” 479). A translingual approach, as Min-Zhan 
Lu and Bruce Horner have described it, is a kind of orientation to teaching that includes 
more than anything a “disposition of openness and inquiry to language and language 
differences…a translation and renegotiation of meaning” within and across language 
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boundaries (585). It is crucial, they write, that writing instructors make space for all non-
dominant codes, and that they use students’ different movements these codes, as well as 
potential seeming non-standard uses, actively as part of composition skills-building. 
Still, while a translingual approach to writing was “all the rage among scholars 
and teachers of Writing Studies in the United States” (Matsuda, “Lure” 487), it has gotten 
a significant amount of criticism over the five years for being too theoretical and 
inapplicable as a pedagogy for most settings (Matsuda, “Lure”; Atkinson et al; Ruecker). 
While both translingual writing and L2 writing approaches critique the monolingual 
focus in composition studies,  translingual writing has not “widely taken up the task of 
helping L2 writers increase their proficiency in what might still be emerging L2s and 
develop and use their multiple language resources to serve their own purposes” (Atkinson 
et al384). The stakes of how translingualism is applied and what its potential 
consequences are go much further than helping multilingual writers in institutional 
settings.  
As Keith Gilyard has pointed in his 2016 critique, “an anchor in competence 
could save translingualism from going down the same path as some deconstruction 
efforts regarding race” (287).  If everyone is writing and speaking “translingually” all the 
time, he asks, including those who do not feel the suppressive forces of inequity and 
inequality, then how does this framework articulate power and the damage incurred to 
some populations? This tension within the field is of note here not because I wish to 
argue for the viability of one scholarly perspective over another, but because both 
translingualism and its critiques help researchers articulate not just what language 
boundaries are, and how they are in dialogue with literacy practices, but also what those 
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articulations can help us understand about marginalization through literacy and language. 
This construct analysis also serves my own project: by locating both the boon and 
limitations of a translingual approach to literacy, I was able to develop a new theorization 
of multilingual literacy practices from data that clearly showed people simultaneously 
concretizing and deconstructing linguistic boundaries out of “need,” to use Kalmar’s 
term.  
Building on the already-prevalent constructs in the discipline —language as 
resource, as identity, and as invention —this project develops a theoretical frame that can 
hold the dynamism, hybridity, and ingenuity around language and literacy practices, 
while retaining the historical and geographic specificity that inevitably plays into those 
practices. Thus, this project aims to add to literacy studies first by contributing data on 
this particular population, a set of Russian-speaking multilingual immigrants in their 80s 
and 90s, who have lived through a unique and watershed time and place in history. 
Second, I build on current research on transnational and immigrant literacy by extending 
inquiry not only to space but time, and specifically to incorporate the family unit into the 
methodology that informs the analysis of the data. By centering multilingual immigrant 
elders’ narratives about literacy use during times of war and migration, my hope is that 
this study helps the field of Composition and Rhetoric, which is predominantly US-
centric, move away from approaches that delimit language use to nation state affiliation 
and assimilation; rather, the immigrant elders in this study convey that their literacies, 
rather than being a result of deficit or lack, develop in spite of, and because of, precarity 




Shifting Ideologies Around Language and Education in Early Soviet Life 
 
In order to contextualize the historical and political backdrop that informed 
participants’ experiences, I will first briefly lay out the stakes that these participants were 
immersed in while learning to read and write during the interwar years (1917-1941), as 
well as during World War II. In particular, I will historicize the coalescing of a vast 
nation-state that was restructuring its foundational ideology; describe the subsequent 
movement of people that resulted from shifting borders and changing economic 
structures, and finally, detail the specific material conditions of the Second World War, 
including the experience of evacuation, which most participants focused a great deal on 
during their interviews. 
Officially ratified in 1922, the government of newly unified Ukraine, Belarus, 
Russia, Armenia, Azerbaijan, and Georgia was in a general state of upheaval as it tried to 
establish and stabilize itself throughout the Soviet Socialist Republics (SSRs) after the 
1917 Revolution. By the time half of the study participants in this chapter were born, 
many foundational systems were already introduced, including the reshaping of labor in 
industry, shifting intranational relationships, the deployment of particular language 
ideologies in political and educational discourse —and all the new education policies that 
came with the change in leadership —and the urbanization and rearrangement of 
domestic environments through communal housing. As I will explore more in Chapter 5, 
languages, national identity, and demographics were fluid and, in some contexts, fraught 
as a result of this macro-unification. 
Related to this type of forced migration were the shifting borders and annexation 
of land, which appeared in many of the personal histories that elders recounted, 
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particularly when asked what languages were spoken in their families. One participant, 
Sabina, who had grown up largely in what is now Moldova, connected the broader 
geopolitical history of her country with her early homelife: “[Bessarabia] belonged… it 
belonged… it passed from hand to hand, with two separate histories. So, until 1918, it 
was Russian. In 1918, the Romanians said, ‘That’s our territory, so you speak our 
language. Who are you?’ [The Romanians] took [the country].” Sabina’s father was 
drafted and served in the Romanian army, and yet spoke Russian well, while her mother, 
a refugee of pogroms in Ukraine, came to settle in that region after the Revolution in the 
1920s. “They ran,” Sabina told me. “How they ended up in Moldova, my mother didn’t 
really remember.” It is telling that in this tense time of national upheaval, Sabina’s 
mother would be hazy on the details of how the family ended up in a particular area, 
since language and borders were ever in flux. Details around transnational movement will 
be in much sharper relief for the next generation, for Sabina and her young family, as we 
will see in subsequent chapters, when the borders around Europe have grown 
impenetrable.  
In addition to the renegotiation of borders, however, the late 1920s also saw the 
collectivization of agricultural production in the USSR. Forced migration out of Eastern 
and Central European areas into the USSR—for example, the deportation of kulak 
farmers7 in 1929 from and within Poland, Ukraine, and Belarus—as well as the centrally 
planned reshaping of production across the USSR, such as the forced relocation of large 
 
7
 Used as a term to distinguish a workers’ class in Party discourse, a kulak—or “fist” in Russian —was a land-owning 
farmer who could afford to hire labor.  
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swaths of able-bodied workers from one territory to another to develop or start certain 
industries,8 had impacted the USSR’s linguistic and national demographics considerably.  
One specific economic change that took place during the childhoods of many of 
the participants was the Soviet state’s introduction of the rationing token system for all 
consumer goods in 1929. This new system was designed, according to contemporary 
discourse, as “an emergency measure against scarcity, starvation and extreme shortages 
of food supplies,” though those tokens were distributed unevenly across hierarchies of 
workers (Ledeneva 93). This token system was one aspect of the central planning model, 
and foundational to the Soviet system of governance, and rather than its intended 
outcome, the predetermined, standardized distribution of wages and goods caused 
shortages due to the strict, centralized plan. Yosif, for instance, recounted that what he 
remembered most from school was “hunger” and the family’s scarce resources: “If you 
had... pants and a shirt without patches, those were considered dress clothes. I remember 
they canceled the card system, where bread was given by cards, and they reformed the 
money system.”  
To counteract the emerging scarcity, an unofficial redistribution of goods and 
services started taking place “outside the sphere of production” and it was ruled by social 
networks and interpersonal relations (Ledeneva 93). This phenomenon, the Second 
Economy (also sometimes called the Shadow Economy) in the Soviet system, was 
endemic to Soviet day-to-day living of regular people. People had to develop either social 
networks who could help them obtain goods and services necessary for their living, or 
they had to develop skills that would get them those goods on their own. The Second 
 
8
 Viola, 2001.  
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Economy’s necessitation of social networks extended beyond just access to material 
goods (as examples in Chapter 4 demonstrate), but also access to ineffable resources like 
mobility, education, or recognition. Creating and navigating one’s social network in the 
Soviet Union could mean getting an earlier train in the evacuation or working with a 
good tutor (Chapter 3), or even having a colleague who can corroborate your experience 
of discrimination in the workplace and helping you out of an impossible situation 
(Chapter 5).  
This hyper-awareness around change and danger became more pronounced when 
participants described the circumstances of the impending World War and immediate 
evacuation in 1941. As mentioned previously, the Soviet Union’s relationship to 
Germany was in continuous flux throughout the 1930s. The zenith of Soviet-German 
relations, the Molotov-Ribbentrop Pact, ushered in a year of further increase in trade and 
industry between the two countries, foregrounded against a backdrop of quickly and 
quietly amassing military forces on both ends, which were growing increasingly 
distrustful of each other (Dunstan 5). Despite that, when the War officially broke out in 
the early morning of June 22nd, 1941, there were very few augurs in the public discourse 
that may have clued the general population into the timing of this eventuality.9 That is to 
say, sources like newspapers and radio broadcasts communicated the opposite of the 
possibility of war. The German troops’ invasion into Western Ukraine that first day of the 
war took most people in the USSR by surprise, a surprise that is evident when we look at 
how this moment figures at the center of constellating childhood literacy memories of the 
participants. That is, in addition to all the ways that their lives had been impacted by 
 
9 World War II historians have debated at length whether Stalin himself was blind to the invasion into Ukraine, despite 
the tripling size of the Red Army from 1939-1941 (Dunstan 6).   
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change and re-adjustment of borders, policies, and social expectations, the summer and 
fall of 1941 contained the deep individual and collective trauma of war. While the 
safeguard literacy practices of participants were indeed beginning to take shape before 
this time period, it is clear from the narrative space that evacuation and war took up in 
participants’ literacy histories that these safeguard literacy practices crystallized in the 
subsequent three years, as I will show in greater detail in Chapter 3.   
Finally, the literacy landscape at the time was filled with ideological and 
discursive tensions. The frequently conjured image of schools across the Soviet 
Republics, of uniformed children filling classrooms in tidy rows and repeating 
memorized lines from canonical ideological texts, at least as it may have appeared in the 
popular Western imagination, did not take full shape until after the Second World War. In 
fact, it took some time for Soviet education policies to coalesce. The early 1920s, the 
nascent years of the Soviet Union, were a time of robust avant garde cultural exploration, 
and there was a particular “euphoria” around experimentation with language, as well as 
educational philosophy (Yurchak 38).10 Between trying to reshape a Tsarist parochial 
system dating back to the early 17th century and opening up access to education for a 
massive population that had previously only had one in four children enter school, the 
newly-forming government saw much contention while developing its educational 
policies. As demographic data of that period shows, there were many new boons that the 
new government introduced to the system of education.  
 
10
 For instance, Lev Vygotsky published his theory around culturally conditioned language around this time, 
establishing a school of thought in educational psychology that would shape Soviet schooling, and later Western 
theories of education, for decades to come (Graham 107).  
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To start, schools became “free of charge, coeducational and secular, but also 
banned punishments, home assignments and examinations, all associated with the old 
regime” (Dunstan 9). Further, between 1897 and 1926, the literacy rates for people aged 
9 to 49 doubled, from about a quarter (26.3%) of the population to over half (56.6%). 
“Gramatnost,” or literacy, in any of the SSRs’ languages, was defined as the ability to 
“read in syllables and to sign one’s name” in one’s primary language, and it became an 
important index of the democratization process in education (Dunstan 14). Indeed, 
mandatory adult literacy was enforced alongside the education of young people, as 
literacy was part of the effort to modernize the country and move closer to attaining a 
“revolutionary,” class-conscious mind frame. Still, despite their desire to maintain a 
rhetorical identity of an “avant garde political body,” Bolshevik leaders began controlling 
the extensive experimentations in arts, science, and politics as part of an incipient move 
to stabilize and build party control over the new state. This stronger control over policies 
and discourse introduced some problems (Yurchak 39).    
First, the goal of language and literacy became to produce a “communist 
consciousness” (Yurchak 39-40); this applied both to public and political discourse, and 
to language taught to children in schools across the region. Children in particular were 
seen as the revolutionary generation through whom a true class revolution could be 
achieved (Kirschenbaum 128). Youth collectives would become central socializing 
places, as “its members acquired the traits of purposeful self-discipline and the 
subordination… of personal and private interests to group and public ones” (Dunstan 16-
17). The implementation of this ideology in schools proved to be particularly difficult, 
however, especially in the beginning. There was a great deal of upheaval due to the 
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disagreement within the party about the shape that the educational system should take. 
Furthermore, because most teachers from the old regime were purged from schools in the 
1920s for ideological purposes, there was a constant and desperate shortage of teachers 
throughout the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR); those teachers 
hired for their political commitments were most frequently still inexperienced. Charged 
with teaching in this new system, they were less than equipped to teach within the post- 
Civil War, largely impoverished conditions that affected most of the RSFSR. Still, the 
Party was so committed to the goal fulfillment of Lenin’s New Economic Policy (NEP), 
begun in the 1920s, that all schools, from preschool to high school, scrambled to meet 
unattainable quotas despite continuous budget cuts, famine, and teacher turnover. Thus, 
paradoxically, despite the centrally planned policies that were tightly controlled and 
handed out from the Center, the Soviet schooling experience in the late 20s and 30s took 
on interruption and contingency as a “partial constant” (Dunstan 8).  
 
Safeguard Literacy and Overview of Chapters 
 
This “partial constant” was, as my data continuously demonstrated, an indelible 
aspect of how participants learned to read and write. As I triangulated the interview data 
with the research questions of this study—how literacy and language practices get passed 
in immigrant families —I began to encounter instances of “passing down” much more 
than reading and writing practices. First, the participants’ ability to pass down literacy, 
language, and culture was wholly tied to the physical presence of the literacy sponsors 
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around them.11 In this project, I use Deborah Brandt’s seminal definition around literacy 
sponsor figures to highlight the movement of skills or resources that happened in the 
early lives of the participants, particularly since her theorization stresses the “ideological 
pressures” and agendas that get wrapped into those exchanges (Brandt “Sponsors” 183). 
Yet, Brandt’s term, having come out of US-based research data, largely assumes that 
sponsors operate in a kind of controlled ecology of private, social, and institutional 
relations, in that way sponsoring the administration of “stratified systems of opportunity 
and access” (178). Since my participants had most of their formative early literacy years 
during the mid 1930s to mid 1940s in Europe and Asia, a time when great flux and 
volatile physical circumstances were that “partial constant,” it becomes important to 
recast the sponsors within the tension that sits at the heart of this dissertation. Indeed, 
sponsors like grandparents, soldiers, teachers, factory supervisors, invariably felt those 
“ideological pressures” in how they shared their resources —we will see this with family 
literacy sponsors in particular throughout the chapters. However, as much as the sponsors 
were operating in an inherently resource-stratified environment, and sometimes 
exacerbating that stratification, they were also helping participants push against that 
stratification by distributing literacy resources in nearly untenable physical and emotional 
circumstances. 
Second, the access that the participants had to certain languages was dictated by 
the quickly changing political backdrop. When asked about what they wanted to pass to 
their grandchildren and children, the participants tended to frame reading and writing 
 
11 Literacy sponsors, as Brandt defines them, are people who turn up in participants’ early literacy 
memories as people who act as “delivery systems for the economies of literacy, the means by which these 




habits, as well as the ability to speak in Russian, as an aspirational possibility, but only 
part of the larger picture. What they wanted to pass to their progeny was much more 
ineffable. My analysis of this data shows that elders pass to their children and 
grandchildren what I am calling “safeguard literacy.” Elders’ literacy and language 
practices were developed in times of extreme duress, and the narratives show how 
safeguard literacies are passed onto children and grandchildren in order to build 
intergenerational connective networks, to provide access to cultural and familial 
“storehouses,” and to enable their progeny’s survival by showing them how to read 
circumspectly not just texts but a world that is always changing.  
When using a word like “survival,” I must clarify the multiple registers of threat 
or danger that lived in the backdrop of the elder study participants’ lives, especially after 
the Second World War. I highlight the nuances of “scale” around felt danger because the 
theorization of “safeguard literacy” depends on the clear conceptualization of what the 
participants strive to protect. On one level of this scale, participants’ fear of either death 
or incarceration was omnipresent, though not always conscious. This fear came not only 
from history of the turbulent days of the early USSR, where suspicions of anti-Sovietism 
in any form in the 1920s and 30s could earn one a death sentence or decades in a 
GULAG, but also historical events that participants lived through that created a thick and 
deeply felt fear around their Jewish identities. For instance, as mentioned in Chapter 4, 
during the year preceding Joseph Stalin’s death (1952-1953), a group of predominantly 
Jewish doctors from Moscow was accused by the government of an attempt on the lives 
of Stalin and other Soviet leaders. This incident spurred an extended period of antisemitic 
discourse and anti-Jewish policies that included closure of Jewish cultural centers and the 
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arrests of Jewish citizens in particular professions (Ro’i). In the early 1960s, over half of 
the Soviet citizens who were sentenced to death for economic offenses in the USSR were 
Jewish people; in 1962, 90% of death sentences in the Ukrainian SSR were doled out to 
Jewish citizens (Bemporad 216). Thus, the threat to Jewish physical safety vacillated 
between outright and implicit, depending on the given historical moment.  
On another level of this felt danger scale, there were institutional exclusionary 
practices as well as more day-to-day experiences around emotional survival in social and 
professional settings where antisemitic prejudice had ways of flourishing. For instance, 
one participant, Vera, recalled that during the process of applying to a university program 
in the early 1950s, choosing an area of study was complicated “because of my 
nationality,” despite the fact that she “had a Gold Medal.”12 She would have preferred to 
apply to the Philology department to study a foreign language and history,  but “they 
always had their own plans, the management. They did not really need Jews in such 
areas.” Moreover, her nationality was only the first problem; that she was a woman 
turned out to be another issue and they informed her that they “did not accept girls at all 
in foreign translation department, but only for teaching,” as translation was considered 
“too close to politics.” Vera knew that if she went into teaching, she would likely be sent 
to teach in a remote village far from Oryol where her parents were, so she decided to go 
in for studying chemistry. Chemical technology was still a quickly-growing field of study 
at that time and was not yet susceptible to the same hiring cap that it would later. Thus, 
when exploring this more implicitly suppressive context, “survival” becomes a term that 
 
12
To graduate high school in the USSR with a gold medal meant graduating with the highest honors.  
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implies not just making it through a particular environment, but also making the most of 
the resources available.  
These narratives recount lifetimes of literacy experience during times of war and 
migration and are particularly valuable as the field of literacy studies looks toward 
methodologies that triangulate how people use and pass literacies across countries and 
generations. Their experiences of language and literacy are wholly bound up in the 
tension between stable language categories and the fluid use of language, and further, in 
the phenomenon of passing literacies that seemed lost, but in fact are maintained and 
salvaged through the recognition of loss.  
In Chapter 2, I lay out the methods and methodology of this ethnographically 
informed study. I build upon the research developed in multiple literacy studies subfields, 
as well as transnational literacy methodology and ethnographic methods, to offer the lens 
of the family unit as a frame for studying multilingual literacy practices as they move 
through many decades and across immigration routes. Chapter 3, I lay out the 
theorization of Safeguard Literacies, which emerge from the data in the early lives of the 
participants, where continuous flux, uncertainty, and danger in the environment shaped 
their sense of adaptivity. These experiences, the chapter argues, set the participants up to 
develop protective strategies through various, frequently non-traditional (alphabetic) 
literacy systems in times that would be considered as “gaps” in literacy trajectories. 
Chapter 4 traces one kind of safeguard literacy practice, that of “indexical heirlooms,” 
where objects, both-textual and non-textual, act as indexical “heirlooms” in participants’ 
narratives, first by indexing the conditions of elders’ literacy and language development, 
and the circumstances they have had to adapt to; and second by actually impacting how 
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the elders access their literacy repertoires. Chapter 5 examines how participants actively 
maintain “cultural storehouses” of safeguard literacy through literature, song, food, and 
religious practice in order to shape a sense of belonging and a cultural self-concept in an 
alienating landscape. The chapter argues further that these cultural storehouses, and their 
maintenance, help participants live through dangerous and suppressive conditions. 
Finally, Chapter 6 synthesizes the different kinds of safeguard literacies described by the 
participants in order to introduce some of the family case study data and connect the 























METHODS AND METHODOLOGY:  
STUDYING PASSING LITERACIES IN IMMIGRANT FAMILIES 
 
 
My research is located at the nexus of literacy studies, lifespan and aging studies, 
and linguistic diversity. I study how writers practice literacy in more than one language to 
engage in intercultural communication, as well as how they have acquired and passed 
along those literacy practices throughout their life. These are in some ways quite personal 
questions, coming from my own family history and experience as an immigrant and a 
multilingual person, but also from my work experience in the academy, an environment 
where I have observed continuous deemphasizing of home languages that are not 
English. While it is true that literacy has always shaped and has been shaped by 
transnational migration on a big scale, the study of literacy across time and space has 
remained a methodological challenge because the shifting contexts and units of analysis 
(Compton-Lilly). These are the conversations that motivate my current research project 
and provide a theoretical frame for my analysis. In fact, they have led me to consider how 
language and literacy practices develop not only across a multilingual writer’s life span, 
but intergenerationally, within the dynamics of transnational families. 
Based on a pilot study I conducted in 2014, the initial conception of this project 
focused on interviewing adult children in immigrant families and their parents to study 
how literacy practices circulate between parents and children. However, my idea of the 
participant demographic began to shift when I started spending some time visiting my 
grandparents in a community day center called the Pearl, which both my maternal 
grandmother and paternal grandfather attended 5-6 times a week. This place, largely 
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funded by a private investor and supported by some state funding, is one of several 
community day centers in the Greater Boston Area for Russian-speaking elder 
immigrants from the Soviet Union.  I went there for the first time in early 2014, to 
videotape my grandfather’s recitation —from memory —of Alexander Pushkin's poem 
“Traffic Complaints.” My grandfather was a stage actor in the Soviet Union, and as part 
of a large repertory company, he had lead roles in plays like Gorky’s The Lower Depths, 
Shakespeare’s King Lear, and Bernstein and Sondheim’s West Side Story.  
My grandfather’s multiple public performances of Russian and Yiddish literary 
texts were immensely popular at the Pearl. Sitting by the camera tripod, I looked out at 
the rapt audience filled with members of the community center and began to notice how 
meaningful this recitation of a shared cultural text was to them. The center, I came to 
realize, put on these kinds of public performances for the members frequently, and in 
addition to acting out monologues and poems, members presented all kinds of things in 
this forum, from sharing their expertise on painting or herblore, to relaying what they 
learned from various history books. Moreover, the walls of the center would often feature 
members’ photos, their life events, and sometimes even their life stories. I decided to 
reframe my focus around immigrant family literacy by focusing on elder family members 
as the primary data set. My grandfather passed away in 2015, but I leaned on my 




Elders’ narration and memories of survival and transnational movement are 
invaluable to understanding literacy practices and values, as I will tease out below. This 
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age group, particularly in an immigrant community, is in a unique position to help 
researchers understand how those literacy practices index and shape all kinds of 
adaptations to new and uncertain situations.  At the start of this study in 2015, Literacy 
Across the Lifespan was beginning to gain more formalized momentum as a subfield in 
Composition and Rhetoric, though of course, elder or “age” studies in literacy have been 
going on for much longer than that (McKee and Blair; Winterowd; Ray; Crow; Bowen).13 
Despite the ever-growing research on aging literacies, the larger impetus in Composition 
and Rhetoric scholarship still lies with investigating the literacy and language 
experiences of and between young people and working (though sometimes elder) adults 
—that is, future and current workers and producers of capital.  
In immigrant families, it is especially important to look at the oldest members of a 
family as an anchor of literate and linguistic activities because they are often least 
assimilated, linguistically and culturally, to the emigrant context. Prevented from joining 
the workforce, the elder family members who participated in this study were the ones 
who often became responsible for domestic care work. Thus, this age demographic—
immigrant people in their 80s and 90s —is an incredibly rich one to consider my main 
research inquiry about how literacy and language practices get passed down in families 
through time and space. In addition to how literacy is passed in families, I also wanted to 
trace the various social networks, both in and outside the family, that shape, and are 
shaped, by this passing. Given the research on how familial language formations relate to 
the ways an individual connects to their available language resources in an immigrant 
 
13
 There are also seminal anthropological and cultural studies texts on aging, like Barbara Myerhoff’s 
Number Our Days and Margaret Cruikshank’s Learning to Be Old: Gender, Culture, and Aging, that have 
helped shape the theorization on the communicative and emotional experiences of aging people.  
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setting, I hypothesized that tracing the emergence of necessary and important social 
networks for these participants would also reveal data about the outcomes of family 
members passing those literacies (Quintero and Weinstein-Shr; Tusting et al). There are 
significant challenges to studying writing across the lifespan, as Charles Bazerman has 
written. Following participants as they move through schools, workplaces, and 
geographic locations is difficult, so both longitudinal studies and studies that look at 
transfer between stages of literacy development are quite few (Bazerman 327). It is even 
more difficult “to collect details of perceptions, thinking, and choices as writers grow 
over their lives” (327). While I do not suggest that the methodology in this project or the 
emerging data is an equivalent to a longitudinal study, or a panacea for those challenges, 
I do argue that the methods in this research, particularly the Literacy History Interview as 
a tool with this demographic of octo- and nonagenarians, can add to the work in the field 
of literacy across the lifespan, especially as it looks more and more toward methodologies 
that triangulate practices across both space and time (Compton-Lilly and Halverson; 
Kell).  
All participants have immigrated from the former USSR and socialist republics of 
the USSR (SSRs). The first and perhaps most central aspect of this demographic is that 
all the people I interviewed were indelibly marked by the Second World War and the 
Holocaust as children, as civilians, as refugees, as survivors of a calamity both global and 
familial. The impact of war on literacy and language acquisition is a central aspect of the 
narratives. Second, the participants’ literacy and language experiences were inflected 
with growing up in a repressive political regime. The USSR, a multilingual and 
multiethnic state from its very beginnings, has circulated and enforced the annexation of 
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people and spaces through the deployment of legal mechanisms like the national 
language policy and increasing Russification of the educational system (Grenoble 26). 
Indeed, by the time my mother began reading and writing in the Moldavian Soviet 
Socialist Republic of the early 1960s, the political doctrine of Russification was being 
deployed strategically throughout the Soviet Union at key moments of political shifts 
(Zaslavsky and Brym). In this way, the regime positioned people to identify with the 
languages they were taught at home and at school in complicated ways (Grenoble 28-9). 
This setting, as I argue, positioned them to create survival strategies through literacy and 
language practices. 
Thus, when we consider the experiences of the study participants as multilingual 
immigrants to the United States from formerly communist countries, it is necessary to 
incorporate the ways in which most of them have been multilingual for many decades 
before their arrival into the United States and before any acquisition of English. The 
demands that the current global ubiquity of English (Crystal) has made on this population 
demographic must be considered vis-à-vis the hegemonic demands of Russian, used 
specifically by the Soviet government not only to disseminate and weave in ideology, but 
also to russify languages native to SSRs outside of Russia (Grenoble 37).  
It is important to emphasize a few other demographic details. First, fourteen of the 
seventeen participants were women. This gender disparity often happens when a pool of 
participants largely consists of people over 70. Of the fourteen elders in the study, only 
two or three people were considered “working class” in Soviet bureaucracy and 
discourse. Moreover, most of the participants, as well as the majority of Pearl members, 
identify as Jewish, and have varying degrees of cultural identification with this category. 
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As I will explore in depth in Chapter 5, this was a bureaucratically distinct and 
structurally marginalized ethnic group in the Soviet Union, one that had exponentially 
decreased after 1939, and whose ethnic language of Yiddish was never officially 
recognized. I did not set out to study immigrants who shared a particular ethnic identity 
point; I set out to study Russian-speaking immigrant families. However, because of my 
own Jewish identity, and the specific demographics of the Russian-speaking immigrant 
population in the Greater Boston area, I ended up interviewing people whose Jewish 
identity, as well as the literacy and language activities associated with that identity, were 
a large part of their narrative.  
 
The Family Unit as a Tool for Studying Literacy 
 
The unit of analysis —language and literacy practices—is shaped by the family as 
the meaning-making rhetorical situation. The family here is an important way of 
delimiting and giving texture to the experiences of individual multilingual immigrants in 
this study for several reasons. First, this kind of transnational movement—immigration—
often happens to families, either through visa limitations or allowances, or through the 
emotional impact of having relatives become transnationally mobile. Indeed, the impact 
that familial history has on one’s language and literacy, particularly in the context of 
transnational migration, has been explored in seminal texts in the field of composition 
and rhetoric (Farr; Garcia; Guerra; Morris Young). Second, family literacy, as it is 
frequently studied in literacy studies, tends to define itself in terms of how children and 
adults in the family are in the process of acquiring language and literacy. There are fewer 
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studies on how literacy and language get valued, practiced, and then passed through 
several generations, nor on how the valuation gets changed and adapted.14  
Literacy research in the past that looked at how literacy functioned across 
generations in the lives of families has been foundational to the field (Brandt; Heath; 
Duffy). Additionally, the research on immigrant literacy practices that takes up a familial 
scope has also shaped and refined scholarly and educational inquiries by teasing out the 
economic, institutional, social, and political barriers that immigrant family members 
navigate to gain access to literacy (Weinstein-Shr and Quintero; La Piedra and Romo; 
Alvarez; Simon). By adding to literacy research already emerging in the field, this data 
hopes to give texture to the literacy settings that form, transform and valuate15 immigrant 
practices across generations and through many geopolitical boundaries. While the study 
situates immigrant seniors as the principal participants whose literacy practices are the 
ones being traced, it also uses family as a micro-network to look at how values and 
practices are articulated within a specific family, how they get passed through time and 
space, and how they might interact with the particular external conditions that the family 
is facing.  
 
A Transnational Lens for Literacy Research 
 
In order to account for this contingency in the tracing of these practices and 
values, I will be using a transnational optic.  A transnational perspective used critically 
 
14
 While scholarship in the field that considers familial literate and linguistic histories, such as Brandt’s 
Literacy in American Lives, Lorimer Leonard’s Writing on the Move, and Canagarajah’s “Reconstructing 
Heritage Language,” revealing a great deal about how literacy moves and valued, the family as a 
methodological element of circulating practices through time and space is still understudied.  
15
 For work on the valuation of literacy practices, see Brandt, Lagman, Lorimer Leonard, and Prendergast.  
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must call into question the ways in which “intercultural communication practices are 
always already conditioned by complex legacies and histories of capital, power, 
nationalist discourse, and global interconnectivities” (Dingo et al 465). As asserted in a 
recent special issue of Literacy in Composition Studies, transnational literacy scholars 
must not only account for the movement of texts and people across geopolitical borders 
and around different contextual nodes, but they must also attend to the cultural, political 
and social systems that create the need and possibility of mobility (Lorimer Leonard, 
Vieira, and Young vi). To study these kinds of language and literacy practices and values, 
the research methodology must consider how global power16 implicates and is implicated 
by “languaging” acts (García and Wei)  and how supranational macroformations 
influence and are influenced by the microformations that appear within individual 
language practice.  
The global politics of the “short 20th century”17 are embedded not just implicitly, 
but quite outright, in the data points of this study. The ebbs and flows of military, capital, 
and ideas acted both as the backdrop for the literacy history interviews of participants and 
major primary codes. While I will explain my coding process in more depth below, I 
want to stress how significant the process of tracing global power was in my analysis. For 
example, in order to understand many of the narrative moments that participants were 
describing, I had to consult maps that helped visualize borders and their ephemerality in 
the early 20th century. I also relied on maps to understand the movement of the German 
 
16
 Defined by Dingo, Riedner, and Wingard  to be “capitalism as a global system that extends neoliberal 
ideas of private property, free markets, and free trade; the idea that the state’s role is to preserve a national 
economy; and the ideology that valuable subjects are those who are part of a normative political economic 
system” (519).  
17
 This time period is defined by historian Eric Hobsbawm as 1914-1991. 
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army, or the routes of migration that participants had to take in the 1970s, 80s, and 90s to 
emigrate from the USSR. Moreover, as the introduction highlighted, historiographic and 
ethnographic accounts proved invaluable as I sought to understand many of the details 
that populated participants’ memories. The historiographic accounts above do more than 
just corroborate the events and or experiences happening in the Soviet Union when 
participants lived there. They are crucial for the analytic work in the project, and for the 
theorization of safeguard literacy. Lastly, I believe that my data is in dialogue with these 
triangulating resources, since the narratives themselves are teeming with first-hand 
accounts of historical events, which shape and give texture to pre-existing historiographic 
of “what happened.”   
I set out to use a transnational lens in this project to trace both the passing of 
literacy practices in immigrant families, but also to trace the movement of an immigrant 
family across physical space. Since the scope of this dissertation had to be more 
contained spatially, I relied much more on the global movement of power rather than the 
global movement of my participants. However, the nature of movement and how it 
appears in this data is also an important term to finesse in this section, not least because 
mobility is an obvious unit of study in many transnational literacy projects.      
Over the last decade, mobility has become a placeholder not only for the 
movement of people and texts across the globe, but also a shorthand to express linguistic 
portability and fluidity, the latter which has only been receiving thorough critical 
examination in the last half-decade (Jacquemet; Stroud and Prinsloo; Pennycook; 
Blommaert; Canagarajah; Lorimer Leonard). Rebecca Lorimer Leonard’s work, as an 
example of this, traces the ways multilingual immigrant writers in the US have 
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transported literacy practices across the world and how these practices may have 
changed. The study shows that “even when writers migrate with fully developed 
multilingual repertoires—including fluency in English —they do not always experience 
the social mobility often promised” (“Travelling” 14). Many studies in literacy mobility, 
she argues, assume a “durability of literacy and language —that the practices under study 
have traveled intact” (16).  Lorimer Leonard’s tracing of movement in the literacy 
practices themselves, rather than solely the effect of global movement on its users, 
complicates the fluidity-durability binary in many of these language studies and 
pedagogical models. If indeed, as Lorimer Leonard writes, “the rising complexity of 
global mobility must also have literate implications,” the study of how one transports 
their language resources and to what degree of effectiveness they can use their language 
also inherently becomes more complex (14).  
Moreover, a great deal of research in the field has been exploring issues of 
language under the lenses of transnational movement, labor, and communication 
(Jacquemet; Prendergast; Kalmar). More recently, literacy scholars have been taking up 
different frames of mobility to complicate the analysis of what happens to language, and 
further, to literacy practices, when people move through different geopolitical, social, and 
linguistic landscapes (Alvarez; Canagarajah; Lagman; Vieira). This growing body of 
scholarship increasingly points to the ongoing complication of studying language 
resources on the move, as well as to what degree of effectiveness people are even able to 
use the languages in their repertoires given pre-existing structures of power. Language 
and writing scholars are already plumbing the slipperiness of contingency as literacy 
practices move through time and space.   
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Thus, the transnational methodology informing this project looks to triangulate 
people, language practices, and global power. Maintaining an emic perspective through 
interview methods, I will also be using social histories to get at the macroformations of 
sociohistorical and geopolitical factors that may be filtering implicitly and explicitly into 
participants’ accounts.  
 
Data Collection: Methods and Researcher-Participant Relations 
 
The main method I implemented for data collection is the Literacy History 
Interview. Composition scholars have been using this method specifically to investigate 
questions with transnational scopes around literacy (Monberg; Morris Young; Duffy; 
Vieira). First, literacy history research does the work of critical historicization through 
interviews. For instance, using her own study of transnational families in Latvia, Kate 
Vieira makes a case for the literacy history interview (LHI) as a data-gathering method 
that can help trace “how larger historical currents are enmeshed in transnational 
literacy” experiences of individuals (1). She describes the method as “both 
ethnographically specific and historically broad” (2) in that the recorded data, the 
narrative of the individual on their literacy experiences, is irreplicable and particular to 
the site, as well as inherently embedded in the larger turmoil of the political landscape. 
By using the LHI to trace literacy as it weaves in and out of a person’s meaning making 
experience, we can triangulate the relationship between writing —as a practice as well as 
the texts it produces—with the way an individual experiences political, social historical 
changes happening around them and to them.  
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“Instead of conducting an LHI,” Vieira posits, “I could have observed [the 
participant] write at her computer, tracked her keystrokes, videotaped her gestures, 
attended her classes, collected her blog posts, etc.” But that would only tell part of the 
story, following the hyperlocalized thread without connecting getting a sense of how the 
individual is affectively attuned to higher-order pressures. This form of storytelling is 
nevertheless—however curated or edited through the study—particularly salient for 
getting a glimpse at marginalized language and literacy experiences (Young). The 
participant cues the researcher, in a way, on how to historicize the observed literacy 
phenomena in the data, in order to shape the connective tissues between larger histories, 
individual experiences, and the theory informing the researcher’s methodology. 
This method functions especially well for a transnational methodology. 
Expanding Nedra Reynolds’ notion of cultural geography as a “seeing discipline” to 
include the experiences of those who have moved away from familiar geographies of 
home, Teresa Monberg suggests that one must listen for, hear, and feel imagined space, 
not just see it. An LHI allowed participants to go back to a time that has long passed, and 
a space which may have changed not only in its state-given name, but also in 
infrastructure and cultural attitude. In this way, there is a drawback to this method, since I 
asked that interviewees reconstruct events, spaces, even people that may still exist but 
that may also have been gone for six or seven decades. For those instances, it is important 
to remember while interviewing as a method may not yield data that guarantees objective 
veracity, it does place high value on the participant and their narrative. The affordance of 
a transnational lens is the sociohistorical context-building that is inherent to the 
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framework. Thus, I developed my interview protocol to respond to my research questions 
which are: 
1. What language/literacy practices and values are passed from elders to 
children and grandchildren?  
a. What practices do not get passed? Why not? 
b. How are these practices and values passed and to what end?  
2. How are social networks within and outside the family created in 
relation to these passed practices? 
3. What is the outcome of the passing of these practices and values?  
 
By outcome, I mean what participants and their family members may describe as the 
impact of the passing (that is, what has changed through this passing?).  
From May of 2015 until April of 2016, I visited the Pearl Community Center on a 
bi-weekly then monthly basis in order to begin familiarizing myself with the daily 
schedules, the culture of the community, and the members themselves. I spent some time 
observing the textual artifacts in the space, asking the directors informally about the 
history of the community center, and also having conversations with the people who 
inquire about my presence. Additionally, I offered translation services to the 
administrators and have gone through the bureaucratic steps of enrolling officially as a 
volunteer for the Pearl. It is important to note that there was no intention of this being a 
fully ethnographic study, despite the participant pool being gathered from a bounded 
geographic site. Participant and site observations —while helpful in creating a picture 
around some current writing and reading activities—were not central to gathering a view 
of how literacy is practiced, valued and passed by the participants and their families.  
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I aimed for at least two 45-60-minute interviews per person, with the hopes of 
getting five or more participants’ family members to interview as I follow people’s 
kinship networks. The interview questions (appended at the end) focused on how 
participants learned to read and write in their native language and in English, what they 
remembered about their literacy learning, and how they used reading and writing now in 
their current lives.  
While I had initially hung up flyers with information about the study and my 
contact information on the bulletin board, most of the leads for potential interviews I 
have collected came from face to face conversations. The participants were first recruited 
through my grandmother as the main “informant” contact,18 then through snowball 
sampling within the Pearl (Crouse and Lowe). It is difficult to understate how 
instrumental my grandmother was to my ability to interview participants. Without her, I 
was just an American-looking young woman19 sticking out at a community center. With 
her, I was not only a visitor, which sparked many conversations between my grandmother 
and other members, but a granddaughter, immediately interpellated as a peer of 
members’ grandchildren. One of the participants, Asya, for example, kept stressing in our 
interview how much I reminded her of her granddaughter. My grandmother would sit 
next to her friends, whom she corralled to speak with me, and some of the data even 
 
18 I want to clarify that while the term “informant” is frequently defined as “a person who has specialized 
knowledge and/or expertise about a particular culture or members of a group,” my grandmother’s “insider” 
or “expert” status is used specifically in the context of her position in the community center, rather than an 
expertise or knowledge about the ethnic, cultural, or linguistic experiences of Jewish people, elders, or 
immigrants (Allen).  
19
 The length of my skirt and my American accent, for instance, were both a source of audible debate by 
some community members.  
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features her interjections in the background. In this way, the family as a meaning-making 
rhetorical situation functions not only within the data, but in the metadata as well. 
Lastly, I should clarify that while I centered the interviews of the elders in my 
data analysis, my intent has always been to collect interviews from the children and 
grandchildren of the participants, as well. Due to the time constraints of a dissertation 
project, I was only able to interview members of a single family: the grandchild and 
children of two participants, Sabina and Sara. While only Sabina and Sara are featured in 
the subsequent chapters, the interviews of the other three participants, Sasha, Raisa, and 
Isabel, have added invaluable texture to the theorization of safeguard literacies. I do 
include some data from their interviews in the concluding chapter of this dissertation, but 
I intend to develop the interviews at length in the next iteration of this project to delve 
more concretely into the question I set out to answer at the beginning: how literacy 
practices are passed in these families. 
 
Data Analysis: Translation, Codes and Emerging Themes 
 
The interviews, with two exceptions, were conducted in Russian and translated 
into English before the first round of coding. Translation became a significant component 
throughout the data collection and analysis process. For example, when one of the 
participants, Liza, was reading the IRB consent form, which I had translated into Russian, 
she and I had a thirty-minute conversation before the recording even started about what 
“literacy” meant, both as a concept in our interview and largely in the world. When 
writing the Russian IRB form, I had translated “literacy” into Russian as “gramotnost’” 
after many consultations with dictionaries and a long conversation with my father, who 
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was a writer and journalist back in Latvia. Liza, however, was deeply perplexed by my 
use of the Russian word, which to her meant quite clearly whether one could read and 
write. You could either read or write, or you couldn’t, she reasoned.20 Of course, when 
asked to define a “literate” person, she and other participants included much more than 
the ability to read and write alphabetically. When I explained some of the rationale for 
asking questions about literacy and its complexities, she suggested that what I am 
studying is not literacy at all, but adaptability, flexibility, a “mobility of thinking.” The 
very bones of this study, then, were locked into how I translated it to my participants.  
After collection, the data was transcribed in Russian by me in small part, and in 
much larger part by a Russian-speaking professional transcriber in Belarus. I used these 
transcriptions to translate the body of data from Russian to English. Though Russian is 
my “first” language and I speak it fluently to communicate with my family, my 
vocabulary is limited for the purposes of prolonged academic inquiry. Moreover, I have 
very few memories of Soviet life, having left the Latvian SSR where I was born, at age 
four.  Thus, in order to translate much of the data, I triangulated my translation with 
formal historical accounts, as well as primary sources like photographs, maps, and my 
parents’ memories in the Soviet Union.  
I chose to translate the data from Russian before starting an official coding 
process in English for multiple reasons. First, the qualitative research analysis software I 
used, Dedoose, proved quite inept at working with the Cyrillic alphabet; in another 
logistical complication, typing on a Russian keyboard, were I able to find one, would 
have proved too time-consuming for me, given that my written Russian communication 
 
20
 Indeed, the word “literacy” is delimited in this way frequently by English speakers as well. 
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skills, especially in the context of academia, are not nearly as developed as my English 
skills. Second, because English is the language I tend to think in, not just read and write 
scholarly texts in, it was increasingly difficult to use Russian codes, especially in the 
beginning when I was wading through the raw data. Thus, I regard the act of translation 
from Russian to English as the first round of coding, or perhaps, as a round of pre-coding. 
The findings of this analysis were informed by a grounded theory approach 
(Charmaz). I began with two rounds of substantive coding (Holton), naming what was 
emerging in the data. I then went through a third round of theoretical coding where I 
scanned for codes that refer to the transference of intangible skills or attitudes; physical 
movement; state institutions or policies; literacy sponsors (Brandt); and identity or 
subject position. After that, I began to build more detailed coding schemes that emerge 
out of participants’ own phrasing (after translation) and what they choose to focus the 
narratives on. First, I scanned for broader codes tied to my research questions, like 
“practices” and “values” —how do people do literacy and what does it mean to them —
but also descriptive codes like “evacuation” and “anti-Semitism” (Saldaña 12).  I began 
to notice how certain codes, which connoted a stoppage or lack of resources, such as 
“death,” “destruction,” “forced movement,” “war front,” “regret,” and “starvation / 
sickness” overlapped with codes like “reading aloud from book,” “lullaby,” 
“singing/music,” “numeracy,” “family history,” and “dictionary,” codes which described 
concrete ways of practicing or maintaining literacy.  This contradiction led me to note 
“interruptions” and “gaps in schooling” as secondary codes.  
Going into the study, I had assumed that passing on certain a multilingual literacy, 
like Yiddish or Russian, formed a connective tissue between generations in an immigrant 
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family. However, the data showed that a particular literacy was much more crucial to that 
connective tissue than a particular language. That is, what elders wanted to pass on —that 
“ineffable” way of “reading the world,” as I elaborate on it in the previous chapter —
seemed linked to codes that captured navigating dangerous or uncertain terrain, which 
pointed to the practice of literacy as a strategy of adaptation and survival.21 
This discovery pushed me to develop my first body chapter, Chapter 3, where I 
explore the development of this particular literacy as it emerged from the participants’ 
circumstances before and during World War II. Despite some unconscionable conditions, 
participants developed literacy practices despite unpredictable availability or resources or 
sponsors, in multiple languages, and in shifting locations. Initially, I had called this 
phenomenon an “adaptive literacy” because it pointed to a certain skill in a larger 
repertoire around making do against an ever-fluctuating backdrop. However, as I began 
attending to the other major codes that emerged, such as “literacy objects,” “professional 
literacy” and “Jewish identity,” I came to another important piece of understanding. 
While there is no doubt that participants’ early lives were populated by many moments of 
change, interruption, and scarcity, when I looked at the manifestations of this adaptivity, I 
realized that what participants were striving to protect and survive through in the first 
place was the idea of familial futurity. I recoded this idea as “safeguard literacy” because 
I feel it captured not just adaptation as a skill, but the desired outcome of safety, as the 
ultimate goal of passing literacy down and around. I elaborate on this term in more depth 
in the next chapter. 
 
21 For this, I have found Suzanne Kesler Rumsey’s framework for heritage literacy, wherein adoption, 
adaptation, and alienation all co-emerge in elders’ literacy practices, to be helpful when considering the 
coding choices I was making.  
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The project of tracing how elders construct the narratives of their lives —the 
harrowing and complicated ways in which they survive and move around, as well as how 
they then describe the heritage of language in terms of its futurity for their families —
desires to unflatten the practices behind paradigms frequently constructed in the 
scholarship on literacies that develop in times of turmoil. Moving between different 
literacies and languages is not just a reflection of transnational and transpolitical 
traversing, a fact of mobility, but in fact an index of deep-rooted material and affective 
histories of power that wholly shape how we talk, read, and write. How elders narrate and 
remember those movements is invaluable to understanding literacy practices and values 
not only as mobile and contingent in and of themselves, but how they indicate —and 




























SAFEGUARD LITERACIES:  
READING AND WRITING FOR SURVIVAL IN CONTINGENT TIMES 
 
 
Most of the elder participants of this study fall into a cohort categorically defined 
as the “First Soviet Generation,” a generation that came to consciousness in the 1920s 
and 30s, the first two decades of the Soviet Union (Krylova). The early literacies of the 
interviewees whose stories figure in this chapter are embedded in a sweeping 
multinational context of ever-changing borders and in the slow-building tension across 
Europe and Central Asia that would culminate in the start of the Second World War. 
Beyond the global developments constantly playing out in the background, participants 
also experienced the ripples of these changes in more local and contingent ways. They 
were the first generation to experience firsthand the democratization policies of public 
education that swept the Soviet Socialist Republics (SSRs) they lived in, while 
simultaneously going through the upheaval that those frequently-changing policies 
brought on (Dunstan 10). Because so much change was packed into a relatively short 
amount of time and affected people on different scales of geography and power, early 
literacy narratives, and the specificity of individuals’ experiences in a broader 
educational, linguistic, political, and historical context, can show the nuances of learning 
literacy and language in unstable times.  
In interviews, elders told me about their family members, about their time in the 
Evacuation and living through a war, and gave tangential answers about what they tell 
their grandchildren about that period in their lives. Participants’ experience of early 
literacy and language overlapped not only with changes in social discourse and policy, 
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but also with collectively experienced waves of evacuation that followed the start of the 
War in 1941. Rarely did a participant answer me directly with a concrete early memory 
around literacy and language. When I asked participants standard literacy history 
interview questions —asking them, for instance, to recall an early literacy memory, or the 
textual artifacts they remember growing up around —the answers did not lead with 
literacy. Rather, literacy was embedded in the vast swath of their life-fabrics. It was both 
inseparable from and indicative of the formative and textured life experiences they were 
including in their narratives. I came to realize that the framing of my questions about 
participants’ childhood literacy and language use completely elided the complexity of 
developing written and oral communication skills in a contingent and life-threatening 
space. Yet, survival, a theme that looms large in elders’ narratives, captures not just 
living through unfriendly, contingent, or dangerous circumstances —survival also has 
everything to do with literacy. How, then, do children pick up literacy and language skills 
in dangerous, fearful times? How does literacy development occur when school buildings 
are bombed out and commandeered for other uses, when children are separated from their 
parents, when educators are drafted for the war effort? Where does learning occur and 
who, subsequently, becomes a literacy sponsor?  
To answer these questions, I will first briefly lay out the conditions of flux that 
elders experienced in the interwar years (1917-1941), as well as during World War II. 
The chapter will illustrate which literacy practices were developed or foreclosed before 
the war broke out, what physical and emotional survival strategies looked like on a day-
to-day level during war and evacuation, and how the disrupted infrastructure impacted 
the literacy landscapes participants waded through. I lay this out in order to get to the 
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main question this chapter addresses: how do literacy repertoires develop under 
conditions of flux, outside the parameters of more stable, institutional systems?  It is 
important to reiterate that flux, turbulence, and outright danger —all of which weave in 
and out of the elders’ narratives —are forces unconfined to the invasion of German 
troops and fleeing eastward from the advancing front. As we will see in greater detail in 
the following section, the years immediately following the Treaty on the Creation of the 
USSR in 1922 (Kenez) saw a whirlwind of changes in economic, social, and political 
conditions, changes that inherently framed the literacy and language environments of the 
participants born and raised in this time. School literacy contexts were changing rapidly 
due to massive overhauls to educational policy, and non-Russian language schools were 
closing due to the larger sweeping language policies across all the SSRs. International 
relations were also changing the flow of population and the languages being spoken and 
taught. The Cultural Revolution in the late 1920s had a large impact on social class, 
familial organization, and how people used and learned literacy and language with each 
other before, during, and after the war.  
Thus, through the early literacy memories of the participants in this chapter, I 
show that this time of change and grave danger was not a rift in elders’ literacy 
repertoires, but rather a literacy-rich period. While the forces of political upheaval, war, 
and evacuation greatly interrupted the linear trajectories of formal literacy and language 
education, the “gaps” that may be anticipated under those interruptive circumstances 
were not static periods of literacy inertness, but rather periods teeming with literacy and 
language activity.  
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I frame this observation as an intervention because the disruption and real trauma 
of war can often insinuate an absence or gap in the literacy-learning process. Indeed, this 
kind of insinuation is not atypical of research on the literacy of evacuated populations, 
and of children with refugee status in particular. The literature that examines early 
literacy under acute duress had often focused on the ways in which children fleeing from 
war-torn countries or experiencing trauma can adjust to their new literacy environments 
and practice their language and literacy most successfully. The research on refugee 
literacy has focused on more instrumental studies around assimilation and trauma 
(Bigelow et al; Brown et al; DeCapua and Marshall; Montero et al; Nykiel-Herbert; Niño 
Santisteban; Gordon). However, the assumption of total literacy deficit in times of flux 
and trauma may foreclose our understanding of literacy development that can and often 
does happen in spaces like refugee and evacuation camps, military hospitals, or war-torn 
towns. While there is no doubt, of course, that the force of war and forced mobility was 
traumatic, and interruptive to participants’ school literacy acquisition, it is crucial to 
unpack how these “gaps” function in elders’ early literate lives.  
Finally, by unspooling the early literacy narratives of elders from this time, I 
show that these periods of flux were formative not only to the development of elders’ 
reading and writing, but to the formation of a broader literacy repertoire which includes 
what I call safeguard literacy. That is, in addition to numerical, alphabetical, and oral 
literacies in multiple languages, elders in this chapter all describe a kind of practice that 
specifically enhances survival; the participants all describe how they “read” the people, 
places, and texts around them to make it through dangerous times.  A safeguard literacy 
then allows an individual to triangulate key elements around them—their physical 
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context, their network of kinship, and their language and literacy skills—to adapt to their 
precarious environment.  After the war, much later in their adult lives, elders used 
safeguard literacy strategies in professional, social, and official spaces to survive, 
sometimes thrive, in more subtle ways, which I will describe towards the end of the 
chapter. Of the twelve elders interviewed for this project, eleven described their 
experiences of living through World War II; of those participants, nine were old enough 
to have begun school, which Soviet children would commence at age 7. I focus at length 
on elders who in their literacy narratives described both the literacy and language 
learning they had done in those volatile landscapes and the intergenerational context that 
shaped how literacy was passed in their family.  
 
Conditions of Flux Before the War 
 
To illustrate how literacy was practiced in the periods of precarity and upheaval 
before the Second World War, and how elders and their families re-fashioned their 
literacy repertoires to live through more dangerous times, it is important to introduce 
some macrohistorical context for this particular period. As we will see in the narratives of 
the participants, the relationship of young literacy practitioners to the languages and 
literacies around them in the years leading up and including World War II were 
incredibly formative to developing safeguard literacies. Participants described having 
awareness, even as children, of the changes surrounding them, as well as how the family 
members around them transmitted languages and literacy practices that reflected those 
moments of flux and uncertainty.  
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Elina, a retired design engineer born in 1926 who had come to the US in the mid 
1990s, shows vividly in her narrative how the social backdrop that led up to her birth 
continued to suffuse her childhood: the percolating political transitions feature boldly in 
the anecdotes around education that she recounts. For instance, according to Elina, her 
mother, who was “well-read,” according to Elina, and could speak multiple languages, 
had once studied at a prestigious gymnasium in Moscow as a teenager but was expelled 
at the end of the Revolution “because there was nothing to pay.” Elina recounts this piece 
of information, having internalized it from her mother and grandfather, not only to state 
how sociopolitical movements like the Cultural Revolution impacted her family 
members’ education trajectories, but also to index a period of danger for her family, 
which they had subsequently survived and incorporated, subtly, into their family history.  
The Cultural Revolution, lasting from 1928 to 1932, brought policy intended to 
create a “working-class technical intelligentsia” (Dunstan xv). Whereas in pre-
Revolutionary Russia, there were four class categories —nobility, clergy, urban estates 
and tradespeople, and peasantry —in the late 1920s, there was an intentional “reclassing” 
process, wherein people were ascribed a class status based in three categories: workers, 
collectivized peasants, and intelligentsia. One’s class origin and the minutiae of the 
education and labor histories of one’s parents and grandparents became incredibly central 
to an individual’s social trajectory. That is, there was a gulf of difference “between, say, a 
worker whose father had also been a worker and a worker who had left the village, 
perhaps fearing dekulakization, in 1930,” and an even wider difference between those 
workers and “an official who had started off life as a priest's or noble's son and one who 
had struggled up from village to factory and then in 1929 become a beneficiary of 
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‘proletarian promotion’” (Fitzpatrick 766). Moreover, someone’s class position, recorded 
not only in census documents, but written in their passport, became a category that 
enabled access to institutions and privileges.  
 In fact, the proportions of students from white-collar families fell from half the 
population to a third through class origin-based purging (Dunstan xv). In Elina’s 
estimation, her maternal grandfather, who had become financially destitute when “his 
money was taken from him,” likely came from a “noble origin of some kind, which 
meant a lot [in the formative years of the USSR],” as she explained. This familial 
background, vaguely connected to origins of nobility and their networks and thus 
potentially bearing counter-revolutionary baggage, was the other reason she suspected 
her mother had to leave school. Of course, Elina was making speculative narrative 
gestures at this moment in our interview, and there is no way to know whether her family 
members truly shared the fate of many middle-class or wealthy citizens in Russian 
metropolitan areas who lost their livelihood or their lives after 1917. However, people’s 
educational backgrounds could hold volatile consequences, and Elina’s broader narrative 
around her family’s literacy history brings in the turbulent and truly precarious social and 
political climate that she, her parents, and her grandparents had lived through.  
Moreover, this narrative points once again to the multidirectional way in which 
literacies were passed in families: Elina’s narrative of early literacy demonstrates a 
hyper-awareness of how her individual discursive repertoire, and her family members’ 
discursive repertoires were embedded in a broader, possibly even dangerous backdrop of 
social and political changes. Elina’s mother’s interrupted school literacy is tied to Elina’s 
own later ability to navigate and access certain institutions. Moreover, the level of 
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explicit danger changed from year to year. The literacy repertoire of someone educated 
under the Czar as a “middle-class,” urban-dwelling person meant something quite 
different in 1916 than it did in 1926. Thus, to say that literacy is “passed down,” in one 
direction only, towards the younger generation, elides the complexity of its changing 
value based on politics and history. Elina describes her family’s class origins, for 
instance, with multiple ambiguous referents, elliptical sentence structure, and several 
allusions to historical events. Her vagueness is strategic and protective. Meanwhile, when 
she describes the literacy practices and values she associates with her father, who had a 
thoroughly proletariat background, such as the kind of reading and writing they did 
together, how he supported her schooling, and the broader values he cultivated in her, 
these descriptions tend to be more concrete and clear. 
In addition to the restructuring of social class, education and language policies 
were experiencing large-scale changes. While the finally agreed-upon educational system 
may have been uniform and singular in conception, it was introduced in widely diverse 
national, linguistic, and cultural contexts. The large-scale changes to the core Soviet 
curriculum throughout the 1930s (Dunstan 12) included echoes of a broader change in 
language policy, which began transitioning the USSR into more formalized russification 
(Grenoble). While the connection between language ideology and the development of a 
“nativization” policy (korenizatsiya) will be explored more deeply in Chapter 5, the 
embeddedness of Russian in policy implementation is important to mention, particularly 
when it comes to education and its inevitable impact on how the elders in the study began 
to read, write, and communicate. Some policies around language were inclusive de jure, 
in deliberate rhetorical contrast to former exclusivist Tsarist policies, permitting all SSRs’ 
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national languages in “education, publications, and the media”; nevertheless, the Center, 
which was located in the Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic, de facto 
influenced these other SSRs to “acquire a vast number of Russian lexical items, and 
collocational and grammatical patterns, as well as to impose Russian orthography and 
spelling” (Grenoble 37). Moreover, through the implementation of a nation-wide 
elementary and secondary education curriculum, mathematics and Russian literature were 
the most important and dominant subjects, with Russian literacy taking up twice as much 
class time as math (Dunstan). Many of the participants, regardless of the careers they 
pursued later in life, which predominantly encompassed STEM fields, expressed a deep, 
cultivated passion for Russian literature specifically. In Chapter 4, I will delve more 
deeply into the connection participants expressed between Russian literature and what 
they call “culturedness.” Still, although Russian was made a compulsory subject 
throughout the USSR, the local language was sometimes still the main vehicle for 
communicating Party discourse in the early schooling stage, if the schools were not 
closed due to resource cuts. Thus, while there was encouragement from the government 
in the development of languages native to the regions annexed by the USSR, “it was 
encouraged only in a certain, Soviet way” (Grenoble 37). It was this diverse and dynamic 
linguistic landscape, riddled with practices that were in tension with policies, that many 
of the participants had to navigate as children.  
For instance, grandparents of the elders I had interviewed were featured 
significantly in narratives around literacy and language development, especially in terms 
of heritage language maintenance. One participant, Sara, born in 1927 in Romania, had 
lost her mother when she was two years old, and for a while was raised by her paternal 
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grandmother, who spoke Yiddish as a first language. She taught her to read and write in 
Yiddish, and helped her with schoolwork, which was conducted in Romanian and 
Russian. Another participant, Borya, born in 1928 in Ukraine, similarly reflected that his 
family mainly spoke Russian among themselves. “But I remember [Yiddish] how?” He 
asked me. “Because our grandmothers and grandfathers were alive before the war.” His 
grandparents, who took an active role in raising their children’s children, spoke mainly 
Yiddish with each other, and this language became part of Borya’s language and literacy 
development. As we will see more fully in Chapter 5, grandparents of elders were 
frequently the only generation in a participant’s household who could communicate 
fluently in Yiddish and were sometimes directly responsible for maintaining not only 
language but also cultural touchstones of Jewish identity. I bring these moments into this 
section and this chapter because generational passing-down of language and culture was 
profoundly influenced by the physical presence, and later survival, of the interviewee’s 
own elder literacy sponsors. The ability of family members to speak or maintain certain 
languages was dictated by the furiously changing conditions around them: the social 
values and ideologies brought on by the Cultural Revolution; the rapid change in 
language policy; the infrastructure of housing and urban development, as we will see in 
later chapters; and of course, as we will explore in this next section, the Great Patriotic 
War itself, as it is known in Russian discourse, which tore through the lives of 






Conditions for Literacy Learning in Times of War 
 
As described in the previous section, the decade leading up to the Second World 
War was a time filled with explicit and implicit danger and much change. This context 
honed an awareness, in participants like Elina, of these changing systems, as well as the 
need to practice literacy in a way that preserved and protected information that could be 
precarious. Participants were set up to use literacy adaptively. Still, it is important to 
stress that, despite these already-adaptive literacy strategies, this was a time of profound 
trauma on a massive scale. For those participants in my study who were children or 
teenagers between 1941 and 1945, the anecdotes that partly related to or were directly 
about the War took up half of the interview time, and sometimes more. The emotional 
and physical impact of this time —the loss of life and obliterated infrastructure —could 
not be overstated. And still, despite the foreclosure in literacy and language that 
inevitably happened, these participants, as children, managed to find ways to practice 
reading and writing in the traditional sense of literacy. More importantly, they developed 
inventive strategies for reading their surroundings and responding rhetorically within the 
semiotic systems they had available in order to safeguard their survival.  
On June 22, 1941, schools across the USSR were beginning their summer 
holidays when World War II came to the borders of the USSR. No administrative 
structures were in place for the eventuality of an evacuation at the time, and, surprisingly, 
the order for evacuation did not come from Moscow until two months later, causing 
many people to overstay and be overtaken, including Jewish citizens, for whom staying 
in German-occupied areas meant certain death (Dunstan 80). Once the process of 
evacuating the population from the front lines started, there was a particular push to 
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evacuate children in the summer and fall of 1941. Half a million young people were 
rushed out of the Soviet capital then. Unfortunately, they were frequently separated from 
their parents —in some cases, forever. Trains carrying evacuees were bombed, and any 
surviving children would get lost or orphaned (Dunstan 81). Survival was elusive, as 
Sara, whose grandmother had been her main parent, remembered. Her grandmother had 
gone on in a separate vehicle with Sara’s aunt, taking a different path off the main road, 
where the locals “took advantage and killed them.”  Sometimes, the time of day one left 
to evacuate could mean life or death. Sara remembered that “people who managed to 
leave before the Germans came, early in the morning around five, [those people] 
survived, but after that the slaughter started and they killed everyone.” Sara’s account of 
the evacuation is one of several in this chapter which deals in profound loss and 
contingent survival.  
Vera, born in 1937 in Russia, was too young to do any formal schooling during 
the evacuation. She, and the other children who were evacuated to Kazakhstan with her, 
had no formal school option available, and, instead, the village residents corralled the 
children to learn to cut hay and participate in farm work. Of the evacuation process itself, 
she recalled little. “My parents wanted to save us, and I wanted to sleep,” Vera mused. 
Similarly, Elina remembers sleeping on mattresses she, her mother, and her sister made 
from sunflower stalks, often using those sunflower stalks and whatever sunflower seeds 
they could find for food as well as bedding. She recalls her mother walking through 
sunflower fields in winter, scrounging for their food and bedding, while she and her sister 
shared a single pair of boots. “It was a terrible business,” she remembers, “but it was the 
only thing that saved us.” Asya, born in Kiev in 1933, was evacuated with her mother and 
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sister to Almaty, Kazakhstan, where her mother worked as a tractor driver in a labor 
colony for displaced children whose parents either died, were deemed an enemy of the 
state, or simply were lost because of the ongoing War and evacuation (Manley). She 
remembered how “they gave out these metal pails with a lid, and we were given lunch 
there. Every day we went with my sister and received dinner only because my mother 
worked in a children's labor colony.”  
Nina, born in Russia in 1937 described similar living conditions. Her family had 
moved into a makeshift house, built quickly by the locals to accommodate evacuees. She 
remembered a few small, windowless rooms, a kitchen, and an outhouse in the yard, all 
of which they shared with 24 other evacuees who had come in after them. Some of these 
were family and were sent for by telegram, and some had come in contact with Nina’s 
family through other social networks. Half of those who lived with Nina were children 
under 10. “There was nothing to eat,” Nina remembered, “and the temperature was -
42°C. And so we would go around different dumpsters to collect frozen potato peels. 
Grandma would wash them up and make those ‘latkes,’ as they’re called now.” While 
Nina refused to eat them, her family ate the potato dish with relish, including her baby 
brother, who was no more than two. Nina said she would hit her grandmother and cry, 
asking them to not feed her brother those potato peels. “Until my grandmother’s last 
days, I had not forgiven her for feeding him those frozen dumpster scraps. Can you 
imagine?”  
These anecdotes illustrate the dearth of physical resources that the participants 
had, all while being assigned to work jobs meant for adults, were these adults not 
conscripted or dead. As part of the evacuation process, the Center attempted to maintain 
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its highly centralized control over this population movement by creating evacuation 
policies that strived to maintain order (Manley 8). From the early days of the war, the 
designated school buildings were some of the first to be requisitioned for administrative 
or hospital uses. Other school structures, located closer to the continuously advancing 
western front, were severely destroyed or stripped down, with building materials, 
furniture and books used for fuel and shelter (Dunstan 86). Local school authorities had 
to develop strategies to keep educational spaces open: “Schools operated on split sites, in 
adapted buildings, and in private flats. The school day was reorganized, with special 
timetables and shorter lessons to accommodate several shifts” (90). Thus, major social 
institutions like schools and universities would be transported to eastward locations and 
set up in repurposed buildings.  
Participants like Elina, who by then became a Komsomol youth leader, were 
tasked with both finishing their high school education in the evacuation and helping with 
the war effort. Evacuated to Orenburg with her family, a three-days’ train ride southeast 
of Moscow, Elina remembers the school furniture and some structures being dismantled 
for firewood. There was only one teacher, and though few students attended, Elina would 
go to school a few days a week during the third of four school “shifts.” The curriculum 
was unsurprisingly spotty: “We would read something or other there, and then it was all 
over, school was done. The teacher there gave us certificates, me and another girl named 
Elina. It turned out that we’d finished the eighth grade.”  Assigned to work in the 
hospital, Elina would entertain the patients by drawing cartoons in the Kukryniksy 
style,22 enlarged and displayed in the hospital windows. She would also assist the 
 
22
 This style of political cartooning, done by three artists, from the 1930s well into the 1960s, often 
commented on the relationship between USSR and Germany in the 40s. 
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wounded, narrate any screened movies for vision-impaired patients, and work in the 
kitchen, where “you could not get away from the hunger.” By the time the third shift of 
school would start in the late afternoon, she was exhausted: “After work, after those 
wounded, after those trays, which you’d have to carry, which would be all soggy wet 
plywood... It was very hard, we all slept like the dead. Even during lessons. [One time,] 
the geography teacher came up to me while I was sleeping, and my friends warned me 
and pushed me awake, but she said: ‘Don’t touch her, let her sleep.’” Elina’s account 
shows how superficial the process of formal schooling was for those older school-age 
people. Going through the motions of school was true for both the students and the 
teachers, who were trying to get through each day.  
There were profound gaps in the school literacy trajectories of children as young 
as Yosif, Asya and Vera. While some of the study participants described attending 
secondary school or university programs that were transported from the evacuated 
cosmopolitan areas to the designated evacuation zones in the eastern parts of the USSR, 
others describe spending time learning farming trades and manual labor skills because no 
other schooling was available. For instance, Yosif, who was quite young when the war 
started, remembers vividly the time he spent in the Evacuation in Siberia: “I had no 
opportunities, so to speak, no toys, no toys —maybe sometimes they could fashion [toys] 
from old clothes, that I do remember. Nobody was studying with me, and reading and 
writing —I learned everything afterwards.” Yosif said that in the remote rural area his 
family was evacuated to, which was a smaller kolkhoz, or collective farming village, there 
were no kindergartens or nurseries set up for young children, evacuees or otherwise.  His 
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parents and brother worked at the kolkhoz until the end of the war, work which he 
described as “endless” mowing of wheat.  
 
Emerging Literacy Practices in Times of War 
 
In the absence of their parents’ and grandparents’ stable presence, and in an effort 
to get through the impossible schooling circumstances they were put in, the participants, 
as young children, sought out literacy sponsorship that came outside of institutional 
settings. In Almaty, Asya went to a Kazakh school, but struggled there because she could 
not speak the Kazakh language. It was not until more injured soldiers started coming into 
Almaty to recover from the war front that she began practicing her Russian reading and 
writing again. Asya and the other evacuated children would play with the Russian-
speaking soldiers, who taught them to read by cutting out letters from newspapers and 
using them to practice putting words together. This tactile way of manipulating letters to 
learn Russian spelling and vocabulary, a non-traditional strategy by the educational 
standards of the time, caused Asya to reflect on her habit of misspelling certain Russian 
words with “misleading” phonetics. She recalled that with the soldiers, she “did not put in 
any extra letters [like with my mother]; on the contrary, there were times I didn’t put 
enough letters in.” She remembers questioning why she had to pronounce the word for 
sun as “sontse,” but spell it as “solntse.” While she was unable to participate in the local 
school in Almaty, she was still able to connect with makeshift literacy sponsors like the 
Russian soldiers to gain some alphabetic literacy, which cushioned her transition into 
night school at the end of the war. I would also argue that by seeking inventive ways of 
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acquiring alphabetic literacy in Russian, Asya built more critical reading and writing 
skills than someone like Elina, who was only in school nominally.  
Like Asya, Vera, too, remembered using printed news to build her alphabetic 
literacy. Vera recalls that before they were evacuated out of her home city of Oryol, she 
would spend many days indoors with her family, doing what they could to entertain 
themselves while staying safe. Despite being unable to attend school, Vera learned to 
read at a rather young age, recalling in vivid detail how her father would put her on a 
chair, hand her a newspaper “with big letters” and teach her to put the Russian letters 
together. She recalled herself to be a very curious, even “nosy” child, who wanted to read 
books and articles that were “not suited” for her age group. While listening to the 
bombings across the city, which “always happened at night,” she, her family, and her 
neighbors, would hide in the basement of their building in Oryol, and she would listen to 
stories her family would tell in the dark.  
In addition to the traditional alphabetic literacy Vera was able to garner in quite 
untraditional circumstances, I want to highlight the safeguard literacy that Vera was 
beginning to develop in this setting. If “literacy,” as I use it throughout this project, is the 
ability to successfully interpret a semiotic system, and in turn be able to respond within 
the semiotic system, then I want to argue that Vera’s response, or “composing,” process 
lies in the narrative of survival she tells about her family. What Vera could remember of 
the eventual evacuation of the city came from the repeated stories of the adults in her life, 
re-telling their evacuation after the fact: “They said that there was a train ahead of us, 
which was completely bombed by the Fascists. But we were in the next one, and we 
survived, so I survived. We rode the train [to Kazakhstan] for a long time, three weeks or 
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so.” There is an urgency in this narrative description around the individual survival vis-a-
vis the collective, of narrowly missing a demise that befell so many others like her. 
Embedding this narrative in her literacy acquisition experience signifies the emergence of 
survival as deeply connected to the experiences of reading in a dimly lit basement while 
bombs were going off around her. 
In Kazakhstan, she did much more farm work than reading, and like Yosif, she 
recalls having little to no resources. Nevertheless, it is important to note that even in the 
absence of schooling, and even in the absence of newspapers, narratives were being 
composed in Vera’s family. That is to say, in a time when the front was advancing 
eastward and able-bodied parents were pulled into the war effort, Vera was one among 
many children in the Soviet Union who would read and be read to by her family in the 
darkened basements of apartment buildings. Vera’s evacuation story, fraught with close 
brushes with death, constant trauma, and unpredictable surroundings, is part of her 
literacy environment; her family incorporated oral storytelling into their family tradition, 
and their close encounter with death was a part of that. Moreover, as we will see with the 
participants below, developing agricultural cultivation skills at a young age was Vera’s, 
and many others’, way of spending time with other young people.  
Many of the participants, when describing the start of the war and the evacuation 
process, move between moments of small but rich detail and sweeping swaths of time 
passage; further, the memories they bring up showcase the skills and networks they, as 
well as their families, had to develop even before the War started in order to survive. 
According to historian Olga Kucherenko, while official state discourse held a sentimental 
view of childhood rhetorically, Soviet children were held to nearly the same labor 
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standards and identical labor conditions as adults. The experiences described above were 
quite commonplace, if treated from a bird’s eye perspective: children during the war, 
from the very young to older adolescents, had to adjust not only to wartime living 
conditions, but to wartime workplace conditions. Indeed, as Kucherenko notes, “even 
those who volunteered to work for the war effort, either out of patriotism or simply for 
survival, could be held criminally liable for any kind of labor violation” (Kucherenko 
393). The stakes were high for them to learn, adapt, and survive quickly. Much of the 
skill-based and professional—as well as alphabetic—literacies that these wartime 
children developed created the foundations for the particular safeguard literacies that they 
would rely on for decades later. Thus, as we will see through the case of one participant, 
Borya, people’s strategies of adaptation through literacy, including surprising literacy 
sponsorship networks and inventive ways of practicing alphabetic, numeric, and skill-
based discursive repertoires, show up not only in these “gaps,” but long after the 
immediate context of the war fades.  
 
Safeguard Literacy in a World After War 
 
While the experiences of children like Yosif, Vera, and Asya show the 
interruptions of traditional literacy trajectories during the war, they also contextualize the 
experiences of teenagers like Borya, who were expected to fill literacy gaps in night 
school or in professional literacy contexts. Borya was fourteen at the start of the war, and 
like many young people his age, experienced interrupted formal schooling because of the 
evacuation. He described the multiple evacuations he experienced, being first forced to 
travel by train from Ukraine to the Northern Caucasus Mountains, currently the location 
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of the Chechen Republic, and then to the Ural Mountains as the German army advanced 
eastward. Borya worked at the local kolkhoz with all the people in the area who had not 
been drafted. The number of adults who could read, write, or count had been diminished, 
and when the head council member of the kolkhoz discovered Borya had seven years of 
schooling, he took him off the field and made him keep the accounting books of the 
butter-making division. At fourteen years old, Borya was running numbers for the dairy 
plant with an abacus. During the second evacuation Borya remembered living through, 
officials made similar use of his reading and number literacy by putting him in a 
locksmith workshop at a makeshift nickel factory. Nickel, an integral part of steelmaking, 
and thus an integral part of the war effort, made this an indispensable location for the 
Soviet military, and Borya found himself in the midst of a working environment with a 
steep learning curve that involved reading, writing, math, and chemistry. This 
environment was to become the future of his professional training, first through his 
apprenticing at the locksmith workshop, then through working as a repairman of the 
nickel ore transport cars. Being pulled into this work —complex accounting with 
minimal, rudimentary tools, intricate technical skill-learning under high-pressure 
circumstances —set Borya onto a particular professional trajectory and influenced the 
way in which he would read literacy systems for the rest of his life.  
By the time he turned 22, Borya had only completed seven grades. He joined the 
war effort in 1944, as soon as he was able to, and served until the early 1950s in the 
Soviet navy, first as a radio operator and eventually an electrical engineer. When it came 
time for him to make up his high school education, it proved difficult to register 
anywhere because all of his identifying documents —his passport, birth certificate, and 
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any records of public schooling —burned up in the house they fled during the evacuation. 
We will explore the loss of these objects more deeply in Chapter 5, but it is important to 
note that the absence of his passport, one of the most important documents for all Soviet 
citizens, meant that Borya had to rely on his social network of military friends to continue 
his schooling. Borya managed to get into an evening school through a friend of a friend, 
another young veteran who had taught there. Borya remembered that despite “lagging a 
little behind” in Russian grammar, literature, and chemistry “and maybe everything,” the 
teacher “accepted [him] without any documents, just on my words.” This vote of 
confidence remained meaningful to Borya, and he remembered not only how hard he 
studied in those years, at the expense of his health, but also the teachers who tutored him 
for free, because “they saw that I was so stubborn… So that’s how I finished high 
school.” Borya communicated clearly how significant the acknowledgement and support 
from his literacy sponsors was for him, which is noteworthy, given the context of this 
continued schooling.  
Borya explained that he stuck out in these classrooms like a sore thumb: “Well, 
when I went back to the seventh grade, there were children there who were 13, 14 years 
old, and I was already 23, 24.” He felt like an “overgrown” uncle sitting amid younger 
children. In addition to the possibly infantilizing effect of being an adult learning the 
same material along with children, it also underscores the way in which the years-long 
trauma of the war was elided for the entire population. The technical, social, and 
managerial skills he had acquired when he was as old as his classmates did not count as 
much as official school did, and it was imperative that the support he needed to go on 
studying came from other adults, those teachers tutoring him on the side for free, who 
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could echo, hold, and understand the complexity of trauma and stress that he went 
through during the war. Finally, this moment in his narrative shows how crucial 
“unofficial” kinship networks were in the lives of Soviet citizens. While I do not want to 
create a false binary around “official” and “unofficial” discourses and conflate them with 
a similar “subversive” and “compliant” discourse binary, I do want to suggest that many 
important elements of Soviet life were made possible through “backchannel” networking, 
such as getting around bureaucracy and acquiring material resources like food and 
clothes.  
This kind of “backchannel” networking is an important part of the safeguard 
literacy repertoire that Borya had to cultivate. For instance, there was a moment in his 
interview where Borya re-centered his lived experience and personal knowledge of the 
first day of World War II as an alternative to the dominant discourse. When I asked him 
to tell me about his professional life after the war, he faltered and restarted the narrative a 
few times. “In 1941, when the War began…” he stopped, taking another, longer pause, 
then leaned in closer to me, his expression conspiratorial, but also quite serious. “I’ll tell 
you a story that very few people know about. You don’t even have to mention it [in your 
paper], if you don’t want, because it will...” He trailed off. Unsure of what he meant, or 
how he wanted to proceed, I offered to pause the recording. Borya agreed. It was the 
early morning hours of June 22nd, 1941, he continued after I pressed pause. He was 
thirteen years old, walking back with his friends from an end-of-the-year school dance. 
They had danced all night, and the girls took their shoes off to walk on the levy. The 
night was cool but pleasant, and they could see the stars. This was the day the War began, 
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he told me. All of a sudden, they heard a loud noise in the sky —the sound of airplanes 
buzzing through the night. I asked if I could continue recording, and he agreed. 
“So, you were saying the War started at quarter to four o’clock in the morning…” 
I began again, hoping he might expand on why this anecdote started off so secretly. 
“Yes, at quarter to four, but it officially started at four,” he emphasized, looking at 
me mischievously, waiting to see if I understood his meaning. At my silence, he 
explained: “Everywhere was bombed: Kiev, and Leningrad, and Sevastopol, and Riga. At 
four o'clock, exactly at four o'clock [officially], the border [into Kiev] was crossed 
exactly at four o'clock. But to us [in Korosten’] the War came exactly at fifteen minutes 
before four, because it takes exactly fifteen minutes to fly from Korosten’ to Kiev at the 
speeds of those airplanes. This is the story.” While it seems like a small anecdote in his 
bigger narrative —a fifteen minute difference between the official start of the war and the 
“start of the war”' that he witnessed and carried with him —Borya’s description of this 
moment felt like he was revealing something big, almost forbidden to me. This “story” 
also came up urgently for Borya: he interrupted an initial anecdote about his post-War 
work life to tell me about this precipitous moment in his teens —the start of the War —a 
moment that catalyzed so much of his subsequent professional and cultural literacy 
practices and values.   
Many decades later, after Borya moved to an apartment in Boston, he met with an 
old classmate whom he knew from that time, and brought this story up with her. To this 
day, he said, she is the only person still living who could confirm what he says. Borya 
stressed that he had a witness that could corroborate this fact, though he and his classmate 
were the only people he knew who could speak to this. Thus, I interpret this moment as 
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evidence for the importance of practicing a “safeguard literacy” through the amendment 
of official historical narratives based on personal experience. This alternative narrative 
would be corroborated by the kinship networks that were created in a context of danger 
and uncertainty. Retaining this narrative piece is a way for him to carve out space in the 
official “annals” of history—where literacy rules and parameters are often codified —and 
in the broader public discourse around the War, a discourse that not only felt dominant, 
but was in fact strongly guarded and maintained by the state. This parallel and secret 
narrative embellishment is another example of both the hyperawareness and the adaptive 
discursive practices that elders demonstrate in their narratives. In Borya’s example, this is 
evidenced by his initial hesitation to speak on record about witnessing an event that even 
in the slightest way contradicts the official, public records around the USSR’s Great 
Patriotic War, a war that still looms large in the imaginations of both the generation that 
lived through it and the subsequent generations that lived in its aftermath. This anecdote 
demonstrates a kind of vigilant circumspection that defines Borya’s literacy repertoire.  
For some time after he left the army, Borya worked as a radio design engineer, 
developing speaker systems in public transportation vehicles. He boasted that some of the 
speakers he developed are still used in some buses in Ukraine to this day. He did not 
work as a designer for long, however, with the factory officials telling him obsequiously 
that “there was no prospect for me in [technology design].” This, Borya explains, was 
coded language that the managing officials used to explain that they had reached their 
quota of Jewish people in that particular department. After that, Borya turned to his 
mentor, the chief mechanic and engineer in his department, who offered him a place in a 
galvanic assembly workshop. Again, relying on the social network he created outside of 
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the official channels in the factory, Borya was able to gain “good practice” there with 
different kinds of energy engineering. “Then, one fine day,” he recalls, the local ministry 
offered him a position in a woodworking machinery factory as the chief energy manager. 
Cautiously, Borya agreed to go to the factory and see what kind of work environment this 
was, since “to take on the energy management of an entire plant is a serious step, it is a 
very big responsibility.” When he went to the electrical substation and looked at the 
condition of the equipment, the placement and setup of the transformers and switches, 
and saw that they were set to 6,300 volts, “a darkness took over my vision.” Using his 
training, as well as the lens he had cultivated for self-preservation and attunement to 
danger, he assessed quickly that the immediate physical environment was a threat. That 
is, he read the physical semiotic codes of the factory floor, from the circuit board to the 
supporting structures to the placement of personnel, to determine the profound risk he 
and other people were in.  
He reflected on his literally blinding fear: “How people weren’t killed there, I 
don’t know, I still don’t know. You have these copper wires [that were] supported by 
ordinary wooden boards instead of massive insulators. What is a wooden board? A board 
is an electric conductor, it conducts current just like everything else [that is organic].” 
Borya remembered wanting to leave the building as soon as he could, and feeling 
determined to reject the job. His “reading” of the space allowed him to determine that this 
job could kill him. 
Refusal, however, proved impossible. While moving from one place of 
employment to another was not restricted as such by the period known as the Khrushchev 
“thaw” (1953-1964), highly educated or specialized workers like Borya still had to be 
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assigned and re-assigned by the managing committee of their given workplace without 
much choice about where they would be placed. Specialized workers who were well-
connected to higher up committee members, or even Party members, were able to request 
particular places to be relocated to; Borya, however, was hitting a metaphorical ceiling 
because of his Jewish background. When he refused to take the job, the committee said 
he could lose his own Party membership, which also had more veiled implications around 
loss of privileges and, in some cases, could mean being relocated even farther away as 
punishment. Borya was compelled to take the position, and ended up staying until his 
retirement.  
He also recalls that the plant “had grown up under me beyond recognition,” 
indicating that the vast changes in production came after his managerial takeover. I find 
this moment important as it highlights his particular adaptability to difficult and 
dangerous circumstances, especially in professional circumstances. In this new setting, 
Borya had to navigate straightforward semiotic systems, like engineering discourse, 
professional communication, electric circuitry, even bureaucratic language, but the lens 
of self-preservation —which had come from years of making the most out of the literacy 
contexts he found himself in —that lens is what he used and still uses to navigate new 
and unknown contexts. This lens, the safeguarding lens, is an inherent and key part of his 
complex literacy repertoire, and it transcends specific languages or alphabetic and 








The goal of this chapter is to tease out how literacy practices develop in the 
perceived “gaps.” More specifically, a certain kind of literacy repertoire, a safeguard 
literacy, develops. Safeguard literacy was beginning to appear in elders’ repertoires 
before the war, and were tautened and made more necessary during the war. Using deep 
description of early and sometimes traumatic experiences—of evacuation and other kinds 
of forced mobility, of shifting educational resources, of shifting survival resources— 
participants featured in this chapter describe how skills of reading and writing, as well as 
knowledge production and cultural/familial belonging, emerge alongside and because of 
the contingency and volatility that permeated their childhoods. The description Elina 
offers of her mother gathering sunflower stalks for both food and bedding, for instance, is 
doubly important because it not only highlights the resource-gathering that she and her 
family members had to do for alimentary and bodily survival, but that they also had to 
continue working and developing literacy strategies in that context. Elina calls on literacy 
strategies she developed before the War, in more formal settings—using her artistic 
skills, storytelling ability, and literature knowledge—to adapt to these even more 
contingent and threatening times.  
We must delve into the early safeguard literacy, which does not come out of 
institutionally, socially, or politically stable contexts, in order to account for how 
participants will use their literacy and add to their repertoires later in more stable 
professional settings as adults, and even later on, as older immigrants in the United 
States. It is crucial to understand these early safeguard literacies if we wish to dig into 
how these immigrant families pass around literacy practices, and in relation to those 
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literacies, form and negotiate their sense of identity and belonging, which will be 
discussed in the following two chapters. 
When we dig deeper into the periods of interruptions in the lives of the elders in 
this study, we can see that those times are not blank spaces devoid of literacy. Those 
periods, though filled with flux and sometimes a great deal of trauma, point to abundant 
literate activity, frequently made illegible because it does not occur within a more linear 
school- based literacy practice model. By paying close attention to the early childhood 
parts of their literacy narratives, which are backdropped by war and political upheaval, 
we can see how previous models of literacy within the family, such as literacy sponsor 
theory, can illuminate some literacy practices and exchanges, but break down when the 
environment for acquiring literacy is both transnational and unstable. Using a “safeguard 
literacies” model, we can open up representations of different literacy and language 
practice within vulnerable refugee or migrant populations, as well as disrupt the linear 






















INDEXICAL HEIRLOOMS:  
OBJECTS AS SAFEGUARD LITERACY STRATEGIES 
 
 
“You know, there was a Soviet habit in schools back then, that if some leader was 
removed, we had to go into the textbooks and cross them out, as if they fired him or 
something.” Vera, whom we first met in the previous chapter, recalled. She recounted 
this memory during our interview as she sat across from me at the Pearl community 
center. Her school years were spent in the postwar decade of the late 40s and 50s of the 
USSR, a period replete in tensions between economic and territorial expansion, 
intermittent optimism, and centralized government control. Vera remembered that some 
of her post-War years in school were spent doctoring textbooks to fit the political 
rhetorical landscape of the day: “We would spend time crossing out the pictures, because 
they had already decided to take [the former leader] out. . . we glued it over, painted over 
it. No books were ever changed. Where was the money to change textbooks? They fought 
with everything they labeled ‘anti-Soviet.’” The practice of having students scratch out 
and glue over government-issued textbooks is a historically documented phenomenon, 
and similar practices also extended to portraits and statues of leaders (Yurchak 37). 
Through the memory of the textbook in its material form, which was malleable but also 
discursively timeless, Vera communicates the complexity of the school literacy 
conditions that surrounded her. The particular materiality of the textbook can be 
juxtaposed with the materiality of other books that populated her schooling and homelife. 
Novels and volumes of poetry were less guarded by the school than the textbooks, which 
were protected for their scarcity and ideological discourse, and Vera reported often taking 
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home the fiction and poetry and memorizing their contents to “keep them with [her],” and 
thus possessing them in the way the glued-over textbooks never could be.  
Now, nearly 80 years later, Vera and other immigrants like her in my study pull 
on these objects to create literacy history narratives. These narratives emphasize what 
New Literacies Studies scholars have contended since the 1980s: literacy values and 
practices emerge out of particular historical and social conditions. However, the study of 
literacies that are spatially and temporally mobile has continued to prove 
methodologically and conceptually challenging (Lorimer Leonard, “Traveling,” 14). In 
Vera’s narrative, for instance, a textbook’s power is inculcated in more than the 
discursive content of its pages. Rather, the materiality of the textbook in a literacy 
landscape like Vera’s represents a way of relating to language and literacy. That is, the 
very thing-ness of amended textbooks —years of layered glue, ink, graphite, and paper 
—indicate not only changing Soviet figureheads, but shifting policies that had 
tremendous impact on how people composed as well as related to knowledge production. 
Moreover, these textbooks stand out as significant memories in her literacy history, in her 
explanations of how she understands all academic discourse objects, as well as her sense 
of purpose around reading and writing in school. Using Vera’s narrative and the 
narratives of four other Russian-speaking immigrants to the United States, this chapter 
investigates the relationship between objects and writers, particularly writers who have 
experienced multiple transnational migrations and historical upheavals. 
The featured narratives highlight the significant ways in which the material 
presence or absence of objects shapes their literacy, but it is important to note that these 
heirlooms appear in nearly all the interview data in this study. I refer to the objects 
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explored here as indexical heirlooms: this term creates a useful theoretical lens that 
bridges the participants’ literacy practices, which emerge from their multiple discursive 
contexts and the passable materiality of the objects themselves.  
Building on Peirce’s definition of indexicality, where an index emerges when the 
object has a “factual connection” with what it represents, Kent Grayson and David 
Shulman argue that objects that retain an irreplaceability become indices “because they 
have a factual, spatial connection with the special events and people they represent” (19). 
I focus on three main types of indexical heirlooms that had repeatedly come up in my 
qualitative analysis: heirlooms of cultural literacy values, such as beloved books of 
literature and the bookcases that hold them; heirlooms of familial endurance, such as an 
inherited encyclopedia set and a piano; and heirlooms of national belonging and 
alienation, such as lost passports, books, and military medals. I show how literacy 
heirlooms 1) index the conditions of elders’ literacy and language development, and the 
circumstances they have had to adapt to; and 2) impact how the elders access their 
literacy repertoires.  
I chose to describe these objects as heirlooms, rather than possessions as 
consumer culture theory researcher do, or as “cultural artefacts” as Lesley Bartlett does 
(3), because “heirlooms” underscore how the objects’ familiality and passability function 
in their literacy narratives, in addition to the identity formation that they retain.  Objects 
are frequently, according to consumer research scholars Epp and Price, “active, or 
mobilized as part of a network and nested in a set of practices that may be intentional or 
embedded in the habitus of everyday life" (823). Further, these objects, which act as 
important identity nodes within families, persist across time and space, as research on 
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heirlooms has shown (823). The ways in which elders indicate “attachment” 
(Csikszentmihaly and Rochberg-Halton; Belk) to, possession and “disposition” of (Curasi 
et al; Lastovicka and Fernandez) these objects can tell literacy scholars a great deal about 
how objects function in not only identity work and ineffable or affective ways, but also 
within material and observable literacy practices. I also rely on the way in which Curasi 
et al have conceptualized the indexing properties of belongings that “provide a physical 
(evidentiary) association with a time, place, or person” (609-610). 
Moreover, I wish to invoke traditionally Marxist meanings around possession and 
dispossession, which indicate the processes by which subjects lose access to life, land, 
labor, or resources through endemic conditions of inequality. While this use is related to 
disposition as the capitalist condition of disposability, as often explored in material 
culture studies literature (Lucas), the participants’ Soviet context adds important value to 
the notions of possession and loss of possession. In consumer research, the 
decommodification of a replicable and often mass-produced object —the phenomenon of 
singularization —has been tied to significant identity work in both families’ and 
individuals’ lives (Kopytoff). Processes of singularization, as Epp and Price argue, 
depend on the physicality of the object in its durability, how long a person has related to 
it, and “the overarching value system” of the group that the object is embedded in (823). 
Singularization can open possibilities for subverting oppressive or dominant frameworks 
that individuals may have to navigate.  
However, given that the research around singularization has been focused on 
decommodification of objects through personalization in Capitalist contexts, it is also 
necessary to ask how this phenomenon may function for immigrants from the Soviet 
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Union, wherein commodified objects had wholly different histories and trajectories 
within their non-Capitalist contexts. Despite living in the USSR, characterized by 
sociologists Ekaterina Gerasimova and Sof’ia Chuikina as a “repair society,” participants 
in my study were still dispossessed of particular objects that were significant both to their 
identity formation (Bartlett) and the development of their literacy repertoires. Sociologist 
Ol’ga Gurova’s study of the life span of underwear in the USSR shows how longevity 
and use value of objects shifts significantly in a different sociocultural context and 
economic structure. The shortage economy and conditions of scarcity necessitated the 
development of craftsmanship skills like sewing, building, and designing, which resulted 
in bespoke refitting of objects and their singularization. For instance, a “real woman” in 
Soviet society was meant to know how to read and use a design pattern, as well as sew or 
re-fashion any item of clothing. While this articulation around a “handiwork” literacy 
may seem solely a representation of internalized patriarchal values, Gurova argues that, 
more than anything, it was an adaptation to “shortages and the idiosyncrasies of the 
material environment in Soviet society” (50). That is, unlike a late Capitalist cultural 
context where a crafting mentality may be felt and seen as liberatory, in the context of the 
USSR, a crafting mentality and skillset was imperative to the usability and possession of 
material goods. 
Further, Gurova shows that keeping items and handing them down was a 
widespread practice in the USSR, giving everyday objects like a bookcase, and even the 
memory of a bookcase as we will see below, the status of heirlooms. I wish to highlight 
this distinctly Soviet process of relating to material objects because it plays significantly 
into the ways in which objects become indexical for participants in my study. Curasi et al 
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make a particular point of the “corporeal” aspect of indexicality, which enforces the 
argument that objects are more than just reminders or metaphorical references to literacy 
events or memories, but in fact materially impact the way people practice literacy. That 
is, whether objects were created from scratch or refitted, and whether the participants in 
the study have retained physical possession of these objects, the material manipulation of 
objects indexes the significance the objects have made in the participants’ literacy 
development.  
Additionally, literacy studies researchers have explored the ways in which high-
profile objects like migration bureaucracy documents facilitate access to powerful 
institutions like education and citizenship (Wan; Vieira; Lagman). More literacy research 
has recently used letter-writing as a lens for exploring mobile literacy in migrants’ 
writing (Lorimer Leonard, “Correspondence”). Literacy scholarship that draws on 
material culture studies in particular has extended these ideas around textual objects to 
give attention to the connection between a possession of and attachment to a particular 
object, textual or not, and the writing practices that emerge. For instance, Cydney Alexis’ 
examination of the Moleskine notebook posits that beyond performing an ineffable kind 
of identity for writers, wherein through its use they gain only symbolic access to an 
“exoticized literary and artistic heritage,” this object actually acts as a “facilitating 
artifact,” deeply impacting the writers’ composition process (34). Similarly, Jamie White-
Farnham has examined commonplace household writing texts like recipes and grocery 
lists to trace how these “rhetorical heirlooms” carry “‘intellectual inheritance' generally 
and writing practices in particular” within families (208). To that end, looking at a wide 
spectrum of significant objects that live in writers’ literacy landscapes, and subsequent 
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literacy narratives, can tell literacy scholars a great deal about identity work in the 
communicative repertoires of writers across their lifetimes (Mehta and Belk; Alexis). 
This spectrum already includes traditional textual objects, like letters and books, or 
writing technologies themselves, but also ought to extend to more “evocative” and 
“symbolic” objects, like a table or a picture (Turkle), or as this chapter will show, a 
handmade bookcase or a piano.  
The boon of studying literacy objects as material culture, then, seems to lie in the 
traceability of these heirlooms through otherwise messy and turbulent circumstances. In 
the case of my participants, the heirlooms they highlight and attend to in the larger 
tableaus of their literacies are indicative of safeguard literacy repertoires, which not only 
include the often “unstable” practices that can frequently show up multilingual writing,23  
but also elders’ strategies of adaptation to linguistic, social, and political contingency, 
and safeguarding for future contingencies and unpredictability.  
 
Heirlooms of Cultural Literacy Values 
 
 For the majority of the participants in my study, the value of reading, and more 
so, the condition of being “literate,” held an inherent, obvious value. To possess certain 
objects and pass them on through various methods to younger generations, was very 
important. This value was expressed by participants who were members of the Soviet 
“intelligentsia” class —white collar professionals like doctors, teachers, and engineers —
as well as those who would be classed as trades people.24 Being “cultured” was strongly 
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 Of the fourteen elders in the study, only two or three people were considered “working class” in Soviet 
bureaucracy and discourse. 
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tied to literacy —how comfortable one was with reading and writing —but even more 
concretely to one’s facility with Russian literature (Rivkin-Fish). Home libraries and 
books in general, as many of the elders described, were indexical heirlooms of high value 
in their material forms, since they represented a connection to a broader “culturedness.” It 
is important to highlight this kind of Soviet “culturedness” vis-a-vis a US perspective on 
“culturedness.”  
In her piece on how class and literature speak to each other in Postsocialist 
Russia, anthropologist Michele Rivkin-Fish delves into some implicit values around 
literacy and “culture.” How she unpacks the history and construction of class specifically 
in a Soviet context is a useful lens by which we can examine some of the implicit values 
that Vera communicated in our interview. In “Tracing Landscapes of the Past in Class 
Subjectivity: Practices of Memory and Distinction in Marketizing Russia,” Rivkin-Fish 
researches the imprints left on Postsocialist society by the policies around class binaries 
like “worker”/”intelligentsia,” particularly the effects of these policies on the "educated” 
strata of Russian people, who have, according to Rivkin-Fish’s interviews, a “sense of 
themselves as long-standing victims of class-based dispossession” (82). Rivkin-Fish 
specifically looks at her participants' reactions to Mikhail Bulgakov's 1925 Heart of a 
Dog, which portrays the early Bolshevik government coalescing from the perspective of 
an intelligentsia doctor. In conversations with the participants in her ethnography, both 
about class and Bulgakov’s novel, Rivkin-Fish posits that “new privileges for the 
educated middle class are commonly viewed as realizing moral restitution for the 
historical dispossession of the intelligentsia by the Soviet regime” (82). In the early 
beginnings of the Soviet government, class identity was “based on social origins, 
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trajectories, and occupational differentiations” rather than the pre-existing social 
structures that were actively, often violently, being stripped down and disrupted.   
To survive, people navigating these constant changes adapted by working to shift 
their associations with coded, more desirable “social position” markers, such as “worker, 
employee, kolkhoznik (member of collective state farm)” (82). From those early days 
through the 1950s, “class” became a term in Communist discourse that was strategically 
used for both “mobilizing support for its rule [and] deploying terror against those citizens 
considered ‘enemies’” (83). While some of the concrete deployments of this term were 
mitigated in suppressive policies, the association of a “working-class” social position—
those positions that were not white-collar—with undeserved, state-distributed privileges 
remains to this day. Further, Rivkin-Fish observes that in her interviews with people 
about Heart of a Dog, they see great merit in the vision of the intelligentsia class, 
represented through the main character of the doctor “as an enduring, moral social type” 
(84). Concretely, Rivkin-Fish’s participants expressed the belief that “the Soviet system 
originated in an unjust process of attacking the persons and values of the intelligentsia,” 
despite the fact that they, according to Rivkin-Fish’s friends, were more educated, honest, 
and general “decent” than many of the other people receiving class-based benefits from 
the government (85).  
These qualities of the intelligentsia, broadly referred to as kulturnost’—or 
culturedness—were also a part of a kind of equation for deservedness.25 Shifting to the 
future, in the context of a Postsocialist economy where a “perverse reward system and 
 
25
 In Western discourse there, too, has been an observed association of literacy with a “state of grace,” 
often a kind of superior morality around reading and writing that is detached from history, power, and 
political context; this assumed association has been continuously more problematized by literacy scholars 
(Scribner and Cole; Graff; Goody; Heath; Street).  
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class hierarchy” is eliminated, Rivkin-Fish argues that “professional Russians can finally 
gain back their long-deserved privilege. Capitalism (and, by extension, the inequality and 
stratification of consumption that accompany it), the claim goes, will enable Russian 
society to return to a 'natural' (because not Soviet) form of social hierarchy” (85). Of 
course, given the economic reality of Rivkin-Fish’s participants, who do in fact struggle 
with poverty and significant lack of resources, however they align class-wise, there is an 
observed tension around their assumption that ultimate consumer ability is actually an 
indicator of morality, “kulturnost’” and honesty.  
The “intelligentsia” archetype wholly flattens the complexities and contradictions 
of all class experiences, in that it “unfairly projected morality onto education and denied 
decency, dignity, and ethics to less educated or working-class people —groups that 
aspiring middle-class people themselves could easily have been associated with” (89-90). 
Rivkin-Fish’s analysis of class in the Soviet context is fruitful for us to consider as trace 
what it is that participants like Vera are trying to preserve by maintaining and passing the 
quality of “culturedness.”  
The availability of material book copies was often variable, not only due to 
scarcity —the scarcity of raw materials for printing books, as well as slow production 
bureaucracy —but also to the year-to-year variability in what the government saw as 
appropriate for publication. Thus, specific books in home libraries became particularly 
valuable, sometimes priceless, because of their possible irreproducibility. Vera, with 
whom we began this chapter, had a “sacred relationship” with the books in her collection 
(Alexis 43), and this sanctity translated to the ways she writes, reads, and passes what she 
reads not only to her family, but to her community at the Pearl senior center.  
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Vera was certainly one of the most conversationally effusive participants in this 
study, and in the course of our interview, told me not only about her literacy experiences, 
but her observations on the American education system, Abraham Lincoln, anti-
Semitism, and Russian literature, to name only a few things. She characterized herself as 
widely read and endlessly curious. Despite being a chemical engineer her whole career in 
the Soviet Union, she described being interested in everything that “there is left to know.” 
When she moved to the United States and started to attend the senior community center, 
she would give afternoon lectures on American history, literary theory, and philosophy, 
sometimes even reading from her favorite Russian books. In fact, Vera attributed much of 
what motivates her to read and share knowledge with the Pearl community now to what 
she called her “literary” birthplace. She was born in the late 1930s in Oryol, a city about 
200 miles south of Moscow, famous for being the hometown of famous Russian poets 
and writers like Mikhail Bakhtin, Ivan Turgenev, Sergei Yesenin, and Ivan Bunin.  
What Vera felt was most important for her children was to have a similar 
relationship to books and literature. “A bookstore was opened in Harvard [Square], far 
away from us,” she recounted. In this bookstore, her son had found a book by Aleksandr 
Kuprin, a pre-Revolutionary Russian novelist, that they used to own in Russia. “He calls 
me and says: ‘This is our Kuprin in the same blue binding, seven whole volumes worth!’ 
So, I say: ‘Yes, just buy it and go.’” This collection of novels, the exact edition as the old 
copy Vera’s family had before they left the Soviet Union jumped out at her son, so much 
so that he called her to let her know that this collection, their collection, was right there in 
a Russian bookstore in Cambridge, Massachusetts, even though the specific physical 
copy had, of course, been left continents away. “We all had such libraries,” Vera 
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remembered proudly. “It was just so expensive to ship books out, it was impossible.” 
Vera’s children had all bought a great deal of Russian literature since their immigration 
and “invested a lot” in their books, which was, according to Vera, all from her “efforts.” 
These efforts were tied not only to the physical connection to the books that surrounded 
them before immigration, but also to the affective connection to the literature that meant 
so much to her: “How could I live in a way that they did not know at all who Kuprin was, 
and that such a great literature exists?” The physical book her son found in Cambridge, as 
well as the other heirloom facsimiles in her children's homes, simultaneously represent 
and shape the literacy values Vera has worked to foster in her family through reading and 
writing in Russian.  
Vera’s attachment to these books underscores that “indexical or iconic 
associations persist” even when the objects themselves are substituted (Epp and Price 
823). It was the presence of the Kuprin books in Vera’s home that reinstated her and her 
children’s access to this desired literacy of culturedness. Picking up on Rivkin-Fish’s 
argument that the educated strata in Russia feel a gain of “symbolic capital,” despite 
being economically disenfranchised, the “symbolic capital” that participants like Vera 
identify is an ability to not only connect to certain literary texts, to enjoy them and share 
them with one another for aesthetic purposes, but also to read incisively and emotionally 
to understand the world and move through it circumspectly. That ability to “read” both 
significant cultural texts and the world they described is what Vera wanted to pass. 
However, it is not only the book object itself that indexes this kind of literacy: an 
abundant home library entails the possession of sufficient shelf space. The procurement 
of shelves and bookcases in the Soviet Union, as multiple participants in my study 
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reported, was sometimes as tricky as the books themselves. Bookshelves in the literacy 
history narrative of Elina, a retired design engineer born in 1926, highlight even more 
strongly both how indexical heirlooms represented the complicated political context she 
learned to read and write within and how these heirlooms inflected her literacy practice. 
To start, bookcases may seem like a commonplace object to a reader unaware of the 
“idiosyncrasies of Soviet shopping” (Gerasimova and Chuikina 66); however, the ability 
of most citizens to walk into, say, a furniture store, and buy a needful item like a 
bookcase at any given moment was complicated due to the endemic shortages of material 
goods (Boym; Ledeneva; Shleifer and Vishny). As Gurova deftly explains, the economy 
of the Soviet Union was constituted by a deep division between “the field occupied by 
the producers of items and that occupied by the consumers of items,” and this rift 
manifested in a “divergence between the quantity and quality of goods produced and the 
needs, preferences, and tastes of Soviet people…[keeping] the quantity of things in 
Soviet culture lower than it needed to be, [and] making objects rare and insufficiently 
accessible” (49). Thus, when one was unable to buy a much-needed object, or barter 
something for it from a person in their social network, an individual had to make the 
object.  
When Elina’s father bought her and her sister books —“we had few toys but 
many, many more books”—she remembered proudly how he had to make more 
bookcases “with his own hands” to store them all. As a worker at a tool factory in St. 
Petersburg, he was much better socially connected than her mother’s family, because he 
worked with key revolutionary figures like Nadezhda Krupskaya (Lenin’s wife) in the 
very nascent years of the USSR. Whereas before 1917, Elina’s father’s proletariat 
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background made it more difficult for him and his family to survive and go to school, in 
the context of the new government, his lack of intelligentsia connections was a badge of 
honor that strengthened his publicly perceived commitment to workers’ rights and 
Marxist ideology, garnering him not only social and economic capital, but enabling him 
to survive at a time when class origin-based population purging was happening all around 
the USSR (Dunstan xv). While the Bolshevik Revolution had temporarily interrupted his 
formal education, he used his new connections to get back into school, and spent much of 
Elina’s childhood making up his education through supplemental professional school. 
Elina remembered both parents attending a professional academy where she and her sister 
spent much time on the grounds. Reading was what Deborah Brandt calls a “salutary” 
given in Elina’s family: “Dad read a lot. Actually, we would even work on school stuff 
together: I did my homework while he did his [night school] assignments.” She describes 
herself as being one of those “annoying honors students” who would read the textbooks 
ahead of time, before the school year even started. Sitting around the same big table, she 
would read through all the materials while her father read his own homework from night 
school and they would ask each other questions.  
Thus, Elina smoothly enmeshed the ubiquity of books in her home and the values 
assigned to reading, alongside the casual mention of her father building a bookcase for all 
their books.  This enmeshing is telling because it indicates the equivalency Elina draws 
between literacy and carpentry as mechanisms of safeguarding for an environment of 
ever-scarce and unpredictable resources. Her father literally built the literacy framework 
around her from scratch; Elina received this bookcase heirloom in its material form, 
which enabled her to inhabit the identity of a studious and hardworking person. As 
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significant, however, is the way in which Elina internalized this crafting literacy. In her 
literacy history narrative, she time and again overlaid descriptions of artistic or crafting 
practices with her facile access to literature and other literacies of culturedness. Elina 
spent much of her childhood sick and thus absent from school, which made it difficult for 
her to participate in mandatory Soviet youth collectives like the Young Pioneers and the 
Komsomol,26 organizations central to social and academic success (Kirschenbaum 128). 
It was Elina’s dual passion for crafting and literature, however, that eased her back into 
these circles, as she would make up for her absences in school by making props and 
decorations for school plays. Using her knowledge of Russian fairy tales and literary 
canon, she would craft half-masks from clay for the younger students to wear and help 
them remember and recite lines backstage, quickly becoming the social focal point in 
these school settings. Indeed, she remembers that for most of her later schooling, she 
became the “star” of her class academically and socially, eventually becoming a 
Komsomol leader. This is a safeguarding practice that she would rely on for the rest of 
her life. Remembering the wartime evacuation, for example, Elina recalled entertaining 
the wounded soldiers at the hospital by drawing cartoons that were enlarged and 
displayed in the hospital windows, as well as narrate any screened movies for vision-
impaired patients. Even though her father’s bookcase was not present in all these 
moments, the material conditions that necessitated its creation persisted throughout 
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 The Komsomol, or the All-Union Leninist Young Communist League, was an organization nearly all 
Soviet youths from age 14 to 28 participated in, and included the planning and organization of various 
activities and events that were meant to support the development of local communities as well as reinforce 





Elina’s life in the USSR, and she resorted to the same practice as her father of conjuring 
indexical heirlooms not only to “make do” but to safeguard, thrive, and survive. 
In their study of one singularized object, a kitchen table, Epp and Price show how 
this family heirloom is not just a manifestation of one family’s values and practices, but 
is actually central in facilitating the family members’ “web of interlocking identity 
practices” (828). Their research traces how the family tried to incorporate the table into 
their lives over and over despite changing spatial and logistical constrictions, pointing to 
the significance of the table’s resurfacing at particular identity- and practice-enacting 
junctures in the family’s life. However, their findings show that when the table is absent, 
the family practice of crafting is otherwise displaced (831). Unlike the family in the 
study, however, the indexical heirlooms in Vera and Elina’s narratives, the Kuprin 
collection that Vera’s son finds by chance and the bookshelves built by Elina’s father, 
index the specific literacy circumstances they lived through, but moreover, their 
materiality shapes their practices and connects them to certain ways of being like 
“culturedness,” but also skillful know-how, such as craftsmanship and herblore. Vera and 
Elina use these indexical heirlooms to express ways of being, and they see them as 
valuable and important enough to share with both their family members. However, the 
heirlooms that suffuse the literacy narratives of other elders, as we will see below, do not 
always act in such elevating or clear-cut ways. The next section shows how, in addition 
to the literacy conditions, values, and practices they represent, heirlooms can index the 
survival and even subversion —a family’s ability to endure — within unpredictable and 




Heirlooms of Familial Endurance 
 
“Come in, come in, don’t worry about your shoes,” Sabina told me as she ushered 
me into her apartment where we held our interview. “I just cleared all the books out, so 
the rug isn’t clean anyway.” Clearing out the books she referred to so casually, it turned 
out, was no small feat since there were three full collections of different encyclopedias 
she and her family had shipped during their late 1970s emigration out of Soviet Moldova. 
First they shipped the encyclopedias to Israel —the first of their emigration stop points —
then Austria, where they awaited their US refugee visas, then finally the US —Memphis, 
then Boston. As we will explore in this section, the objects that participants like Sabina 
hang onto index loss in a context of migration, but they also index the strategy of 
enduring that loss as a family unit. Of course, this kind of intimate meaning-making 
through objects is present in all three of the sections. However, rather than honing in on 
the social and political systems that support “culturedness” in the objects, this section 
focuses on the familial connective tissues that these heirlooms develop through the 
experience of loss and nostalgia.  
Sabina’s bookshelves included a set of the Encyclopedia Britannica in English, 
which she gave away to her building supervisor. She also had a forty-volume set of 
military medical encyclopedias that belonged to her husband, “heavy, brown books” from 
the 1960s, and some bibles and prayer books in Hebrew, “more bibles than in a 
synagogue.” When asked why her family shipped those tomes across such distance, 
Sabina shrugged: “I don’t know. . . in Russia, books were. . . it seemed to me that 
everyone had books, because I remember my mother collecting books after the war, when 
there was nothing. I remember some rickety bookshelf, and there were books on it. I can 
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see this shelf even now.” As with Vera and Elina, Sabina communicates a kind of 
preciousness around the book objects that she and her family were able to collect in the 
Soviet Union. The ability to obtain physical books, especially after surviving the Second 
World War, where people like Sabina’s parents were constantly trying to overcome deep 
scarcity —not just of cultural artifacts, but basic survival resources like food and fuel —
signified comfort and survival. “I couldn’t understand [then,]” Sabina said, “how anyone 
could throw away books.” 
In contrast to those participants, however, Sabina described a detachment to this 
book collection that happened in the last ten years, especially the medical encyclopedias. 
The transference of the collection was so labor-intensive and cost-prohibitive that the 
family had to leave them in Israel for some years while they acclimated to their new 
American context. There is an observable tension between the felt social and cultural 
capital of the books, and the very practical physical transportation of the books. Thus, I 
would argue that Sabina and her husband’s decision to hold onto the cumbersome 
collection lay in more than holding onto a “literate” identity or a state of “culturedness,” 
as, for instance, Vera had. The books were a way of retaining a professional identity, a 
claim to Sabina’s husband’s training and expertise. However, the family of four —
Sabina, her husband, and her two sons not yet in high school —experienced a difficult 
adjustment period in the United States, but it was her late husband in particular, a doctor 
back in the USSR, who had a “very difficult adaptation.” The professional adjustment 
had proven particularly difficult, since his medical credentials and training retained little 
value in the US; the medical encyclopedias, which linked him to his work in the USSR, 
offered a material representation of his knowledge and experience, and way of surviving 
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in quite inhospitable immigration conditions. To use Herng-Dar Bih’s framework terms, 
in addition to being an “extension of memory,” the book set worked as a “manifestation 
of achievement,” or in the case of Sabina’s husband, frustration at achievement, and a 
degree of disillusionment with immigrant life (Bih 138). It was not until he passed that 
Sabina decided to shed the books: “I went out, found cardboard boxes, packed them up, 
then put them on the dolly on these wheels and carried everything down [to the street].” 
The desire to have the books removed quickly was clear as she described removing the 
books in one day by herself using a cart. While her sons had taken some of the books, 
most of the encyclopedias had ultimately gone to people outside the family, including 
unknown strangers on the street, who had, according to Sabina, cleared everything out 
“that same day.” The family’s possession, and later disposition, of these heirlooms 
represents a complicated process of adjusting, or “adapting,” to immigrant life, as Sabina 
herself calls it. The books represent the loss of Sabina’s husband’s professional agency, 
and their weight, physical and emotional, hung heavily on the shelves. The encyclopedias 
inherently dictated, through their content and their affective history, the space they were 
in and the space they were possibly going to end up within, since one of Sabina’s sons, a 
doctor like his father, ended up inheriting part of the collection.  
Whereas Sabina’s family retains and sheds book objects to survive in conditions 
that delimit or cut off their professional identity, sometimes objects that are no longer 
present in their material form aggregate significance in a family’s narrative of survival. In 
the literacy history of another participant, Asya, the memories of some objects, and their 
properties of survival and subversion, render them indexical heirlooms. When I asked 
Asya about memories of reading and writing in her childhood, she began doing the math 
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of when she started reading by remembering her 8th birthday, which came four days after 
the German troops invaded Ukraine. Her mother had given her a piano that day: 
 
When the Great Patriotic War began in 1941, I turned eight years old, and my 
parents wanted to make me happy, so they bought me a piano. On the 22nd [of 
June], the War began, and my Birthday is on the 26th. And on Sunday, they 
delivered the piano —but I was already reading at that point, I think. That would 
be to the credit of my mother and father, because my mother taught me . . . 
Somewhere, probably, four years before then I already started reading.  
 
I quote this moment in our interview because it showcases the ways in which Asya tried 
to recall a more factual detail —when and how she learned to read and write —by 
remembering the gift of the piano and the start of the Second World War. The piano was 
left behind when the family evacuated out of Kiev, but despite that, the gift became an 
index in her narrative, similarly to Vera and Elina, for the literacy conditions and 
practices that she recalled. It indexes both the start of the War and the subsequent 
interruption of her formal education, as well as the methods in which her mother taught 
her to read, to write, and to count before the War. Asya uses the piano to remember her 
mother practicing Socratic knowledge-building with her not just with alphabetic literacy, 
but also in acquiring math skills, when she and her sister would practice division with 
beans in saucers, their mother wondering aloud to them about how much more should go 
in this or that saucer.  
Nevertheless, I would argue that unlike Vera’s Kuprin volumes, which index 
through substitution, and Elina’s bookcases, which index through recreation, Asya’s 
piano indexes survival through its absence. The piano anchors her literacy development 
in a timeline that is deeply wrapped up in physical danger —the family’s need to abandon 
this object lest they perish. In that way, it is an irreplaceable possession, to use Grayson 
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and Shulman’s term, because another piano would simply not be able to sustain the same 
meaning as the piano they left behind in Kiev. Perhaps even more significantly for the 
piano heirloom, Grayson and Shulman argue that the indexicality of irreplaceable 
possessions “allows them to serve a factual or evidentiary function for their owners” 
(19).27 The piano, then, is a witness to the life they had before the War, as well as what 
was inevitably lost.  
The long quote above also shows how tightly wound the memories of familial 
kinship are around the memories of literacy: the piano is a birthday gift from the parents, 
who desire to pass written and musical literacy to their daughter. When asked what kinds 
of literacy Asya would like to pass onto her granddaughter Bella, Asya answered that 
Bella needed to know the family’s history more than anything else. Asya, who was a 
second parent to her, spent time not only on Russian reading and writing with Bella but 
also telling her tales from her own grandfather and mother’s childhoods, as well as 
Asya’s own early years: “[Bella] knows about her great-grandfather, she knows about her 
great-great-grandfather, she knows about her grandmothers.” Asya could not pass on the 
piano to her granddaughter, nor could she pass on many textual objects like books and 
letters. When citizens would emigrate out of the Soviet Union through official channels, 
as Asya had, all the belongings they would pack or ship would be thoroughly examined, 
registered and stamped28 —this would be doubly true for texts that had come in contact 
with important government officials. Still, Asya would tell the story around significant 
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 It is also important to note Grayson and Shulman’s additional claim that a reproduction of a possession 
“cannot claim an indexical (real, factual, and spatial) association with the context and/or people that are 
represented by the object,” even when it looks like the object that was replaced (19).  
28
 All the paintings and sculptures my own family was able to bring out from the Soviet Union in 1990, for 
instance, have blue inspection stamps on them. 
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objects, like the piano, to show her granddaughter “what kind of people were in her 
family.”  
An indexical heirloom representing this connection to family history in Asya’s 
narrative is showcased poignantly through the story around one letter Asya’s aunt Roza 
wrote in the 1950s. Roza was a well-known and respected actress in the Riga State 
Yiddish Theater, working during the Doctors’ Plot,29 which was, as she said, “a very hard 
time for Jewish people.” During this period, many of the State Yiddish Theaters, which 
employed mostly Jewish citizens, were closed down by the government. Asya’s Aunt 
Roza (“clever woman, may she rest in peace!”), wrote a letter to Kliment Voroshilov, a 
member of the Central Committee, outlining “seventy-five questions and answers on 
what to do with Jewish culture, and so on, and so on.” Roza’s letter, like Roza herself, 
became legendary in Asya’s family when the Central Committee, rather than arresting 
her, wrote back with an offer for Roza to read Yiddish texts on the state radio once a 
month in the middle of the night. “And read for whom?” Asya asked me coyly. “For 
people who are asleep. In order for the Voice of America to believe that Jewish culture 
was supported. . . You understand? That's all! And how they didn’t take her away, only 
God knows!” Asya’s oblique explanation alluded to the way in which the Soviet 
government desired to control the image they garnered outside the USSR as a state that 
actively oppressed Jewish people. Voroshilov asked Roza to read in Yiddish during a 
time of day that few Soviet citizens would be hearing, but potential Western radio signals 
might pick up on, and infer, through this Jewish cultural broadcast, that Jewish people 
 
29
 In 1952-1953, the year preceding Joseph Stalin’s death, a group of predominantly Jewish doctors from 
Moscow was accused by the government of an attempt on Stalin and other Soviet leaders’ lives. This 
incident spurred an extended period of antisemitic discourse and anti-Jewish policies that included closure 
of Jewish cultural centers and the arrests of Jewish citizens in particular professions (Ro’i).   
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were not oppressed after all. The significant aspect of this letter, of course, is how brazen 
Asya found it of Roza to write in opposition to Soviet policy, in 1952, of all years, and 
send the letter to the highest powers in the Soviet government in order to advocate for 
herself and her community.  
It would have been impossible for the family to obtain or keep any physical 
copies of Roza’s correspondence with the highest governing body in the USSR. The 
letter, in its physical form, was rendered irreplaceable. It indexed, however, the survival 
and subversion that Asya, then her daughter, and finally her granddaughter honored. The 
family’s disposition of the piano and the letter do not threaten the highly indexical ways 
in which these heirlooms are passed within the family and add to the family’s identity 
formation, especially within the broader sociohistorical contexts in which they lived. 
Both Sabina and Asya’s literacy narratives showcase their respective family’s endurance 
in unpredictable, even dangerous, circumstances despite the disposition of the indexical 
heirlooms they bring up. One participant in my study, however, describes the adverse 
ways that indexical heirloom disposition has impacted him. 
 
Heirlooms of National Belonging and Alienation 
 
“I served [in the Soviet Army] from February 1944 to January 1950, just about, 
give or take a few weeks —6 years,” Borya told me, nodding proudly to the far wall of 
the common room of the Pearl community center where, in celebration of the May 9th 
holiday, Victory in Europe Day, the center had hung up posters of members who had 
served. “You can see all my military activities there. Just go there and read it.” He 
pointed. I could see, even from afar, Borya’s young face in black and white, wearing his 
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navy uniform, including his formal army hat and medals. Next to the picture was a 
written blurb outlining his service. While the Second World War was ubiquitous in most 
of my participants’ interviews, Borya’s memories of the war, particularly his time in the 
military, loomed especially large. The two indexical heirlooms that surface in Borya’s 
narrative, a passport and a set of military medals, are suffused with the danger and loss he 
experienced as both a child and soldier of the war. More importantly, they clearly show 
the ways in which the disposition of these objects determined not only how Borya 
practiced literacy after the war, but also how his identity, and his family’s identity as 
Jewish citizens in the Soviet Union, were inflected during their subsequent immigration 
to the United States.  
All of the family members’ identifying documents, including Borya’s passport, 
birth certificate, and any records of public schooling —burned up in the house they fled 
during the evacuation. The only remaining record of his and his siblings’ existence 
remained in his mother’s own passport, which she had tucked into her brassiere when 
they fled. At a very young age, Borya found himself receiving the beginnings of what 
was to become the future of his professional training, first by apprenticing at the 
locksmith workshop, then working as a repairman of the nickel ore transport cars. He 
spent the last year of the war enlisting in the military, and continuing to serve for another 
five years afterward until his early twenties.  
After his service, Borya tried to pick up his interrupted high school education, like 
many returning young veterans. Yet, it proved quite difficult for Borya to register, since 
not only had he completed just seven of the ten official grades in Soviet schooling, but 
there was no official record of his grades or education. Despite his engineering and 
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military experience, which he began at an early age during the evacuation, he had to seek 
out formal schooling through informal social networks. Borya managed to get into a night 
school through a friend of a friend, another young veteran who had taught there. Borya 
remembered that despite “lagging a little behind” in Russian grammar, literature, and 
chemistry “and maybe everything,” the teacher “accepted [him] without any documents, 
just on my words.” This vote of confidence remained meaningful to Borya, and he 
remembered not only how hard he studied in those years, at the expense of his health, but 
also the teachers who tutored him for free, because “they saw that I was so stubborn. . . 
So that’s how I finished high school.” While this experience may not have been unique to 
Borya, as, indeed, many people leaving the SSRs went through similar things, but his 
literacy history narrative hones in on a particular tenuity in material possessions. Thus, I 
refer to his mother’s passport as an indexical heirloom for several reasons. First, the 
passport acts as a familial node of connection, as it is the only remaining textual link 
between Borya’s mother and her children. In a way, she is able to protect her children 
through this document by retaining a bureaucratically legible kinship and circumventing 
separation during evacuation and staying together as a family unit—children were 
frequently separated from their parents during train evacuations. Second, Soviet passports 
held information not only about one’s name, place of origin, and birth, but also ethnicity. 
For a Jewish family that was fleeing encroaching Nazi forces, this is a significant and 
multifarious document in terms of survival. Lastly, this indexical heirloom clearly 
demonstrates the consequence of disposition, since it took Borya significant effort to 
compensate for the loss of his own passport in order to continue his education. 
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The gravity of disposition is similarly evident through Borya’s army medals. 
When Perestroika began, Borya and his wife decided to apply for exit visas that would 
reunite them with his father, who had already left for the States. Borya was told, 
however, that the only way he could receive a visa was to denounce his father as an 
“enemy of the State” on the radio. Borya had refused, and his visa status was delayed for 
nearly another decade. Their eventual emigration, bargained for dearly, was a bitterly 
mixed experience. “Everything was in the suitcases,” Borya said. “All my documents 
were lost —that is, all my award documents, military orders, medals —two gold medals 
were lost: one was mine, the other was my son’s, all including the permits, special 
permits for transportation —everything was lost!” The suitcases, Borya suspected, were 
confiscated by the government. Even during this more lax time of Perestroika, to leave 
the Soviet state, even with permission, made emigrants “enemies of the state”; when 
people left the USSR, they were frequently stripped of objects with high social capital, 
objects that linked them favorably to the state (Gitelman 49). Building on 
Csikszentmihaly and Rochberg-Halton’s large-scale study of contemplative objects, 
Mehta and Belk show in their research on the possessions of Indian immigrants living in 
the United States how “older people tend to be strongly attached to contemplative 
possessions that help them survey their pasts” (399). This is evidently true for Borya, 
who keenly felt continuous disposition due to forced mobility and migration. Throughout 
his interview, Borya described his experiences as a veteran extensively, underscoring the 
significance that his army service held for him, especially as a Jewish person with the 
Holocaust in the fore. He also described with proud detail the various ways his career as 
an electrical engineer shaped audiotechnology in the USSR, all despite the moments of 
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ubiquitous anti-Semitic interactions he recalled offhand. The status of a respected veteran 
and citizen that was conferred onto individuals by the government — the social, 
economic, and political capital this status garnered —was highly contingent on the 
physical possession of documents and medals, a possession that can be difficult to 
maintain during war and migration.  
Borya’s war medals indexed the time and life force he had given the State. The 
loss of the medals made Borya keenly aware of how he, as a Jewish Soviet citizen, was 
frequently alienated from feelings of fully belonging to the Soviet nation, and more 
importantly, stripped him of the ability to pass those objects down to his grandsons, 
which he regretted. His grandsons, with whom he is close, were less invested in the 
stories he had about the war, and more intrigued by their last name, which came down 
from Borya —an heirloom of its own. While Borya could not pass down his medals, he 
did sit down with one of his grandsons to sketch out a family tree, all in Russian. “And 
our tree is very very big,” Borya told me. “Just as an example, before the war, our family 
was big-big, 238 people there were. That’s a lot of family. After the war? 32.” In the 
absence of medals and documents, Borya has had to share the experiences of loss through 
other forms of writing. Thus objects, but also memories of objects, loom powerfully 
within literacy narratives of immigrants from the former Soviet Union like Borya, but 
more than that, these indexical heirlooms shape the literacy and language practices that 








The three indexical heirloom clusters presented in this chapter knit tightly into one 
another: cultural literacy, for instance, is intimately tied to the familial intergenerational 
connection that happens across and within generations, as well as during the traversal of 
transnational spaces. Similarly, experiences of belonging and alienation are inflected by 
emergent construction of cultural literacy values, and how these values are passed around 
families. However, as material culture scholarship urges, these objects act as more than 
just markers of experience. Alexis considers the “demonstrated power of objects in the 
process of becoming possible selves,” as well as writers’ “reliance” on objects and object 
constellations to “perform identities and trades,” to ask how objects actively shape the 
writing lives of individuals beyond just becoming symbolic meaning containers (33, my 
own emphasis). In addition to passing alphabetic literacy skills —particular 
reading/writing practices, traditions, and languages —to their children and grandchildren, 
elders also communicated passing, or hoping to pass, more ineffable “ways of looking at 
the world” and “knowing how to do something.” Those ways of being and doing are part 
of how literacy repertoires figure in individuals’ adaptation to immigration, and cannot be 
unlinked from more conservative understandings of written literacy. As their literacy 
practices change in response to fluctuating or contingent circumstances, the study 
participants used, and continue to use, indexical heirlooms to adapt to those conditions. 
Whether objects are carefully preserved and carried through evacuations and 
immigration, whether they are destroyed or lost through war or transnational movement, 
or whether they are passed down as stories, these indexical heirlooms not only act as 
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indices of familial identity and history, but also fundamentally impact people’s 













































“A NOTHING LANGUAGE”: JEWISH IDENTITY AND SURVIVAL AS 
SAFEGUARD LITERACIES 
 
In the previous two chapters, we explored the narratives of participants who were 
growing up in political and social settings that, for a variety of reasons, changed 
continuously. Whether it was the flux in economic, civic, and geopolitical policies, the 
later world war that tore through the fabric of people’s everyday life, or transnational 
migration, the elders’ narratives point continuously to the ways in which literacy 
practices in their repertoires allowed them to adapt, re-adapt, and survive. As hard as the 
war was on every imaginable level, its end also indicated a profound shift in orientation 
towards day-to-day, as well as more macro, practices. Thus, this chapter will explore first 
how people use literacy and language practices to gather points of identity and second, 
how that gathering shapes their connective networks. Ultimately, these narratives 
endeavor to contribute to the ongoing research that asks: how do migrants negotiate 
dilemmas that arise out of living in a contingent landscape through their language 
practice?   
Building on previous work in multilingual literacy and mobility, this chapter will 
explore the national and ethnic identity formations that participants bring up in relation to 
literacy, and how the safeguard literacy strategies participants had developed in the pre-
war and war years (see chapter 3) facilitated their complicated identity formation 
practices in peaceful yet more subtly contingent periods of the Soviet Union. This chapter 
argues that participants are able to maintain “cultural storehouses” through literacy 
practices, which help them 1) shape a sense of belonging and a cultural self-concept in an 
alienating landscape and 2) live through dangerous and suppressive conditions. Thus, 
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these literacy practices are not only a key to the development of their identities, but 
crucial to the development of their safeguard literacies. Cultural storehouses, it is 
important to note, are distinct from literacy repertoires in that they are maintained by 
groups of people rather than individuals. Keeping within the scope of this project, I will 
be focusing on family groups specifically. 
Thus, to answer the questions in this chapter, it is important to key into how 
language representations are configured and deployed on macro levels like policy and 
documents vis-a-vis how these language representations are then absorbed into the 
practices and narratives of individuals. Language representations, as Nancy Bou Ayash 
helpfully frames them, are the “constructed ideas” that individuals develop about their 
own language identification and practices, and how people “situate themselves in relation 
to other users/learners and their practices, the value they grant to particular language 
practices and not others, and their appraisals of what they should do with their language 
resources in specific literate situations” (556). How a language is defined, how porous its 
boundedness, or even how its boundedness may be an ideological construction —these 
seemingly abstract questions do manifest in very concrete ways in these literate situations 
in policy, in schooling, in familial and social discourse. A certain spectrum around 
language representations has emerged in the scholarship, as Bou Ayash suggests, with 
“blinkered monolingualism” on one end, “conventional multilingualism” somewhere in 
the middle, and the translingual theoretical approach on the other end (558). I will not 
delve too deeply here into how monolingual representations impact linguistic practices 
and educational systems, as this has been reviewed extensively in previous works (Lu and 
Horner; Atkinson et al; Hornberger; Kramsch; García and Li). Nevertheless, though I 
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focus on the latter part of the described scholarly “spectrum,” I have observed how 
crucial monolingually-informed language representations are to people’s processes of 
naming and putting together identity formations in fluid and flexible ways. 
Many scholars in composition, literacy and language studies have been 
increasingly pushing against the dominance of monolingual-only ideologies for the last 
four decades. For instance, applied linguistics and education scholars like Bonnie Norton 
and Nancy Hornberger have been making a turn towards deconstructing the strict and 
fixed divisions between L1 and L2/L3, a dichotomy which, as Gail Shuck in Literacy 
Studies argues, is “rooted in the assumption that the world is fundamentally monolingual, 
with every language being associated with one country, and every country with one 
language” (“Language” 120). In addition to the disruption of monolingual ideological 
mechanisms, over the last fifteen years scholars have been adding crucial nuance to the 
study of multilingual practices in ways that strive to push against “plural 
monolingualisms,” where languages are teeming but separate islands “with clearly 
demarcated boundaries and separate competences” attached to each language (Bou Ayash 
558). First, there have been marked paradigmatic shifts in applied linguistics research and 
literacy studies that pushes on the enumerability of linguistic competence and language as 
contained code (Makoni and Pennycook; Blommaert; Kalmar). Second, an ever-growing 
body of research that approaches multiple language repertoires from a translingual 
perspective has cracked open the hybridity, fluidity, and movement that is inherent to 
multilingual speakers’ everyday practices (Alvarez; Canagarajah; Horner et al).  
Though issues of identity have been explored at length in writing studies 
scholarship, we should be investigating in depth the ways literacy practices are 
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intrinsically tied to one’s identification with a particular cultural “storehouse,” and its 
impact on the participants’ ability to navigate difficult terrains. In her study of bilingual 
language socialization in Latinx communities, Lucinda Pease-Alvarez explores a similar 
question, finding that while participants commented frequently on the boon of bilingual 
communication, the structural pressure of linguistic and cultural assimilation consistently 
impacted their language practices. Rebecca Lorimer Leonard, in her study of migrant 
women’s writing in conditions of mobility, also points to how multilingual writers’ 
identities are specific in that they incorporate “multiple globally minded epistemologies” 
(9), and that the passing of literacy practices is as much about “fluid identity and 
language change” as it is about language maintenance (49). In his study of Sri Lankan 
Tamils’ heritage language use, Suresh Canagarajah investigates the participants’ desire to 
maintain their ethnic identity and “heritage languages without hindering their 
socioeconomic mobility” (“Heritage” 133). The dilemma, as Canagarajah constructs it, 
sits within the question of how language resources function in mobility, and what 
implications that has for an individual’s ethnic identification (148). Indeed, one’s identity 
around literacy is “more than just language heritage or affiliation,” as Lorimer Leonard 
writes (Writing 9). To examine this kind of dilemma around identity and language use, I 
will also delve into the narratives of two participants, Vera and Nina, to tease out in finer 
grain how these literacy constellations work as safeguard strategies. Just as constellations 
of writing and  reading experiences develop from possession of specific objects 
(Alexis),30 participants’ constellations of literate and linguistic practices both develop out 
of and inform specific representations of language.  
 
30
 Here, I am circling back to Cydney Alexis’ theorization of object “constellations,” mentioned in Chapter 4, to extend 
the ways in which practitioners use these constellations to “perform identity” (33). 
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The analysis of this chapter builds on previous scholarship to continue refining 
and rearticulating not only how we define “language” and “literacy” as objects of study, 
but also the complex repertoires that writers and speakers of multiple languages 
accumulate in times of mobility, and, as is the case for my participants, in times of 
contingency. The first section on cultural storehouse maintenance will explore how 
participants’ repertoires necessitate literacy practices that maintain complex modes of 
identity, despite their yearning for simpler and safer identity constellations. These 
practices in these complex repertoires are, I argue, a kind of safeguard literacy. This is 
particularly evident with the case of Vera, whose experiences, as we will see, contain not 
just the boon of literacy accumulation but also terrible loss. In the second section on 
literacy practices for survival, I will show how participants’ maintenance of these cultural 
storehouses enable them not only to hold on to complexity, but that this complexity 
enables them to survive. Moreover, as we will see in the case of Nina, this complexity 
allows them to enact agency in defiant and subversive ways through their identity. 
  
Soviet Policies on Language and Ethnic Identity 
 
The infrastructural, educational, social, or discursive transformations that 
happened after Stalin’s death in 1953 greatly shaped participants’ experiences as Jewish 
Soviet citizens. It is thus important to first consider the conditions of living at the tail end 
of “Stalin’s” USSR (1945-1953) for the participants in this study, especially given their 
ethnic identification as Jewish Soviet citizens. As mentioned in Chapter 3, the 1920s and 
30s in the USSR were filled with flux, not only within the newly coalescing nations of 
the Union, but also in the ever-changing international relations it was forming. The 
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relations that the USSR began developing with Western Europe had significant influence 
on individual citizens’ language-learning. Participants and longtime best friends, Lyuba 
and Marina, as well as their friend Yulia, who had later joined our interview, recalled 
having German tutors in their early childhood “back when it was still in vogue.” Yulia 
and her brother, for instance, spent the years before starting school in the company of 
their nanny, who would read to them in German and encourage them to put up German 
plays with other neighborhood children. At that time, great importance was paid to 
having students learn a foreign language, mainly either German, English or French, as it 
was seen to shape the ideology of “Proletarian internationalism” in Soviet youth 
(Yurchak 49).  Indeed, German was particularly popular in the 1930s —Marina 
remembered knowing many of her parents' friends, and “all their children were studying 
at home in German. English was not as popular as it was in those years [after the war].” 
As Marina’s reflection indicates, the popularity of learning certain foreign languages 
would rise and fall in the remaining decades when relationships with countries like 
England, West Germany and the United States would change.  
The early days of the Bolshevik Revolution also carried some positive momentum 
across Jewish communities in Russia and other Eastern European areas. Yiddish, 
previously relegated to domestic and intimate community spaces in shtetls across Eastern 
Europe, made an initial brief appearance as a language of the Jewish public sphere in the 
early years of the Revolution and the USSR. Due to the ways in which religious 
institutions were challenged and dismantled across the board, and ethnic-based identity 
formations were promoted in relation to a united Soviet national identity, there was a 
growing sense that the new regime would make space for Jewish cultural collectives. 
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Further, as historian Elissa Bemporad notes, Jewish women, the predominant 
demographic in this study, were looking for ways to shed traditional and deeply 
patriarchal roles inside their Jewish homes, and they used the new government’s changes 
to labor and economic systems as a vehicle to achieve social empowerment and 
advancement (211). Thus, there was an increasing tension between the pressure to 
assimilate into a more general Soviet identity, particularly as policies around 
secularization and russification slowly increased, and the pressure to identify as 
ethnically Jewish, which was supported by policies —continued from pre-revolutionary 
times —of ethnic group disclosure in identity documents like passports and birth 
certificates (212). 
A significant force of assimilation came from the governmental infrastructure 
itself, organized around central planning. For instance, through central planning, people 
were moved across the USSR based on industry specialization. Thus, cities in particular 
grew at an unprecedented rate in the first two decades after the Revolution. Indeed, for 
the majority of the people in this study who come from Jewish family backgrounds, 
urbanization was especially influential. Given that by 1935 the government had expelled, 
suppressed, or killed many non-Jewish citizens who had been educated before 1917, a 
large vacuum in bureaucratic and professional sectors was left open in the 1920s; given 
that the literacy rates among Jewish pockets of the population were the highest among 
national groups in the USSR, and given that the majority of Jewish people were highly 
urbanized by then,31 this demographic was positioned to fill certain industry voids 
 
31
 Jewish urbanization had started happening before the Revolution due to frequent pogroms in the Pale of Settlement 
and policies around trade and land-owner rights that made living in rural areas of the Russian Empire largely untenable 
for Jewish communities (Zaslavsky and Brym 13).  
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quickly (Zaslavsky and Brym 12). Further, the growth in urban demographics 
exacerbated a housing crisis which had already existed in the days of the Czar, and 
resulted in the implementation of communal housing programs (Boym 124). While 
communal apartment living had existed previously for the past few centuries throughout 
Europe, it was not until the government’s fast-paced topological re-planning that the 
communal apartment, or the kommunalka, was baked into the very infrastructure of 
Soviet city design. 
In my interview with Lyuba and Marina, for example, they made clear how 
quickly urbanizing population and communal living created disruptions, both micro and 
macro, in the fabric of language practice across Jewish participants’ early lives. Lyuba, 
for instance, indicated that her parents did not speak any Yiddish to her, certainly not in 
public, because “it was not accepted.” Her family members were “ashamed” to speak it in 
front of the Russian people with whom they shared their communal apartment. While her 
husband’s family knew Yiddish “because they knew German,” Lyuba reckoned that her 
own mother did not know the “Jewish [language].” Marina further suggested that there 
was, in fact, “no need” for her parents to use Yiddish anyway. The only time her parents 
may have used “our tongue” was to say something to one another so that Marina and her 
brother could not understand: “We lived among Russians, you see. In general, we stuck 
out as a family.” Thus, the direct impact of policies like communal living arrangements 
on language use should be clear, and I will delve more deeply into the ways in which 
families navigated social pressure to avoid Yiddish or other ways of displaying their 
connection to a Jewish culture, despite the official discourse, which encouraged ethnic 
identity development.     
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In the seven decades of its existence, the Soviet Union continued to be a widely 
diverse country both ethnically and linguistically, with a population that included at least 
130 ethnic groups and around 200 languages spoken (Grenoble 2). As already mentioned 
in previous chapters, the state had set robust goals in creating an alphabetically literate 
population, and given that the Jewish population was, by the outset of the 1920s, nearly 
fully urban and had the highest literacy rate of any single population in the USSR at the 
time of the Revolution, Jewish people, especially those involved with the party, were 
placed in the middle of an ideological tension between discourses of proletariat unity and 
ethnic identification. It is important to stress that language policy was inherently 
connected to Soviet theories of both “nationality” as a term and nation-building as a 
project.32 There was an explicitly articulated trajectory in this project of nationality 
development, culminating in the “sblizhenie i sliianie narodov [convergence and fusion 
of peoples]”(42). Lenin's “policy of equality” was meant to be a way to phase out 
“mistrust between ethnic groups” and reach a point of convergence, where “a single (i.e. 
Soviet) identity would be created” (42).  
Yosif, the only other elder male participant in this study in addition to Borya, was 
only three years old when the war started.  When they returned to Chernihiv, Ukraine, in 
1945, he was already seven, just about to start first grade.33 At the time that Yosif was 
starting formal education, many of the schools that taught in Ukrainian rather than 
Russian were being replaced by Russian-only schools —this was part of a greater 
 
32
 As Grenoble explains, the three Russian terms used in this process, “natsional’nost’ [nationality], natsiia [nation], 
and narodnost’ [ethnicity], ” are all often translated as ‘nationality’ in English,” but in fact have ideological and policy-
based nuances (40).  
33
 The school Yosif was meant to attend had been occupied by the German army, then destroyed, so much of time that 
Yosif was meant to spend in the first and second grade was taken up by participating in rebuilding efforts.  
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russification language policy put in place by the government after War in an effort to 
“unite” the various SSRs through language and culture (Grenoble 26). While Yosif 
learned Ukrainian as a separate subject, much like a foreign language, his schooling had 
been all Russian, which, he mused, was likely “the same” curriculum across the entire 
USSR. While he still understands some Ukrainian, and admitted to knowing a “practical” 
level of English, his primary language was and has always been Russian. Though his 
parents spoke some Yiddish to each other, he suggested that people born in the same 
years as he and his wife —the late 30s and early 40s —had very little opportunity to 
speak the language their parents may have spoken quietly to each other: “no one had ever 
taught Yiddish anywhere [by then], there was no such concept... It would be nice if I 
knew [it]. As I say, my motto is that to know any additional language is never bad.” 
Despite this generalizing statement on the boon of multiple languages, Yosif expressed 
regret at his lack of Yiddish. 
Finally, the Soviet state treated language as the main marker for ethnicity 
(Grenoble 20). I highlight these underlying historical details because I want to point to 
the ways in which the resources and policies governing the linguistic and literate lives of 
my participants were coalescing under specific ideologies. Language repertoires in this 
study’s participant pool include Russian, Moldovan34, Romanian, Hebrew, English, 
German, Latin, Polish, Spanish, Swedish, Ukrainian, French, and of course, Yiddish. 
Language was the primary criterion for “nationality” and to identify with a certain 
language in a census, for instance, was to claim identification with its corresponding 
 
34
 Though researchers agree that Romanian and Moldovan are linguistically identical, Moldovan as a 
language has been deployed to align with certain political discourses at different times in Moldovan history 
(RadioFreeEurope). I keep Moldovan and Romanian separate here not only for coding purposes, but to 
retain the language names used by the participants themselves.  
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ethnicity.35 Here it becomes important to articulate the specific nuances of experiencing 
these policies from a Jewish subject position. As Grenoble suggests, to claim “an 
officially recognized language meant recognition as a distinct ethnic group, which 
entailed the right to ethnic institutions of one’s own” (45). However, Jewish people were 
the only ethnic group without a designated language, as Yiddish was not recognized 
officially.  
Jewish people, in practice and bureaucratically, were treated as a separate and less 
than equal ethnic group, despite the “declared equality of all languages” policy.  As 
participants demonstrate in their narratives, the tension in linguistic identification 
between a spoken “native” language of Russian and a “heritage” language of Yiddish 
shaped how they formed the safeguarding literacy strategies in their social, professional, 
and familial lives, and most importantly, how they then described what they wished to 
pass on. As Agnes He argues in her study of Chinese heritage language learners,36 when 
people navigate monolingual landscapes that throw their own, different linguistic 
resources into sharp relief, they construct “multiple yet compatible or congruent 
identities, as well as blended or blurred identities in multilingual, multicultural, 
immigrant contexts” (He 73). In these contexts, the “mother tongue” is transposed not 
 
35
 Given that “ethnicity” can be a slippery term, Angela Reyes gives a helpful review of sociolinguistics 
and language education scholarship that positions us to consider “ethnicity” not as a container term, where 
we may be concerned with who may belong in a particular group or what even is in essence an “ethnicity,” 
but to think of it instead as a boundary- and hierarchy-setting parameter maintained differently across 
various contexts (400).  
36
 Heritage language speakers are multilingual children that come from homes where one or two of the 
spoken languages is a minority language in the wider community (Montrul 35). It is important to note that 
the terms “heritage language” is context-specific, in that in some locations it is more common to refer to a 
heritage language as a “community language,” “ancestral language,” or “home language.” Silvina 
Montrul’s The Acquisition of Heritage Languages gives a helpful review of these terms and related 
scholarship. We are using “heritage language” in this chapter since the elders, their children, and 
grandchildren are based predominantly in a US context where this is the common term.  
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just through space (immigration, in the case of her study participants), for instance, but 
also time (the “inheritance” of a linguistic identity). If, as He suggests, heritage language 
learners in less than supportive language acquisition environments, tend to hold on to 
“both/and” identities through their ability to use and connect with specific languages, 
then we must begin with examining how the elder participants’ literacy practices 
functioned in order to understand their relationships to the “heritage languages” in their 
lives, and furthermore, how elders constructed their identity constellations through those 
languages to survive. 
 
Literacy Practices for Cultural Storehouse Maintenance and Belonging 
 
The storehouse as a metaphor for safekeeping cultural histories, traditions, 
languages, and artifacts has emerged multiple times in early and current definitions of 
culture (Kluckhohn; McLuhan).37 Building on these uses of the metaphor, I use the term 
of a “storehouse” in this project to describe the commonly shared set of cultural aspects 
and points of contact that the participants not only reference but desire to maintain across 
generations. The storehouses include clear cut aspects of Soviet-Jewish culture, like the 
Yiddish language—and associated art production like songs, literature, and poetry—
religious traditions, and histories of migration and oppression. Additionally, these 
storehouses inadvertently contain the tensions of belonging to both a nation-state like the 
Soviet Union and to a Jewish community. In this section, we will delve into the ways in 
 
37
 Culture was tightly linked to literacy by Vygotsky and Luria, who defined it as the “material and 
symbolic ensemble of communicational and representational systems transmitted across generations 
through the institutions of education and the practices of literacy” (Brockmeier et al 4).  
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which these cultural storehouses are maintained by the literacy practices of participants to 
shape a sense of belonging and a cultural self-concept in an alienating landscape.  
Curiously, when asked about these language repertoires, several of the 
participants would answer me not in terms of what they knew individually, but what the 
family members around them spoke and how those languages may or may not have 
transferred to them. As I described in Chapter 3, the ability of the participants to absorb 
and “inherit” languages like Yiddish, as well as important touchstones of Jewish cultural 
production, was highly dependent on the physical presence of literacy sponsors directly 
within the family unit. For instance, when asked what languages she spoke, Asya recalled 
them by recounting her mother’s languages, and what she remembered hearing in her 
childhood. Her mother, she said, spoke Russian, Ukrainian, Polish, Zapodensky —which 
is what she called a “truer” Ukrainian dialect —and some Yiddish. Though Asya 
admitted that she did not speak all these languages proficiently, she had ways of 
accessing some of the vocabulary, expressions, and “feeling” of those languages through 
singing.  
“My mom could sing very well,” Asya remembered. “Mom sang in all those 
languages, and [she] taught us that language is wealth.” For Asya, though the languages 
themselves stuck in her repertoire in “incomplete” pieces, it was the broader strategy of 
remembering multiple linguistic codes that she held onto and passed on to her own 
granddaughter:  
Even when my granddaughter was little, my husband taught her songs from the 
[1917] Revolution. I sang to her songs in Russian, I sang to her lullabies in 
Ukrainian, and she knows those. I kept trying in Yiddish…There is one song that 
I just love so much and it’s in Yiddish… an alphabet song. Every letter has its 
own description and examples. My mom sang that song —I can sing some of it, 
a little bit got left in my head…Sometimes when I’m in a good mood, I quietly 
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purr it to myself here and there. But I mostly sing Russian songs, of course, 
especially songs from the Great Patriotic War, songs from my youth… 
 
The Yiddish song, fragments of which remain with Asya, and the melody of which she 
tried to locate unsuccessfully, gains a kind of preciousness; would that she could transfer 
that song, among the Russian and Ukrainian lullabies to her granddaughter. The 
languages Asya sings in also index more than just her familial ties. That Yiddish is the 
song to be lost, rather than the Ukrainian and Russian in her repertoire, is telling. In the 
absence of language access, songs became a way to connect to the language through the 
feelings that the sound of the language created and imprinted.  
Asya also recalled trying to enlist the help of a famous Russian Radio host in the 
United States, asking her to find the song because “this is such a great wealth for the 
people,” but no one could help her. Russian, as we will see in further detail below, 
increasingly became the official language of the Party, and thus, the language of 
respectability and “modern progress,” which most of Soviet discourse and policy 
continued to emphasize (Grenoble). While Asya’s mother could speak Yiddish, the 
language they spoke at home was still Russian, a dynamic which plays out in Asya’s 
moments of language foreclosure. Thus, singing, for Asya, is a way of practicing or using 
language as her mother did, even if only in part; singing is also a way of tuning into 
certain people and times in her life, and finally, of transferring the songs themselves to 
her granddaughter. 
Yiddish language use, elders made clear, was seen as a liability. At least half of 
the participants recalled their parents and grandparents using Yiddish as a secret 
language, to keep information from the children. One participant, Liza, recalled: “There 
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were families where the people that could speak it and would throw [Yiddish] words 
around here and there so that the children did not understand...everyone tried to protect 
their children from getting [hurt]...I  think that they wanted to save their children.” 
Pogroms, persecution, and subtle discrimination were the lived reality for these families, 
Liza said, a reality that “everyone knew about.” Thus, elders’ family members tried to 
guard their children’s physical and emotional safety by keeping Yiddish to a minimum, 
using it in a secret-keeping capacity, especially in the years right before and after the war, 
when those Yiddish-speaking grandparents were still around and the danger of being 
Jewish was obvious on a national level. The rejection of language was the safeguarding 
strategy. 
Borya, whom we met at length in chapter 3, took a different approach to 
maintaining Yiddish. When he came back from the army after World War II, he told his 
mother, who spoke Yiddish fluently, that she must speak only Yiddish with him and no 
Russian. His approach to practicing a language came from a drive to connect to his 
grandparents, who had perished during the Holocaust, but also to the greater identity 
marker of Jewishness. As we explored in Chapter 4 through the indexical literacy objects 
Borya had inadvertently lost, he felt conflicted and betrayed by his identity as an army 
veteran: as someone who had given considerable time and health to the nation state, he 
was continuously interpellated as not-quite-Soviet, marginally alien, as evidenced by the 
government compelling him to defame his own father on the radio for having emigrated, 
all in exchange for an exit visa. Thus, this hard linguistic stance he took with his mother, 
the last remaining Yiddish speaker in his family, points to a hardline strategy of rejection 
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of Russian in the domestic space literacy as a way to make up for the ways this heritage 
language was continuously erased in most institutional spaces.  
He also recalled a time when he had accidentally wandered into the Jewish 
literature section of the city library in L’viv while looking for a German textbook, and 
found a volume of Sholom Aleichem short stories. Sholom Aleichem, one of the pre-
eminent Yiddish writers of the 20th century, was frequently an intergenerational nexus 
point where elders could connect not only with their parents, grandparents, and peers, and 
later their children. His works were a way for people to access culturally-specific humor 
and narrative accounts of Shtetl life. Borya recalled the cover, where everything was in 
Yiddish. He brought the book home to his mother, and “she gathered us children—we 
still had cousins and nephews living with us. We knew Sholom Aleichem, and we knew 
him relatively well in translations into Russian, [but] she read to us in Yiddish the story 
of ‘Motl the Cantor’s Son.’” Borya recalled that it felt different from the Russian 
translation he remembered, and his mother had to explain some things, but that he and 
family all laughed “to the point that our stomachs hurt.” Borya actively pushed against 
the ways in which access to Yiddish had been curtailed and sought out the resources he 
did have, like Yiddish literature in his library, to develop his access to Yiddish and the 
emotional connections that he could maintain with it in his family group. It is also 
significant that he was able to use the communal living circumstances the family was in 
to facilitate his young cousins’ connection to Yiddish language and literature, passing this 




Another participant, Rina, remembered that while her parents could speak 
“Hebrew” or “Jewish,” they did not “introduce the Jewish language to us, because we 
lived in Siberia” where there were no other Jewish people around. Like Yosif and several 
other participants, when asked if she regretted her lack of Yiddish, she simply said, 
“Well, it's nice to know an extra language.” However, despite her simple explanation, 
which, like Yosif, neutralized the specific affective significance of a Yiddish repertoire, 
she brought up familial practices that carried implicit significance of being perceived as 
Jewish through language and cultural practice. When her family moved to Rostov-on-
Don, a large city much closer to the Moscow hub than the small Siberian town they 
moved from, her parents started attending a synagogue38; they were not “believers” but 
they went because “this, you know, is our blood. We are Jews, and we never hid it.” 
Despite the pressure to remain monolingually Russian, and despite their secular 
identification, Rina’s parents chose to practice maintaining a cultural storehouse and 
strengthening the self-concept they had as members of a Jewish community.  
Sabina similarly described learning about Jewish religious customs after leaving 
the USSR in the 1970s, not just for her own sake, but for the sake of her children’s 
identity formation: “Well, first of all, of course, [as soon as we got to Germany] we found 
a synagogue... leaving Russia, if [my children] are not given any direction, they find 
themselves in a vacuum. Who are they? Who do they belong to?” Sabina suggested that 
by attending the synagogue, her children could get a sense of “direction” that would also 
guide their more non-religious, day-to-day experiences. For instance, Sabina said that 
while the synagogues in Munich, the city they stayed in between the USSR emigration 
 
38
 Religious buildings were increasingly uncommon at that point in the Soviet Union (Bemporad 216). 
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and their US immigration, were lovely, when someone suggested that she and her 
husband sign her children up for a summer camp while they wait for their visas to the US, 
she thought: “And who will my children be? Who will they be? Germans? Camp? Do 
you understand? We are Jews, so we must look for a synagogue.” Not only did Sabina 
recoil at placing her children in anything called a “camp” in Germany, she also leaned 
much harder into their cultural identity in terms of how they might spend their time, 
which is to say, they could not be Germans first.  
There was a clear linguistic and cultural gap between the generations of family 
members born in the nineteenth century—the participants’ grandparents—and the 
generations born in the early 20th century—the elder participants themselves. 
Participants like Sara and Nina described the difficulty in procuring traditional cultural 
artifacts and objects in the secularized day-to-day context of the RSFSR. Matza, for 
instance, was nearly impossible to get for the Passover holiday, unless you lived with 
elder relatives who knew how to make it. The tradition of reading the Haggadah,39 as 
another example, was often left out altogether, since Haggadahs were increasingly scarce 
and rarely published. Yet, as we can see, families had different ways of maintaining those 
cultural storehouses under the assimilation-pressuring conditions in the USSR. The 
directions in which storehouse knowledge and maintenance could be passed does not 
always have to move from older to younger family members, as we saw with Borya. 
Nina, who only began to celebrate Passover once she got to the United States, described 
learning from her children: “[My grandson Grisha] and his wife, they all very much 
adhere to Jewish traditions - the holidays are there, that's all. So, I had the honor of being 
 
39
 A physical booklet and central text used during the Passover holiday to retell the story of the Exodus.  
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there this Passover. It was very interesting.” Sara, who also admitted to a lack of 
knowledge around many Jewish traditions, indicated she was learning about cultural 
traditions, and even some language, from the generation of her grandchildren: “Weddings 
are now in Jewish [sic]...There is a Jewish chuppah, of which I knew nothing before. I am 
now only trying to catch up and understand, find out more.” Despite not being a 
“completely religious person” and admitting that her parents did not manage to raise her 
as a believer, Sara stressed that parents who did not pass on cultural knowledge and 
different languages like Russian to their children were short-sighted. 
While participants' linguistic proficiency of Yiddish as a heritage language was 
incomplete, minimal, or sometimes non-existent, they used cultural storehouses of Jewish 
identity through literacy practices with books, conversations, songs, family histories, and 
other non-traditional literacy practices. More than that, the narratives described above 
show the flexibility around language use that developed through literacy practices based 
in truncated resources, and that generational maintenance was more creative and 
adaptive. In her articulation of “heritage literacy,” Suzanne Kesler Rumsey describes this 
kind of multidirectional and cross-generational maintenance as not just a “‘piling up and 
spreading out’ of accumulation” but a strategy of adaptation by all members of the 
community where “the old inform the new, the new impact the old. Heritage literacy pays 
careful attention to the choices that individuals and communities make about their 
literacy development” (Rumsey “Heritage Literacy” 577). As participants demonstrate, 
perhaps even more than the linguistic code set, a person also inherits the past collective 
and familial experiences of that language rather than experiencing the language 
individually in an ideological vacuum. Thus, we will delve further into the increasingly 
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slippery tensions around this kind of cultural storehouse maintenance by looking at 
Vera’s narrative and the literacy practices she described. 
Vera:  Safeguarding Cultural Storehouses with Loss 
 
As we saw with the examples of Asya, Borya, and others, though practitioners 
negotiate heritage literacy and language loss in widely varying ways, these strategies 
serve them not only individually as they connect to identity-shaping markers, but also 
work to frame group literacy strategies—such as singing, reading literature, or reading 
religious holiday texts—as ways of strengthening the cultural storehouses they claim as 
their own. These strategies are “accumulated” literacy gains, to use a Brandtian framing. 
However, as Eileen Lagman explores in her research on transnational literacy loss in 
Filipino migrants’ narratives, the inherent loss of literacy access is just as important to 
explore. With the case study of Vera, I explore in finer grain the painful and residual 
aspects of these literacy strategies, and the historic and political backdrops that these 
losses come from.  
 Vera, whom I have previously described as an effusive storyteller, suffused her 
descriptions around literacy and Jewish identity with an urgency that plumbed not just the 
broad brushstrokes of the events she relayed, but spoke to the emotional core of her 
memories. This narrative quality came through poignantly when she described her family 
history and Jewish background. While both her parents were Jewish, her mother had 
come from Poland in the first decade after the Soviet Revolution and landed in the 
RSFSR, where she met Vera’s father. Vera answered my question about literacy but 
putting down two concepts: first, that she came from a Jewish family who wanted her to 
learn more about her heritage, which includes language; second, that her family was 
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killed in the holocaust, rendering her mother a survivor, through a kind of luck. Despite 
both her parents being from a Jewish background, only her mother was fluent in Yiddish 
and much more steeped in Jewish cultural and religious knowledge. “There were little 
things everyone [in the family] wanted me to learn,” she recalled, especially since her 
mother’s father was a Jewish history teacher back in Warsaw. Her family’s desire for 
Vera to know/understand her Jewish heritage is how she answers early literacy question: 
she describes not knowing much of her family, feeling distant from her Jewishness, 
where she comes from, which is tied to how she has shaped her early memories of 
reading and writing in Russian vis-à-vis Yiddish. We can see that when she describes her 
mother first explaining Yiddish letters to her. Harkening to Borya's connection to Yiddish 
and the Jewish cultural “storehouses,” the War is framed by Vera not as a unique 
experience, but rather a collective experience of lack and loss. That is, her pain around 
losing both family members and the literacy they carried, is somehow diffused because it 
was so similar to the loss of many.  
Vera painted at length the image of her mother —a young woman who had moved 
to a new country where she did not know a word of the common language, her parents 
still in Warsaw, far away and soon after carried away in trains to their death, and shot in a 
crowd and buried in a pit —speaking to her small child in Yiddish. The decimation of 
much of Vera’s family in Poland is connected to the language development she describes. 
Her mother was linguistically isolated: she could not speak Polish to anyone because her 
family had perished, and she was surrounded mostly by Russian speakers. Vera’s father, 
while Jewish, could not speak Yiddish as well, so it was left to Vera’s mother to pass 
Yiddish, to pass a Jewish sense of belonging, to her daughter. She recalled a “funny 
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moment” when her mother tried to teach her to read in Yiddish, explaining that in 
Yiddish, letters are read from right to left. Five-year-old Vera then promptly “corrected” 
her, pointing to the letters from left to right. While she recalled this memory with some 
humor, she also reflected on how her mother was her sole source of exposure to Yiddish 
and her main touchstone to Jewish culture.  
“Everything I knew [of Yiddish] was only from what she showed me then,” Vera 
remembered, “But as for the vocabulary, the conversation, I had been slowly gaining it, 
and I'll tell you why. She came from Poland, she grew up in Poland, and she did not 
know Russian. When I was born, she talked to me only in Yiddish, because she herself 
spoke only Yiddish... And that's why, probably, I was born like this, very intellectually 
capable.” Vera prefaced the memory of being taught, reluctantly, to read in Yiddish by 
tangentially musing about how the generation of her grandchildren is with Yiddish. 
Given that she reflected on her own regrets of not learning Yiddish while her mother was 
still alive.  She then recounted another moment where she rejected her mother’s attempt 
to teach her Yiddish:  
I was small, but I already understood. I was about five years old. I was walking 
with my mother, and my mother, who could only speak in Yiddish then said 
something to me about a toy, about something, but she spoke loudly. And I 
already understood that this is not good, speaking in Yiddish in general. It’s 
shameful to speak Yiddish. Because you weren’t allowed to speak Yiddish. In 
Russia, in any case, this was not welcome. Firstly, the [Jewish] children would 
shame each other...So, when we walked, I said to my mother: ‘Quiet, quiet!’ I 
could hear [her] Yiddish, and Yiddish is completely the wrong language, a 
nothing language...  
 
Vera communicates a hardline emotional clarity around the use of Yiddish: it is shameful, 
and it is wrong. Moreover, the shame, enforced by other children who were policing 
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themselves and each other, shapes language as a container, one that can be emptied, 
erased, made into “nothing.”  
Despite this erasure or emptying of language, Vera still communicated a 
significant durability around the marker of Jewish identity that exists beyond language. 
She recalled: 
[After the War,] when I was in the second or third grade, some orchestra group 
came to our school ... it was some kind of music concert. That was when I first 
thought: ‘How do they know that I'm Jewish?’ And I realized that music was 
Jewish music, and it touched me so much... I don’t know why, I don’t know what 
it was, I didn’t know most of the words. But even then, I understood… Only later 
did I realize that [Yiddish] was the rodnoy [language], that Yiddish, they simply 
did not give to us. They closed it. Once upon a time there were Jewish schools in 
Russia too, but then everything was closed; they said, ‘Why Jewish [language]? 
No need for that.’ This I remember, how it all was. 
 
At the moment of hearing this music, she recalls wondering, “How do they know that I’m 
Jewish?” It is not completely clear to whom “they” refers. It is most likely that she refers 
to the musicians, given her emotional response to the concert and that it all felt, as she 
says in Russian, rodnoye, a word which means multiple things: familial, dear, native, 
intimate. She ends the description of that memory with a realization she came to later in 
her life: that Yiddish was something that was taken from her, on an institutional level and 
on a personal level.  
In her new American setting, though, Vera felt shame at not knowing enough 
Yiddish, not feeling Jewish enough in the US when talking to her Jewish-American 
neighbors, whose smattering of Yiddish colloquialisms still exceeds hers. Even her 
children know more Yiddish than her, she lamented.40 When talking to her Jewish-
 
40
 This evidence of how multiple generations negotiate language, juggling political and sociohistorical 
contexts back and forth, also has important implications for scholarship on “heritage language” and the 
under-complicated notion of passing language “down” through generations.  
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American neighbors in Boston, she described feeling as if they “blame us [Soviet Jewish 
immigrants] for the fact that we don’t have any Yiddish, that we don’t know [Judaism].” 
She related the feeling of acute injustice that comes with this “blame,” saying that Jewish 
immigrants from the USSR would have known Yiddish, but “Jewish schools closed 
down, and [Yiddish] was not allowed.” In an eerily parallel restaging of her own 
childhood, she also remembered a similar incident that happened between her and her 
four-year-old son. He had come up to her and asked: “How do you know that I am 
Jewish?” His question, Vera reasoned, came from the same familiar place that her own 
fear and shame had come from; it was a question that desired an assurance that he was 
actually not Jewish, “[because] he was bullied in the schoolyard for it. How to protect 
them, how to protect them from resentment?”  
Many decades after her mother had passed, when they first came to live in 
Boston, Vera recalled walking around the new apartment they were given through 
Massachusetts-funded housing assistance and suddenly hearing the voice of a man 
speaking Yiddish on the radio, the sound reverberating. Vera understood the words, 
remarking on how surprised she felt that her “long term child’s memory” could cull 
meaning from those disembodied words, spoken in what felt like an unlikely context. 
Vera wraps the affective memory of hearing the Yiddish writer’s voice on radio in 
between the memories of hearing Yiddish in her childhood. There is a temporal collapse 
in the narrative between the experience of Vera hearing a voice on the radio decades after 
her mother had passed and the experience of hearing the Jewish music when she was 
eight or nine.  
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Even when Vera is articulating a deep loss around Yiddish, that “gap” in language 
becomes a part of the narrative; its absence becomes a substantive addition to her 
repertoire. Vera peoples this vacant place in her literacy repertoire with not only the 
beloved people linked to this language, but also to the systems and institutions that 
prevented her from learning it. That is, to maintain the cultural storehouse of Jewish is to 
add the memories of what kind of literacies and languages could have been, and to 
collectively, both with family and community, recognize and remember that loss. Thus, 
through Vera’s experience we can see how that the gaps in and losses of a heritage 
language like Yiddish indelibly then shape participants’ strategies for gathering points of 
identity around literacy, and  how she passes those points of identity down to her 
children.  
 
Literacy Practices for Survival 
 
While not all of the people I have interviewed expressed strong anti-Soviet 
reflections in their narratives, most of the elders, and certainly the children of the elders I 
interviewed, communicated sadness and anger when talking about their relationship to 
the former USSR, both in cultural and political contexts. The majority of the participants 
cited antisemitism in the Soviet Union as the explicit reason they left.41 For instance, 
Sabina’s son, Sasha, now in his early 60s, had left the country in the seventh grade. He 
expressed the implicit way in which his surroundings told him that he did not belong to 
the Soviet Union, and that while in his “short life” he was not completely suppressed by 
 
41
 It is also important to note, however, that only two of my participants do not identify as Jewish, and in two of the 
interviews, elders who did identify as Jewish indicated that they did not experience suppression or prejudice to their 
background. In that way, I do not want to suggest that anti-Semitism was an experience perceived as universal by 
people in this data corpus.   
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antisemitism, “there were plenty of times that I saw it happen, and that it had to do with 
me directly, in both official and interpersonal ways.” His account brings up the question 
of how attuned certain groups of Soviet citizens with particular life experiences may have 
been to what constituted their cultural identities, their privileges or lack of privilege, and 
the broader feeling of belonging to their country. In this section, I will explore the 
literacy practices that emerged as a result of these identity-forming conditions, and how, 
in turn, participants used literacy practices to safeguard surviving and sometimes thriving 
in those conditions.  
Participants in this study practiced a kind of elision to resolve the tension between 
their interpolated public identity as Jewish citizens and their access to resources. Some 
participants disagreed with feeling their Jewish identity, and any outward demonstration 
of it, was a liability. For example, Rina wanted to emphasize that despite what some of 
her peers said about the USSR, that “they oppressed the Jews and did not give [them this 
or that],” her brother-in-law, also Jewish, was able to get into the prestigious Ippolitov-
Ivanov School of Music, and then, through his brother’s military party connection, was 
accepted into the famous and exclusive Alexandrov Ensemble, also known as the Red 
Army Choir. More than fear of being perceived as Jewish, Rina’s stance speaks to the 
fragile and contingent privilege of well-connected party members, who, incidentally, 
were very rarely Jewish in the later years of the USSR (Azadovskii et al). Nevertheless, 
just after relating this detail, Rina also mentioned that when her household needed to get 
matzah for Passover, for instance, her husband, a well-decorated veteran and a member of 
the party, had his father go to the synagogue to procure the matza instead of him, because 
he was “afraid to come close” to the building and be associated as someone who partook 
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of religious services. This contradiction in the narrative points to the way in which 
participants rationalized their environment, as well as certain positions of privilege they 
had, in order to continue to thrive. 
However participants felt about the Soviet Union, nationality, even for 
participants like Rina, was an ever-present detail that they mentioned casually when 
discussing education and career choices. They would refer to these both literally and 
metonymically as the “Fifth Line.” Asya, for instance, remembered how her daughter 
applied to the college of her choice eight separate times42 but “denied entrance because of 
her Fifth Line.” The Fifth Line in Soviet people’s passports relayed their nationality, 
which, it is important to note, was distinct from nationhood: the latter denoted citizenship 
(“Soviet”), while the former denoted ethnic identification, such as “Kyrgyz,” “Russian,” 
“Jew” and so on (Smith et al 154). When young people applied for their mandatory 
passports at the age of 16, nationality was decided by parental “descent, irrespective of 
place of residence, and citizens did not have a right to change it” (154). Some flexibility 
existed for people whose parents had two different Fifth Lines; in those cases, young 
adults could choose between those two nationalities. Thus, people who were able to 
choose between, say, “Russian” and “Jew” were also choosing whether to assimilate and 
identify with the ethnicity that garnered them social and political capital, or whether to 
identify with an ethnic minority that was frequently subject to suspicion.  
 
42
 Most higher education institutions in the USSR followed a strict application process where applicants would only be 
able to submit to one university at a time in one year; this restriction came in part from the central industry-planning 
process, where quotas on university program admissions were decided based on the “minimum number of specialists 
who [would] be needed in each field,” given the law that all university graduates needed to be provided with a job, and 
the Ministry did not “want to produce more specialists than there are jobs available” (US Congress House Committee). 
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Last names, which were another metonym that participants used to infer or denote 
ethnicity, proved just as tricky as passports. Elina, married to a Jewish man, identified 
herself as ethnically Russian “in [her] passport,” and her children chose to do the same, 
wanting their Jewish father’s last name but “[her] nationality.” Still, Elina’s son, who had 
his father’s Jewish last name, was prevented from pursuing an advanced degree in 
agriculture from a Moscow institution, despite having “Russian” in his Fifth Line.  
Further, Elina speculated that her mother’s side, “must have been of Jewish 
origin” because she could recall her mother feeling very “uncomfortable” around talk of 
national origin. In fact, Elina believed that she and her mother, and further back, her 
mother and her grandfather, “never had a conversation about our nationality, because my 
grandfather loved my mother very much, and he did not talk about it.” That is, the silence 
around clearly-identified ethnicity or class background is constructed by Elina as a 
gesture of love, first from her grandfather to her mother, then to her and her sister. This 
kind of gap in communication indicates a familial adaptation to the uncertainty of what a 
precarious nationality marker may mean from one day to the next. Despite this cautious 
adaptive silence as a practice, Elina still reflected at length on the permeating atmosphere 
in her childhood:  
But there was something, I felt... My mother did not invite anyone over, 
even though her circle of acquaintances was quite large, and when it was 
just us at home, she’d have different girlfriends over the house, all women 
of Jewish nationality... Mom loved Sholom Aleichem43 very much and all 
that.  I don’t know, something about her mood, she always seemed very 
frenzied, anxious. I felt something pathological about her fears, something 
infinite, you know... She was very afraid for her father. We were always 
haunted by the ‘Black Ravens,’ and any minute she felt like her father 
could be picked up...This is the car that came —usually black —from the 
 
43
 Sholom Aleichem is one of the most famous Yiddish writers from the 20th century. 
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NKVD44 and took people very quietly, sneakily, then they just disappeared. 
That was the one thing that would spoil the mood from time to time. 
  
It is important to note the pauses and rhythm of the narrative at this moment in our 
interview, which is uninterrupted by my questions. There is an ineffable feeling (“there 
was something, I felt…”) embedded in this memory that Elina was trying to articulate 
and re-articulate, as if filling the gaps of silence that lived in her childhood. Elina’s 
choice of descriptors for the atmosphere of fear her mother lived in —“frenzied, 
anxious,” “pathological,” “infinite,” “haunted” —indicate a further tension between 
determined action (“frenzy”) and the stretching of time that happens when the day-to-day 
is made precarious, unknowable (constant “infinite” fear).  
Moreover, Elina made noteworthy connections between family history and the 
feeling of caution and uncertainty. After bringing up the silence around national origin, 
she, after a pause, begins to excavate her mother’s social relationships. Despite having a 
large social circle outside their home, Elina’s mother would refrain from inviting people 
over —unless, of course, it “was just us” at home. Then, she would have female friends, 
all Jewish, over to the house. Whether “just us” indicates Elina and her mother, or 
whether it indicates just her nuclear family, is ambiguous. However, Elina clearly 
delineates a private circle of friendship that her mother kept particularly with Jewish 
women, and she supports this piece of memory by connecting it to her mother’s love of 
Sholom Aleichem, one of the most well-known Yiddish writers of the 20th century. This 
latter piece of information acts as a shorthand for the affective aspect of possessing 
 
44
 The People's Commissariat for Internal Affairs (Narodniy Komissariat Vnutrenyikh D’yel), abbreviated as the 
NKVD, was the committee now colloquially referred to as Stalin’s secret police; in the 1930s, this state organ was 
charged with both everyday police work and the overseeing of prisons and labor camps. 
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certain pieces of Jewish cultural capital, a powerful indicator for Elina, despite it not 
being certain that her mother had a Jewish background.  
Elina finished this observation around silence with the clear memory of listening 
for the “Black Ravens,” the black vehicles that NKVD officers would come with to take 
people —suspected dissidents, specifically —away silently, leaving a palpable gap 
behind. It may seem like Elina, or even her mother by proxy, is representing a kind of 
government bogeyman here through the Black Ravens imagery, and that it is unlikely to 
have ever been a danger to regular Soviet citizens like Elina. However, as the historical 
context above details, policies across every sector were changing rapidly, and ideological 
discourse was reshaping itself in the 20s and 30s on a monthly basis.  
Elina’s gap in knowledge around her maternal family’s nationality history, as well 
as their class and educational history, actually exacerbated her feeling of precarity, since 
in some ways, her knowledge about what made her family members potential threats, and 
thus subject to being taken away, was more limited than the State’s. Elina, to reiterate my 
use of “literacy” in this project, interprets a system of semiotic codes—all the implicit 
codes around cultural identity and “nationality” —to understand the danger, both implicit 
and explicit. She internalizes her family’s strategy of elision and silence, of actively 
creating “gaps,” to maintain safety. Moreover, she adds that the specter of the “black 
ravens,” with its threat of violence and possible demise, “was the one thing that would 
spoil the mood from time to time.” She lightens her narrative, which holds so much fear 
and implicit loss in it, by re-scaling it as merely a mood “spoiler” that only appeared once 
in a while, rather than a constant presence that made her mother “always frenzied [and] 
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anxious.” This lightening re-narrativization serves to safeguard her day-to-day navigation 
of life in a time when safety was not a given.   
On a different scale of suppression, multiple participants brought up having to 
navigate the ubiquitous “quota” of Jewish people in professional and academic settings. 
As Sabina’s son, Sasha, had told me in our interview, the quota in different professions 
and institutions was “not written anywhere officially, but everyone knew. Somewhere 
there were quotas that said that there were a few percent in each institution.” These were 
“unspoken laws” and, as Sasha said, they would be difficult to prove in a court of law, 
but “if you ask anyone, if you ask your parents, I think they clearly know what I'm 
talking about, and there is no evidence needed. Everyone knew that.”  For corroboration 
of implicit or possible antisemitism, Sasha said, a person would need to have “honest” 
ethnically Russian friends who could confirm that “if you had a different surname, then 
there would be no problems.” Nearly all participants described the ways in which their 
ethnic identities were constantly being “read” and interpellated through their documents, 
last names, and sometimes even physiognomies, to gatekeep their movement through 
society. As I will show with the case of Nina below, when the semiotic system of Soviet 
bureaucracy was consistently used against them, participants found ways to rewrite 
themselves “on paper” through social networks and deploy their liable Jewish identities 
to survive a hostile work environment and assert a strong Jewish self-concept.  
 
Nina:  Defiance as Safeguard Literacy for Cultural Storehouses 
 
I met Nina through my grandmother, who befriended her a decade ago at an English 
language class offered at a local community center. While Nina goes to another Russian-
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speaking elder community center across town, the Winter Garden, much of the 
programming and set-up is similar to the Pearl. In our interview, Nina was very direct 
and expansive in answering questions; she would tell me long and vivid narratives, 
infrequently interrupted and punctuated by rich details and dialog. She also had a strong 
sense of Jewish identity, which weaves in and out of the narrative. 
Nina was born in Moscow, but moved to Ufa in the late 1930s while her 
stepfather finished his degree in an engineering institute. She described herself as a 
mischievous but largely academically talented child, especially in science and 
mathematics. Though her experience in her girls-only school had been largely positive 
and she remembered her teachers, especially her math teacher, quite fondly, the very first 
memory she shared with me about her early literacy had to do with one teacher in 
particular, someone who, she said, “affected the rest of, what you might call, my fate.” 
Sometime around the 7th grade, a new physics teacher came to teach their cohort. 
Svetlana Borisovna, or “whatever her name was,” Nina recalled, stood out, because 
“there were no bad teachers at that school.” Svetlana Borisovna, unlike the other teachers, 
who would challenge and engage the students, would read straight from the textbooks on 
physics and repeat it to the students. Nina understood “immediately” that there was 
something “bad” about this teacher. This kind of instruction proved, unsurprisingly, quite 
ineffective and boring for the students, but especially for Nina, who would engage herself 
in any other way but listen to Svetlana Borisovna:  
I could read the textbook for myself, so [instead] I started doing my favorite 
thing: solving equations, equations that God knows where I found... And 
suddenly I hear… Svetlana Borisovna telling my [Jewish classmate] to “sit 
down and not stick out. There’s already too many of you here.” I did not know 
bad words like “bitch” then, but I thought, “You're just KGB trash”--that's 




Her classmate, according to Nina, was not only “cheerful” but also carried 
stereotypically Jewish phenotype features like herself, (“with huge Jewish brown eyes 
and the same huge Jewish nose”). Unlike her classmate, though, Nina had had her 
stepfather’s Russian surname to shield her from antisemitism. It was then that Nina 
remembered deciding to change her name to a Jewish-sounding one the first opportunity 
she would get and to continue “sticking out,” something she set out to do her “whole 
life.” Nina stopped participating or doing any homework in Svetlana Borisovna’s class. “I 
studied [separately], of course, but because I was interested,” Nina clarified, “she had 
nothing to do with it.” Svetlana Borisovna would give Nina marks of 3 out of 5 every 
year, Nina speculated, instead of failing her outright, because it would look strange given 
her excellent marks in all other classes. This teacher, Nina remembered, had even told her 
to not pursue a higher education in a STEM field, going as far as calling her a 
“completely incompetent person” and “talentless” in the Sciences. Despite the Svetlana 
Borisovna’s oppressive presence in her secondary education, Nina ended up going to the 
Ufa Electromechanical College, a “remarkable college” where, in addition to her beloved 
subject of mathematics, Nina also enthusiastically studied the field of Sopromat —the 
Mechanics or Strengths of Materials —a field of study in physics that deals with how 
solid materials respond to resistance and stress, and widely dreaded by students for its 
difficulty. 
At home, Nina spoke mainly in Russian, not only because of her Russian 
stepfather, but also because her mother, who left her home in Belorussia when she was 
only 15, had forgotten all the Yiddish that she had learned from Nina’s grandparents. Yet, 
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though it was fleeting, Yiddish had a strong and complicated presence in Nina’s early 
childhood through her grandmother, who raised her:  
So, when I lived with my mother and grandmother, I was a very naughty 
child, a terrible prankster, and when my mother would come home from work, 
my grandmother would want to give her a report about me. But she would say 
it in Yiddish. And my mother, in Russian, would ask: “What?” [Grandmother] 
again repeats it to her. She asks again: “What?” Meaning, she’s not 
understanding anything that my grandmother is telling about me. So, I just 
feel sorry for both of them, and I'm starting to enumerate everything [bad] I'd 
done that day, because I know [Grandmother] is complaining about me… so 
they never punished me.  
 
In her childhood, she picked up only stray Yiddish expressions and words from her 
grandmother and her Yiddish-speaking girlfriends. She began speaking Yiddish more 
fluently once she married her husband, whose mother and three aunts spoke Yiddish 
among themselves and would sing many Yiddish folk songs at family gatherings, which 
is how she slowly acquired comprehension of the language.  Even now, Nina described, 
groups of Jewish people at her community center sit around at the table at lunch, trying to 
speak Yiddish to each other to the best of their ability; Nina can only understand some of 
those words. “In general,” Nina reflected, “‘Jew’ was a dirty word in my time. People 
didn’t show it off. But I knew what I was doing. I knew that I had to be Jewish whether I 
wanted or not, and I knew what I was worth.”  
Hearing her talk about taking ownership of her Jewish identity, both through 
continuing to enter academic spaces she was discouraged from and by marrying a Jewish 
person in part because she wanted to be closer to that part of her heritage, I asked her 




I did not want to stick out. I wanted to... No. Simply, you understand, when 
[Svetlana Borisovna] told [my classmate] to “sit down and not stick out,” as 
an adult I would simply yell obscenities at her. I learned this kind of language 
specifically while I was working as a building superintendent. Now I know 
what to tell her. But as a kid I simply thought she was a bad, useless teacher. 
So what could I do in that moment? Everything inside of me shrank. I realized 
that I was Jewish. Because I did not know this before...I realized that no 
matter what my name was, I would still be perceived as a Jew...I immediately 
knew this, like a flash of lightning. That is, I foresaw it, as it were. I was a 
child, so I can’t say that I foresaw everything, [but] I felt that it would always 
be like this, and therefore I wouldn’t need any Russian husbands or Russian 
surname. I'm Jewish and that's it. If I will always be a Jew to everyone, then I 
should be one to her. That's all. 
 
Nina did not only accept her Jewishness, but she took in the way people in important 
positions around her were determined to define her by this characteristic and decided to 
make it a vibrant and evident part of her “on paper” identity.  
In her late teens, she recalled being courted by two men: her future husband, who 
was Jewish, and his Russian friend. This Russian friend, she recalled, was “a handsome 
man, and, most importantly, such a voice! He sang, and I was drawn to him very much.” 
Yet she ultimately married the Jewish man because she “needed his last name.” The 
clarity of need articulated by Nina in this moment, as clear as that earlier “flash of 
lightning,” is striking. Her last name was a safeguard strategy that meant to uphold and 
maintain her self-concept as a Jewish person. She meticulously and methodically 
demolished the privilege that had come from the Russian surname she inherited from her 
stepfather, a name that she felt lay in dissonance with the correct way that some, perhaps 
many, people might interpret her ethnicity. The strategic and emotional decision to marry 
someone in part because she “needed” his last name points to the way Nina “rewrote” 
herself as Jewish in the document constellations of her life in order to survive the 
continuous ordeal of banal prejudice that she imagined would come down the road.  
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Nina, of course, accurately predicted that her high-paced work environment in 
chemical engineering as a Jewish woman would prove difficult. Initially, when applying 
for various factory positions in Ufa, she was refused for several months and told that 
there were “no vacancies.” It was not until her mother-in-law connected her with a friend, 
one of the supervisors, that she was able to officially apply anywhere. This family 
connection was able to secure her a position despite the fact that her Fifth Line, 
“Russian,” did not correspond with her Jewish-sounding last name. After being hired at 
the factory’s technology design department, Nina remembered working with a “lazy” 
young man who routinely asked her to do the tedious work of calculations for him, which 
Nina recalled doing “very clearly and well.” When her supervisor saw the quality of her 
work, he urged her to write a paper about an “invention” she had developed.  
 Nina submitted the article she had written, naming her Russian coworker as the 
main author, “of course,” and herself as secondary co-author, even though the colleague 
she had listed on the report tried to convince her to take credit. Despite her attempts to 
coax him to be the author, saying she “did not have as much knowledge as him,” he 
asked: “You did not want your name to be on it, or you could not?” Nina responded that 
“of course” she could not, given what her last name was. Her co-worker convinced her to 
just “try it and see what would happen.” Nina tried to submit the article under her own 
name, and, just as she had expected, it failed to pass. “I never tried again,” she said, 
“because, you know, it takes a lot of time, a lot of time [to try and submit], and I didn’t 
have time. If I am the only Jewish woman in a workshop of 500 people, and I am the only 
certified technician, I’ll get twice as much [work] with my surname.” While her co-
worker was trying to be supportive and allow Nina to take credit for her knowledge, 
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innovation and labor, Nina, in turn, understood two important elements. First, her efforts 
to take credit would likely be wasted; as a working mother in a high-pressure profession, 
with chronically ill children, time, she stressed, was a scarce resource indeed. Second, she 
understood that her identity as a woman and ethnic minority meant that others would try 
to take advantage of her, to pressure her to take on their labor knowing it would be 
difficult for her to refuse, just as the “lazy” co-worker had tried to do before. 
Despite the safeguarding strategies that Nina used to deploy her last name 
strategically, the “dirty tricks” at work, ranging from implicit to explicit harassment, were 
frequent. Nina recalled a moment when a coworker, Lara, came up to her, emphasizing 
Nina’s non-Jewish patronymic: “‘Nina Vladimirovna,’ she says to me, ‘please tell me, 
but do you happen to know where the Jews take the children's blood to put in matza for 
their Easter?” Nina patiently asked Lara where she had heard this information, 
emphasizing in turn Lara’s advanced degree:  
[I tell her,] “You probably read something somewhere. I’ve never heard of 
[such a thing]. Bring me the text you read this in, we'll figure it out.” And 
that’s all. What am I supposed to do? Punch her in the face? What am I? And 
so it went on. 
 
Nina clearly picked up on the subtext of Lara’s accusation: that Nina, with her last name, 
and her “appearance”—which Nina referred to multiple times as something that 
announced her ethnicity—was using a Russian patronymic falsely, to pass or to get away 
with something.  She then countered Lara’s implicit and blatant antisemitism with her 
own emphasis, where she stresses Lara’s diploma as a way to point to Lara that her 
education did not preclude intelligence. In her narrative, Nina time and again 
demonstrated the ability to diffuse toxic prejudice tension that arose around her.  
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 When she chose less subtly subversive ways of defending herself, however, it was 
clear that things could go awry. In another incident Nina recalled, a fellow chemist had 
asked her to take time from her vacation in Ukraine to run an errand for her at a factory. 
Nina, ruffled, told her to “arrange a business trip and go yourself.” As she was leaving, 
she heard the co-worker say after her: “And since when did all these Abrahams become 
Vladimirs?" The accusation was the same as the incident with Lara: the idea of Jewish 
people falsely going behind Russian names to disguise their otherness. The incident 
followed Nina when she took a10-day vacation pass from work, a physical piece of 
paper, to the accounting department. After returning from her vacation, the factory 
security barred her entrance to the plant, claiming she had been absent from work for ten 
days and threatening to reassign her to janitorial work in another part of town. Relying on 
her network of friends at work, all of whom were Russian, Nina was able to secure the 
original slip and a signed explanation of her authorized absence and get back to work.   
Nina’s account, it is evident, is filled with moments where her nationality, her 
Jewish last name, and even her Russian patronymic, acted as identity points designed to 
trip her up in these professional settings. I want to argue, then, that Nina took control of 
her last name, turning it from a liability and something that multiple people tried to use 
against her into a point of strength that signaled defiance rather than shame. Despite the 
many incidents of harassment, Nina asserted herself using the tools that were meant to 
demean her and strip her of her livelihood. She continuously read and rewrote those 







 As the narratives in this chapter have shown, identification with certain 
languages can sometimes be a resource, sometimes a liability, sometimes an affirming, 
solid aspect of identity, sometimes a painful or slippery one.  The elders in this study 
show continuous awareness of political and historical context: this awareness came 
across sharply in their description of language practices. Linguistic and alphabetic 
fluency were practices or were inhibited by, the parents’ and especially grandparents' 
political and affective relationships to various languages. Where before the start of the 
war, if grandparents or parents were ashamed of speaking Yiddish, or wanted to protect 
their children from the stigma of being Jewish, both Russian and Yiddish practices would 
change to accommodate that. However, after the war, when the decimation of whole 
communities that carried heritage languages impacted the ability of transferring language 
across generations, the maintenance of Jewish cultural storehouses, including Yiddish 
language use, literature, art, etc., was a necessity.  
While many participants frequently expressed desire for identity constellations 
that were streamlined, with the implicit desire for that streamlining to include safety, their 
repertoires still include literacy practices that maintain more complicated and dangerous 
pieces of identity constellations. Thus, despite wanting simplicity because of safety, they 
nevertheless use literacy practices that enable them to hold on to complexity, making it 












By looking at how participants manage the contingency of language identification 
through traditional and non-traditional literacy practices —maintained 
transgenerationally during times when language repertoire competency is often 
structurally inaccessible —we can develop a fine-grained research model for looking at 
one of the most slippery units of study: transnationally mobile literacy. Given the original 
questions at the outset of this project, tracing the shared safeguard literacies that sustain 
and uphold cultural storehouses allows us to dig into what literacy practices do 
immigrants pass to members of their family. The three data chapters above share several 
common themes. First, there is the connection between the collective and the individual, 
as manifested and maintained by safeguard literacies. Individually, participants 
experienced personal and familial traumas, developing literacy strategies individual to 
their circumstances, as we see in chapter 3. However, across nearly all the narratives, 
participants indicate a desire to safeguard the safety of their family, and more broadly, 
their family’s connection to cultural, identity-affirming storehouses in chapters 4 and 5.  
The core of this project is anchored in the tension I was observing between 
individuals’ attachment to solid language categories and the fluid use of language that 
disrupted those same categories, especially when people gave conflicting answers about 
what they wanted to pass on to family.  Why this tension existed and how it manifested 
for the families in my study is what I was deeply curious about. If literacy is the 
navigation and use of semiotic systems by individuals, then what are semiotic systems 
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they are navigating? The data coming from most participants underscores a kind of 
saturated understanding, or perhaps an overdetermination, of what literacy can do. That is 
to say, participants clearly layered a great amount of meaning onto the literacy practices 
they brought up.  
It is clear that the very particular circumstances of the participants index a great 
deal about the literacy practices and environment they are in, from the specific SSR a 
participant may have grown up in, to what city they were evacuated to during World War 
II. Thus, in addition to the methodological and demographic contributions I discussed in 
Chapters 1 and 2, this study does not endeavor to speak for the literacy experiences of all 
Russian-speaking elders from the former USSR, but it does hope to contribute to 
immigrant literacy research through the fine-grained analysis not only of elder 
immigrants, but of the family unit as the literacy site. To that end, I want to end this 
writing by briefly touching on the data from a case study of the one family I was able to 
interview. In addition to interviewing Sabina and Sara, two elders mentioned in the 
previous chapters, I also interviewed Sabina’s son Sasha, and Sara’s daughter, Raisa. I 
then interviewed Sabina and Sara’s mutual granddaughter, and daughter of Sasha and 
Raisa, Isabel:  
Sabina→  Sasha [son] →  Isabel [granddaughter]← Raisa [daughter] ← Sara 
The research questions that steered me in my interviews with these participants remained 
the same: What gets passed in this family? What objects, languages, practices, skills, 
memories, and values get circulated? Below, I highlight a few moments from my 
interview with Sasha at length, to demonstrate the directions that this case study could 
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take me in, or what a similar methodological approach with new data, could help set up 
for my questions on immigrant literacy in the future. 
 
Sasha: Passing Literacies, National Identity, and Assimilation 
 
“Is it important for you that [your children] speak Russian?” I ask Sasha, sitting at 
his kitchen table, two cups of tea between us.  
“No, I would be very... I believe that this would be important for them, not for 
me.” Sasha hesitates a bit.  He had immigrated with his mother, father, and brother to the 
United States in 1979 as a young teenager, taking a years-long circuitous journey from 
the Moldavian Soviet Socialist Republic to Israel to Austria to Memphis, Mississippi 
until finally remaining in Boston, Massachusetts. His mother Sabina, whom I had 
interviewed earlier that month, told me their “adaptation” to life during both migration 
and immigration had been a “difficult one,” particularly the constant, pressing, and often-
inaccessible task of learning the various languages that circulated around them. Scholars 
in literacy studies have explored extensively the ways in which migrants must navigate 
the power asymmetries embedded in language-learning contexts, pushing against the 
commonly held assumption that there is something inherently “portable” about both 
language and literacy as they move with people across time and space. Given that, in 
practice, language and literacy do not function like tidy, delimited toolkits, my study—
which focuses on family literacy—sets out to explore how language and literacy practices 
do move with families.  
In an earlier moment, Sasha had mentioned casually that he is in the process of 
translating a little-known but significant first-hand historical account of a World War II 
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battle. The book, Memories of the War by Nikolai Nikulin, is “one of the few books 
[about this topic] that deserve a lot of attention,” from Sasha’s perspective. The author, a 
young infantry soldier in the 311st division, relates “what really happened” on the ground 
in terms of the soldiers’ experiences. According to Sasha, the exigence of this narrative 
lay in something hidden that can only be excavated through this particular historical 
account:  
S: In the Soviet Union there was a lot of propaganda, some things were not 
documented... especially during those times, published works just talked about 
how the Germans were all bad, stupid, bad soldiers, everything was bad, and then 
the Russians came through and extinguished them with machine guns. But the 
truth was not written. And [Nikulin] wrote exactly what happened in reality. ...It 
later came out that writers [writing about World War 2] either wrote from 
someone else's words, never met those eyewitnesses; or, those who were 
eyewitnesses, they could not write well enough… But this man knew how to 
write, and he knew how to think, and he saw everything with his own eyes. 
Therefore, it is all combined and in a very interesting argument. This account, the 
series of these fights, it is not described, because there were so many defeats. 
Therefore, for Soviet propaganda, this was uninteresting, all this was hushed up. 
 
J: And why is this important? Why did you want to translate this? 
S: Because there are not many of these stories. Because, firstly, it is true, and 
secondly, these stories are few. Now there is a lot more literature written on the 
theme of World War II and a lot more controversy, but this is already told by 
people with someone's words, from someone's books. But not… Eyewitness 
accounts, you know. Yes, the accounts say: ‘This many planes, this many tanks, 
this many troops,’ but this one tells you how it felt.” 
 
I quote this moment at length because several aspects of Sasha’s literacy values and 
practices begin to reveal themselves here. First, Sasha has taken on the arduous task of 
translating a dense and raw biographical account from Russian to English, ostensibly to 
give the work to his children. When I asked for whom this translation might be, he 
responded: “I don’t know, to be honest. I don’t even know what to do with it. I thought 
that maybe the children would want to read it, that it would be interesting for them. 
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Maybe not now, but someday.” Curiously, though, rather than taking a family story, or 
even a piece of literature to translate for his children, he had taken a non-fiction memoir 
documenting World War II, a historical event that happened a generation earlier, but 
which has without question irrevocably impacted the cultural, social, and political 
landscape around him. Communicating this specific story to his family for the purpose of 
“human interest or curiosity” felt important enough to him to spend hours of free time 
regularly on this project, more pressing than re-telling his own history. 
Within that particular literacy practice of translation, we can trace a second aspect 
of Sasha’s discursive repertoire. There is a clear value that Sasha places on what he 
qualifies as unheard, silenced narratives that circulated about World War II—which 
voices get left out of the history books, what is “true” and what “actually happened on the 
ground,” as opposed to what narratives were publicly circulated and encouraged. Sasha 
posits that while there were corroborating eyewitness accounts that echoed Nikulin’s 
account, they were not as “well-written.”  
Further, this story, in its complex particularity, was uninteresting enough for the 
official records, but for that very reason, that much more interesting to Sasha; there is 
affective element that Sasha identifies in Nikulin’s historical account: this memoir does 
not just give accounts of what battles were won when, and how many troops were 
deployed where, but rather that a reader could “feel it,” wherein “it” is the feeling of 
being an individual in a great, dark, terrifying time experienced collectively by everyone 
across the USSR. Thus, there is a poignancy in the combination of eyewitness narrative 
and its silencing, a poignancy that, I wo   
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Let us go back to the moment when I asked Sasha about the importance of his 
children learning Russian. Sasha, hedging somewhat, expressed that knowing Russian 
“would be important for them, not for [him].” Expanding on this further, he went on to 
say that Russian in particular is “one of the few languages on which very powerful 
literature is built.” Tolstoy and Dostoevsky, Sasha argued, work their way into all “Top 
Books” lists, and "the culture and literature, which is associated with this language, play a 
very large role in the world community. Therefore, for [my kids] ... since they grew up 
with this language, it would be very easy, you know, [to pick up]. ….so, it seemed to me 
that for their growth, purely human growth, from the intellectual45 point of view—I don’t 
even remember how to say this expression in Russian—from the point of view of such 
growth, it would be very important. It would be a big step.” 
“But they can read all these books in English. Is it not the same?” 
“Well, you understand, when you read in English, you couldn’t grasp at the 
culture. Because, after all, when you are in translation, the translation is adapted for the 
people who will read it. Therefore, it moves a little, and it already sounds46...  This 
cultural part is lost [bit by bit]. Also, not all books are translated. Well, yes, the main 
works are translated, the main things are translated, but how much is new and how much 
is untranslated, and what will never be translated?” 
Sasha’s valuation of knowing both Russian, specifically, and any second language 
more broadly, is in line with a great deal of discourse, both public and academic, around 
an intrinsic value in multilinguality (Yildiz; Norton; Garcia).47 Yet, this expressed value 
 
45
Sasha uses English to articulate this word, rather than Russian, the main language he uses throughout the interview. 
46
 “It” here is a vague referent, though likely gesturing to either a “text” or “translation,” given the context.   
47
 Though, of course, as much scholarship in literacy and multilingual studies has demonstrated, both multilinguality 
and the experiences of multilingual people are frequently disenfranchised in US education and policy contexts.  
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is also in slight tension with his own act of translating the World War II account, for 
which the only audience he can picture are his English-speaking children. So what is the 
“cultural” aspect of the Russian language that he hopes his children would be able to 
access? Does that “culture” feel secondary to the importance of conveying silenced 
narratives, such as Nikulin’s war narrative? Beyond just knowing a second language, 
beyond feeling that Russian would give his children access to the “culture” of great world 
literature, it would open up them up to certain aspects of Russian-speaking culture that 
they could not access through translation, since culture, according to Sasha, is transmitted 
through language in a way that is more ineffable and felt, something that is hard to 
“grasp,” as he says, through a translation that is adapted for a particular audience. So, 
when we consider how literacy practices and values fit into participants’ articulated 
relationship to the US, and how these practices shape their children’s orientations to both 
literacy and national belonging, we may well connect these questions to political 
subjectivities in Postsocialism, and the feelings that continue to produce realities.  
But can this theoretical concept of safeguard literacies allow us to explore other 
issues around immigrant literacy? Does safeguard literacy exist in other immigrant 
communities? If so, what does this do for them?  Can we connect my participants’ sites 
of struggle together and put them in the context of American Othering mechanisms?    
In order to revise my dissertation into a monograph, I intend to go back to my 
research site in Brighton, MA and collect follow-up interviews from multiple generations 
of the families I have included in my dissertation.  I will follow this research in my 
second project by exploring connections between multilingual literacies and citizenship, 
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particularly how language racialization and assimilation into whiteness function within 
certain transnational literacy communities in the United States.  
A possible avenue to explore could be questions around exigence around 
migration.  What values do immigrant family members want to pass, and what do those 
say about migration discourse and migration literacy more broadly? In terms of our 
current moment, replete with Russophobia: how do current Russo phobic attitudes 
interpellate ethnic Russian or even non-Russian immigrants, and shape public discourse 
on current unfolding events like the refugee crisis?  
Lastly, how does this theoretical conception work with other immigrant 
populations in the US? How might it work to add to scholarship that unpacks and 
challenges racism and xenophobia? Anthropologists Sharad Chari and Katherine Verdery 
write that there is a need for a body of historical and ethnographic research that can allow 
us to “think in comparative and interconnected ways about how colonialism, socialism, 
and their aftermaths constructed ‘race’ and ‘enemy,’ employing racial technologies and 
expertise to differentiate spaces and populations through their contrasting propensities to 
life and death” (27).  In a secondary project, I hope to follow this research by exploring 
connections between multilingual literacies and citizenship, particularly how language 
racialization and assimilation into whiteness function within certain transnational literacy 
communities in the United States. 
A texturizing perspective of literacy is vital not only to our research but our 
teaching and Writing Program Administration work. During my last few years as a 
graduate student, I had the privilege of working as  Writing in the Disciplines specialist in 
the biochemistry department of my university. I have been inordinately fortunate to work 
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with composition faculty and peers who are committed to making the polyvariance and 
diversity of literacy legible to administrators. As internationalization initiatives and 
adjunctification increase, universities are facing two practical truths composition 
educators have known for some time: that students carry widely diverse literacy 
practices, and that using this polyvariance for writing —in any discipline —is important. 
More than that, it is how learning and meaning-making can happen. I hear this in elders’ 
recollections of long-gone moments. These knots where literacy gets messy can index not 
only histories of space and power, but also institutional walls that get built up over time. 
The future of these scholarly questions is undoubtedly entwined in a development of a 





















Reading and Writing Memories 
 
Where are you from? What did you do in the Soviet Union for work? 
 
When did you come to the U.S. and for what reasons? 
 
How do you use your writing practices from Russian in your life in the U.S.? 
 
--Are there any writing practices you haven’t used in a long time? 
 
Describe one vivid memory you have of reading or writing when you were young. 
 
--What kinds of things did you read and write in school? At home? 
 
Did your family read or write at home? 
 
 --What writing do you remember your parents or siblings doing? In what languages? 
 
Which languages did you use as you learned how to read and write? 
 
In your opinion, how did learning to write in Russian influence the way you write now?  
 
 
Family and Reading and Writing 
 
Do you have family members around Boston? 
 
Do you read or write to family members now?  
 --In what languages? 
 
Does your family use writing or reading for any traditions or holidays?  
 
How would you describe the writing and reading of your family members? 
 
 --Do they speak in multiple languages? Which ones? 
 
Are there any stories or experiences you want to tell your children and grandchildren that you haven’t yet? 
  
--What language would you tell it to them in? 
 




How old are you or when were you born? 
 
What languages do you use? 
 
Can you think of anyone else who has had experiences similar to yours who might be willing to meet with 








Provisional Follow-up Questions 
 
Prior to beginning:  
Re-consent participant verbally by re-asking consent form comprehension check questions to 
make sure they remember what the study is about, and are again aware that taking part is 
voluntary. 
 
Current Writing and Reading 
 
Would you say your reading and writing practices have changed since we last spoke? In what way? 
 
How did you feel about writing in English when you arrived in the U.S.? How do you feel about it now? 
 
What languages are you usually writing in now? 
 
--If you met someone new to the U.S., what would you say to them about learning to 
write in English? 
 
Describe a time when you used your writing practices to get something important that you need.  
 
Describe a time when you felt disappointed or hurt by your language practices. 
 
Do you write and read at the Pearl? Who is this writing for? 
 
Do you write and read at home? Who is this writing for? 
 
--Do you ever write or read for self-education? 
 
Have you travelled back to ________ since you left? 
 
Do you think policies (at work, at school) in the Soviet Union affect how you use your languages? If yes, 
how so? 
 --Do you think current immigration debates affects how people use their languages? 
 
Since we last spoke, how have you been using your writing practices from Russian in your life in the U.S.? 
 
Can you describe how it feels to use more than one language when you speak? 
 
 -- Does the same word apply when you write in more than one language? 
 
 -- Does your primary language feel different to you than English? 
 
Can you think of a time when you wanted to write in a certain way in a certain language and you couldn’t? 
 
--Why do you think that happened? 
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